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Foreword 
 

It has been a real pleasure to have been the national manager for the 
TSA Young Fathers Project 2002-2004. From the moment John Coleman, 
TSA’s director, asked me to take on this work it has been interesting and 
enjoyable. For me it has included meetings with a wide range of people to 
shape the project, a trip to Atlanta to the third annual NPCL International 
Fatherhood Conference, negotiations with representatives of the voluntary 
organisations that carried out the work plus visits to projects, all-site 
meetings, poring over drafts of this report and much more besides. 
 
I firmly believe that it is no longer viable to be supporting families by only 
working with mothers.  The findings illustrate not only that young fathers 
want support (of different kinds), but also that they will use and value such 
support when it is on offer. Supporting young fathers clearly helps the 
young men in their own right, but also has major benefits for their children 
and the children’s mothers. I hope that the lessons from this project will 
prove invaluable to you, whatever your role in supporting children and 
their mothers and fathers. 
 
First I would like to thank Paul Boateng, MP and the then Family Policy 
Unit at the Home Office (now part of the Children and Families Directorate 
at DfES) for having the foresight to want to explore how best to support 
young fathers and for providing the funds (and back-up) to carry out this 
work. 
 
Second, I would like to thank the project workers and managers of the 
organisations involved in this project: Father Figures in Sheffield; Fathers 
Plus in Newcastle; Mancroft Advice Project (MAP) in Norwich; National 
Newpin in London and Top Dads (ContinYou) in Birmingham.  Thanks 
also to Sheffield Children’s Centre, Fathers Direct and everyone else who 
helped us in our work. There are too many people to name, you know who 
you are! 
 
Above all, I’d like to acknowledge the work of TSA’s researcher and the 
author of this report, Dr Enid Mordaunt. The thoroughness of the research 
is testimony to Enid’s doggedness in collecting the data and the clarity of 
the findings reflects her clear thinking and elegant writing style.  
 
It is obvious, but needs to be said, that the richness of the material in this 
report comes from the input of the young fathers themselves. We are 
particularly grateful to the young men who gave up their time to be 
interviewed. We hope we have done justice to their experiences and that 
what we have learned from them will benefit others in a similar position. 
 
 
Kevin Lowe 
National Manager 
TSA Young Fathers Project 
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Executive Summary  
 
 

1 Background                                        
The UK continues to top the league table for the highest rate of teenage births in 
Western Europe.  Although data is collected on the mothers of these babies little 
is recorded on their fathers.  This research seeks to help to redress that balance 
as it examines five projects across England which worked with young fathers 
from 2002-2004, affording not only those who ran the project a voice, but also the 
young fathers themselves. 
 
This report is an evaluation of TSA’s Young Fathers Project, a two-year pilot that 
ended in March 2004.  It was funded by the Family Support Grant, formerly 
administered by Family Policy Unit, Home Office, and now by the Children, 
Young People and Families Directorate, Department for Education and Skills 
(DfES).  With the aim of enabling young fathers to become more involved in 
bringing up their children, it set out to develop, test and evaluate an approach for 
working with young fathers who were either disengaged or socially excluded.  It 
was expected that the project evaluation would offer lessons for future potential 
sites to consider. 
 
The project was directed at young, vulnerable fathers from different ethnic groups 
in urban and rural settings.  The five sites offered a geographical spread across 
England and were each located within a host voluntary organisation.  Each site 
was expected to work with over 50 young fathers aged under 25, of whom more 
than 15 would be teenagers by developing a programme combining group work, 
one-to-one work and peer support.  The programmes were to help the young 
fathers consider their personal attitudes and behaviour as men and fathers, while 
improving both their life skills and practical child care skills. 
 

2 Method                                  
This evaluation, covering process, outcomes and impact, is a qualitative study.  
The data, which was analysed by means of NVivo1, was collected from the three 
sources of documentation, observation and interviews.  The interviews were 
conducted with: 
 

 project stakeholders, i.e. central government officials, TSA national 
manager, range of site personnel, project trainer 

 case study professionals, i.e. chosen because their close connection to 
the young fathers offered detailed reflections on the impact of the project 
on the young men 

 young fathers from each site. 
 

Most were repeat interviews offering snapshots at specific times of both the 
development and impact of the project.   
 
 
 
                                                      
1 Data analysis software. 
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3 Recommendations 
 
The headings and paragraph numbers below refer to sections in the main report.  
 
1.1: Legislative and policy context 
 
(i) Statutory agencies working with young families should place the same degree 
of emphasis on collecting data about fathers as they do in relation to mothers. 
[1.1.1; 2.1; 3.2.3]  
 
(ii) Central government departments should institute requirements of all 
government initiatives aimed at parents to work actively with fathers and as well 
as mothers. [1.1.2] 
 
(iii) The term ‘parent’ should be substituted by ‘father and mother’ in all written 
documentation. [1.1.2] 
 
(iv) Central government departments should make a co-ordinated effort to place 
fathers, as well as mothers, at the heart of all policy initiatives related to children 
and the family. [1.1.2] 
 
(v) Central government departments, especially the Children, Young People and 
Families’ Directorate of the DfES, need to redefine their concept of fatherhood to 
become more positive, recognising the child’s right to remain in contact with their 
father as well as their mother. [1.1.2; 1.1.3; 1.1.4; 4.4.3] 
 
(vi) The lack of automatic parental rights and responsibilities for unmarried 
fathers, whose children were born before December 2003, when the law was 
changed to enable partners to be registered on their children’s birth certificates, 
remains of concern and should be reviewed. [1.1.2] 
 
1.2: Concept of fatherhood: Review of literature  
 
(i) The design model of the YFP, avoiding a centralised approach to local service 
delivery, worked well and is a suitable model for other initiatives. [1.2.6] 
 
1.3: Description of project 
 
(i) Central government should establish a number of demonstration projects 
developing work with young fathers where voluntary sector organisations and 
statutory services collaborate.  Such projects should be initially funded for three 
years to improve project impacts for difficult to engage clients. [1.3.1; 4.1] 
 
2: The five sites  
 
(i) TSA has an opportunity to bring the full range of its work to a wider audience 
by engaging more directly with site workers of projects it manages.  Therefore, 
TSA project managers should ensure that all relevant TSA departments make 
direct contact with the organisations TSA is collaborating with on particular 
projects. [2.1]  
 
(ii) The keeping of accurate and regular records needs to be a priority at any 
future sites. [2.1] 
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(iii) Site workers should recognise the limits of their own professional 
competence, signposting clients to other suitable local services without losing 
contact with such clients. [2.1] 
 
(iv) Site workers should be part of a team where a level of cover is provided in 
their absence. [2.7] 
 
(v) It is the responsibility of host voluntary organisations to supervise, support and 
line manage their site workers. [2.7] 
 
(vi) Potential service providers could learn from these pilots by considering the 
characteristics of the more supportive sites. [2.7: Table 8] 
 
(vii) Potential service providers, contemplating partnership service delivery, could 
learn from the experience of the pilot site that began as such a partnership. [2.8 
Table 9]  
 
4.1: Introduction – replicability of project 
 
(i) Since replicability was a central tenet of the project, interviewees reflected on 
their experiences with that in mind.  These reflections have been compiled into 
Table 14, which potential sites might find useful. [4.1] 
 
4.2: Development of project at site 
 
(i) Potential sites should take account of Table 15: The Characteristics of 
Successful Site Workers. [4.2.9] 
 
(ii) While the training course offered some useful aspects, the training needed to 
be more focussed on the specific needs of site personnel.  These could have 
been established by the trainer visiting each site. [4.2.10.i; 4.2.10.ii] 
 
4.3: Type of service delivery  
 
(i) A mixed approach, combining basic information, support and advice alongside 
the exploration of issues and attitudes connected to fatherhood, is more likely to 
attract greater numbers of young men.  It is also more likely to lead to the site 
developing beyond one-to-one work into group work and peer support. [4.3.2] 
 
(ii) One-to-one work should be recognised as the basis of work with young 
fathers.  While it is a costly method of service delivery, it does allow tailor-made 
approaches to develop.  However, it has limits and site workers need to be 
conscious of developing their service by means of group work. [4.3.3] 
 
(iii) Peer support often develops from group work, offering an additional strength 
to the service offered.  It should be recognised, however, that peer support has 
cost implications in both time and money, as volunteers need training and 
continued support.  [4.3.4] 
 
(iv) Group work has many advantages [see Table 16].  While new site managers 
and workers should recognise there is no single way to organise and deliver 
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group work, it might assist their work to consider Table 17: Characteristics of a 
Successful Group. [4.3.5] 
 
(v) Young fathers tend not to respond readily to services that impose a content 
and style of delivery.  New sites should identify the needs of their clients at the 
outset and then regularly review them to improve and develop their service.  [4.3.6] 
 
(vi) Group work programmes need to be adaptable and negotiated with the young 
fathers in sessions using a mixture of approaches and activities. [4.3.7] 
 
(vii) Site workers should be aware of the importance of a range of factors in the 
lives of the young men that have profound effects on the contact a young father 
has with his child.  These issues, although not central fatherhood issues, should 
be incorporated into the programme.   [4.4.2.iv; 4.4.3.i: Living arrangements; 4.4.3.iii] 
 
(viii) Continuity from session to session is needed in group work; therefore, 
specific points in a programme should be identified allowing new members to 
join. [4.3.7] 
 
(ix) Manuals should be short and culturally suitable for the client group. [4.2.10; 
4.3.8] 
 
(x) Site workers should make use of several manuals, using them as toolkits to 
dip into and adapt. [4.3.8]   
 
4.4: Impact of project  
 
(i) New sites should determine from the outset their intended impacts, identifying 
the who, how and when, along with those responsible, success criteria, costs and 
the required staff training and support. [4.4 and 2.7] 
 
(ii) Developing criteria for success can prove difficult.  Sites should develop a 
range of measures that are indirect but show the knock-on effects of the project.  
To that end, sites may wish to develop and adapt those used in this evaluation in 
Table 18. [4.4.2] 
 
(iii) To impact on the very youngest fathers, i.e. those aged 16 and under, service 
delivery needs to be based on an understanding of adolescent development and 
youth work strategies. [2.1; 4.3.2] 
 
(iv) It is difficult for a project to impact on local services; however, it is both 
possible and essential that new sites retain this as a central objective.  The most 
immediate impact will be made by the worker developing local contacts through 
visits, presentations and case conferences.  Longer-term root and branch 
changes needs trained workers operating at a strategic level.  Therefore, having 
built positive relationships and raised awareness locally, site workers can then 
invite local services to buy in the expertise of such trainers and facilitators. [4.4.4] 
 
(v) It is unlikely that such a specialist service as the YFP would succeed as a 
mainstream service.  However, as a specialist service, it needs longer-term 
funding to enable sites to build local credibility and develop work with those who 
are vulnerable and disengaged from other services and possibly society. [4.4.4.vii] 
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The Report 
 
1 Background 
 
1.1: Legislative and policy context 
 
This section considers the legislative and policy context that provided the 
backdrop to the young fathers project during 2002-04.  
 
1.1.1: Statistical context 
  
The UK continues to top the league table for the highest rate of teenage births in 
Western Europe. [Society Guardian 26.5.05]. 
 

Table 1: Under 18 conception data for top-tier local authorities, 1999-2003 
Taken from the TPU website [www.dfes.gov.uk/teenagepregnancy/] 

 
 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 
 Number Rate Number Rate Number Rate Number Rate Number Rate
England 39,247 44.8 38,699 43.9 38,461 42.5 39,350 45.8 39,571 42.1 
 
NB. Rates are per 1000 female population aged 15-17. 
 
However, few statistics describe the fathers of these babies.  In comparison with 
mothers, data on fathers are less well documented [Pollock et al 1999; Lloyd, N 
et al 2003] as are changes to their roles in their families and to their work 
[Dienhart 1998].  This research seeks to help to redress that balance as it 
examines five sites across England working with young fathers. 
 
1.1.2: How central are fathers? 
 

Fathers have become central figures on the policy agenda, but often in the 
negative context of absence from their children’s lives at crucial times.   

[Lewis 2000 p1] 
 
The policy map offers little reassurance of the centrality of fatherhood; there does 
not appear to be a clearly defined approach to fathers and fatherhood.  There is 
what might be called a thread that can be traced through wide ranging policies on 
the family and children rather than a dedicated approach to fatherhood per se.  If 
this is true for fathers then the lack of focus on the specific needs of young 
fathers is even more marked.  This chapter sets out, therefore, the general policy 
context relating to fathers and fatherhood, ranging across a number of 
government departments, because, while there is little policy directly and only 
related to fatherhood, fathers are affected by a proliferation of policies that cross 
departments. 
 
On coming to power New Labour published the consultation document 
Supporting Families [Home Office 1998], which defined the framework for family 
policy for the ensuing years.  Of particular importance was the creation of the 
Sure Start Programme aimed at those families needing:  
 

… more help, particularly those facing linked problems such as poor educational 
achievement, health or housing, or unemployment.  We need to bring services 
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closer together, to ensure that help provided by different agencies works 
together.  We also need to target resources on the areas of greatest need.  This 
is what Sure Start is all about.  [Home Office 1998 1.36] 
 

More recently, the Sure Start Unit was formed from Sure Start and the Early 
Years and Childcare Units of the Department for Education and Skills [DfES].  
This interdepartmental Unit is accountable to both DfES and the Department for 
Work and Pensions, providing links across government departments and service 
provision.  The Unit aims to encourage local providers to offer an integrated 
service on the one-stop shop principle, combining support for childcare and early 
years education, along with support for parenthood and for parents wishing to 
find paid employment.  The signing of the Social Chapter of the Maastricht Treaty 
led to UK fathers having the right to parental leave and to working a restricted 
maximum number of hours per week.  Included in this approach is the support for 
working parents offered by the Working Tax Credit and the Work-Life Balance 
campaign introduced by the Department for Trade and Industry in 2000, 
encouraging employers to develop policies and procedures allowing employees 
to work more flexibly, balancing work and other facets of their lives.  The Green 
Paper [DfES 2003] offers, from April 2004, free part-time nursery education for all 
3 and 4 year olds whose parents so choose.  
 
In an attempt to break the poverty cycle of socially excluded families there has 
been an emphasis on getting parents into work.  To that end, there has been a 
greater emphasis placed on childcare and early years education, underpinned by 
OFSTED’s Early Years Directorate, established in 2001, which now has 
responsibility for the registration and inspection of both day care and childminding 
[Care Standards Act 2000], thus requiring service delivery to stated standards.  
There is an expanding network of Sure Start Children’s Centres, providing 
integrated early education, childcare, health services, family support and help into 
employment: 
 

Flexible childcare available at extended schools and children’s centres is easy for 
parents to access and helps working parents.  [Hodge 2003]  

 
The one-stop shop approach is further echoed in the extended schools policy, 
announced in September 2003 by the Children, Young People and Families 
Minister.  Initially, 61 such schools have been identified to receive funding to 
provide a range of community services with at least one school in every local 
education authority receiving this funding by 2006.  The services to be provided 
by the extended schools include childcare, health and social care, life long 
learning, family learning, study support, sports, art and access to information and 
communications technology. 
 
Running along-side this focus on adult fathers, Supporting Families [ibid] also 
indicated the link between teenage pregnancy and social exclusion, which led to 
the Social Exclusion Unit identifying the development of an integrated strategy to 
cut rates of teenage parenthood as a priority.  The Unit’s report on Teenage 
Pregnancy [SEU 1999], led to the formation of the TPU to manage the 
implementation of the report, as it became the National Teenage Pregnancy 
Strategy.  Forming part of that strategy, the Sure Start Plus Programme, initially 
managed by the Sure Start Unit but now managed by the TPU, is a five-year pilot 
programme that started in 2001 in 20 sites, with the aim of supporting pregnant 
teenagers and parents under 18: 
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… to improve health, education and social outcomes for pregnant teenagers, 
teenage parents and their children.  [DoH(a)].       

 
The TPU, now located within the Children and Families Directorate of the DfES, 
is a cross-departmental government unit funded from the DfES, Department of 
Health [DoH], Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, Department for Work and 
Pensions and the Home Office.  The TPU website explains that the Unit: 
 

… has strong links with Government initiatives working to reduce poverty and 
social exclusion among children and young people.  There are strong links, in 
particular, with the Teenage Pregnancy Strategy, the Connexions Service, HAZs, 
EYDCP, and Supported Housing. 

 
At face value, Sure Start Plus would appear to be a policy initiative for young 
fathers since it is directed to teenage parents not simply teenage mothers.  
However, such is not necessarily the case.  Each of the four objectives of Sure 
Start Plus [DoH(b)] uses the term ‘parent’ giving the appearance of meaning both 
father and mother; however, when the objectives are translated into specific 
targets ‘parent’ becomes ‘mother’, for example Objective 3 states: 
 

By helping teenage parents to be effective parents by involving their families in 
supporting them and their children.    

 
This becomes the target: 
 

Increase percentage of teenage mothers who report involvement of their family, 
father of their child, or partner in their child’s upbringing. 

 
It would appear that fathers are seen as part of the wider family rather than as 
first line service users.  This view of fathers is reflected in two reports covering 
both Sure Start Plus and Sure Start, which show how these services focus on 
mothers rather than both parents.  Rosata et al [2004] reported that: 
 

Advisers still reported doing only a very limited amount of work with young men. 
… Most of this work had been practical support, rather than the emotional 
support that was typical of their work with young women.  Some Advisers said 
that their areas had no plans to address this gap; others intended to do so in the 
future.  Most, however, felt that given the limited staff resources the young 
women were the priority.  As they had a year earlier, some discussed the 
possibility of recruiting a ‘father’s worker’ or liaising with local fathers groups.  
These options were seen to be more realistic than changing the referral systems 
or working patterns of the current Sure Start Plus Advisers.  [op cit p4] 

 
While, Lloyd et al [2003] explained that their second themed study, Fathers in 
Sure Start, had been undertaken because of: 
 

… an early awareness within the Sure Start Unit that father involvement may be 
low and a wish to share effective strategies to promote greater involvement 
across local programmes.  [op cit p1] 

 
Indeed, the authors point to the first themed study [NESS 2002], which showed: 
 

… a maternal tendency in Sure Start services, despite best intentions locally and 
Sure Start national guidance suggesting a broader service delivery perspective.  
[Lloyd et al 2003 p2] 
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There is clear need for these services to become father focussed, dedicating staff 
time, training and a budget to working with fathers.   
 
As Rosata et al [2004] recommended: 
 

A national level decision should be made about the priority to be given to work 
with young fathers in the remaining two years of the programme.  [p2] 
 

Following the Laming inquiry into the death of Victoria Climbié, the Green Paper, 
Every Child Matters [DfES 2003] set out central government’s proposals to 
reform the delivery of services for children, young people and families, including 
teenage parents and their children.  In terms of placing fatherhood at the centre 
of family policy, in some ways it is another example of a missed opportunity 
since, as with the Sure Start Plus document [DoH(b)] discussed above, there is a 
lack of clarity in the use of the term parent.  There is little recognition of the 
specific contributions made by fathers in the care of their children.  It is also 
disappointing to note that the Green Paper had not learned from research 
findings showing how difficult is can be to reach fathers through the channels 
used by mothers [Singh and Newburn 2000; Lloyd et al 2003] and how much 
more difficult it is to reach young fathers [Singh and Newburn 2000; Quinton et al 
2002]. 
 
The Green Paper introduced the idea of a new central and local government 
structure to integrate services for children and young people, which is now part of 
the Children Act 2004.  This includes the post of Children’s Commissioner: to act 
as an independent champion for children, particularly those suffering 
disadvantage [DfES 2003 p12] and reporting annually to Parliament through the 
Secretary of State.  This post sits alongside the newly created Minister for 
Children, Young People and Families in the DfES, a change that has already 
involved bringing together into this department, children’s social services, family 
policy, teenage pregnancy, family law, and the Children’s and Family Court 
Advisory and Support Services.  This was an important development for the 
Young Fathers Project [YFP], since it was funded by the Family Policy Unit, 
which was itself originally located within the Home Office but is now more 
rationally placed within the newly extended DfES.   
   
At local level there is the new post of Director of Children’s Services drawing 
together local authority education and children’s social services, along with a lead 
council member for children.  Each Director will eventually preside over a 
Children’s Trust, to include local authority education and children’s social 
services, some children’s health services, Connexions and possibly youth 
offending teams.  Again this will be underpinned by further development of 
integrated inspections.  This new structure could have a two-pronged effect on 
young fathers as it might well impact both on them as young people and on their 
children.  
 
A major government initiative with explicit references to young fathers was 
launched in September 2004, some five months after the young fathers project 
ended. The National Service Framework (NSF) for Children, Young People and 
Maternity Services (DH, DfES 2004] states the following about young fathers:  
 

Young men who become fathers may also come from disadvantaged and 
vulnerable groups. A positive relationship with the young woman during 
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pregnancy is a key predictor of the father’s involvement with his child in the early 
years. Maternity services can support this relationship through involving and 
encouraging young fathers but health professionals may know little about 
teenage fathers and may lack the skills to engage with them .[Children, Young 
People and Maternity Services NSF 5.7] 

 
The NSF represents an important step towards the recognition of the central role of 
fathers in families. 
 
1.1.3: National and local fathers organisations 
  
If fatherhood has not yet quite made it centre stage in policy or legislative 
contexts, judging by the growing number of organisations that now speak on 
fatherhood and the growing number of conferences on fatherhood, it would 
appear to be a concept whose time has come:  
 

What fathers are for is a debate at the moment.  If you take a long-term view of 
history there has always been that debate, although it’s changed quite 
significantly over the centuries. [TSA national manager]   
 

Nationally, there are organisations such as Working With Men a: not-for-profit 
organisation that supports the development of work with men through projects, 
resources, publications, training and consultancy [www.workingwithmen.org].   
Fathers Direct publishes a magazine and an on-line newsletter.  It offers training 
courses and information and describes itself as: the UK's national information 
centre for fatherhood. … it exists to support the welfare of children by the positive 
and active involvement of fathers and male carers in their lives 
www.fathersdirect.com].  Families Need Fathers [www.fnf.org.uk] is a charitable 
organisation offering separated parents support and detailed advice ranging from 
parental responsibility, interim contact and preparing a court bundle to effective 
letter writing and locating your child.  With a publicity-seeking profile, Fathers 4 
Justice describes itself as a: civil rights movement campaigning for a child's right 
to see both parents and grandparents [www.fathers-4-justice].  It sets out to 
make: the injustice visible to effect change. 
 
More locally, there are a growing number of projects such as the DIY Dads 
project, set up in Lewisham and Croydon with the belief that fathers: are 
important to their children, children are important to their fathers and active 
fathers make happier families [Wardle 2000].  There are projects around the 
country, including DVD in Rotherham a YMCA project, Romsey Mill in 
Cambridge, Father Figures in Sheffield a NACRO project, National Newpin in 
south London (now merged with the Family Welfare Association) and Fathers 
Plus a project of Children North East based in Newcastle-on-Tyne.  There are 
also fatherhood courses for inmates in young offender institutions [Dennison and 
Lyon undated].  The YFP sat along-side these with some differences - the YFP 
was a national project rather than a regional one and it was a time-limited pilot 
feeding into the larger debate on methods of work with young fathers. 
 
However, work specifically with young fathers does not yet have the same profile 
as more general work with fathers.  It could be argued that young fathers can 
attend a fathers project, regardless of age.  However, it is clear from the numbers 
recruited at each site that young fathers have a range of needs specific to their 
age and maturity, which can best be met by an age-related approach [see 2.1].  
Work with young fathers is more specialised than generic fathers’ work and has 
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not developed as quickly.  One site employee, who had developed such work 
some years before the YFP, found the lack of progress across the country 
dispiriting:  
 

I’d like to have seen more projects. … I don’t actually feel … [it’s] … that much 
different to how it was a few years ago. … Little bits of work, bits and pieces 
going on.  [voluntary organisation manager] 

 
More generally, there are organisations that focus on parenthood and 
motherhood but also include fatherhood.  The National Childbirth Trust [NCT], for 
example: aims to help all parents enjoy an experience of pregnancy, birth and 
early parenthood which enriches their lives and gives them confidence in being a 
parent [www.nctpregnancyandbabycare.com].  It is a campaigning organisation, 
which also offers advice, information and support to both mothers and fathers.  
While the NCT focuses on the early stages of parenthood, the more recent 
National Family and Parenting Institute focuses more generally on: parenting and 
families in the 21st century [www.nfpi.org].  Acting as a bridge between parents 
and policy makers, researchers and family practitioners, its aims are to raise 
awareness of the importance of parenting and family relationships by acting as a 
voice for families and to promote culture changes to enable people to ask for help 
within a family-friendly society.  Both these organisations offer specific 
information for fathers and both have published research on fatherhood [Singh 
and Newburn 2000; Lewis and Warin 2001].   
 
Bridging the gap between practitioners and researchers the National Teenage 
Parent Research and Practice Group is a forum, which meets quarterly around 
the UK, for those working in the area of teenage pregnancy.  Funded by the 
Teenage Pregnancy Unit [TPU], the aims of the group can be accessed via 
www.hda-online.org.uk and www.tsa.uk.com and briefly comprise bringing 
together knowledge of literature, resources, project and research funding 
initiatives to generate and identify important questions for researchers.  Research 
findings are produced in user-friendly format for practitioners.  The forum offers 
not only opportunities for debate but also the sharing of good practice in work 
with young parents. 
 
Such a range of developments could lead to a feeling of complacency – 
fatherhood (if not young fatherhood) is in the public eye.  However it remains true 
that: 
 

Men’s parenting is too often depicted as a social problem rather than a social 
strength.  Fathers are often only visible in terms of their absence: working long 
hours, not living with their children or lacking legal rights as parents.  An 
economic view of fathering continues to dominate policy discussions.  As yet in 
debates about ‘the family’ there is little serious discussion about what policy 
makers and service providers can actually do to support men’s parenting. 

[Lewis 2000 p7] 
 
1.1.4: Conclusion 
 
Both central government policy and legislation, often define fathers by the 
problems they are considered to raise, so while non-resident fathers are of 
concern because of unpaid child maintenance, the Child Support Act 1991 
emphasises men’s obligation to provide financially for their children but not their 
right to maintain contact with the children they support.  Added to which there is a 
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tendency for legislation to place an emphasis on biological fathers disregarding 
the complex nature of what constitutes a family [eg the Children Act 1989].  
Men’s role as carers is rarely recognised.  If adult fathers are seen as a problem, 
then young fathers are seen as even more so, because they are not expected 
either to be financially viable or to have a lasting relationship with the baby’s 
mother.     
 
Of continued concern is the legal status of unmarried fathers in relation to their 
children, an issue that remained unclear to numbers of young fathers and yet one 
of central importance since most of them were not married.  While the Adoption 
and Children Act 2002, introduced automatic rights for unmarried fathers as from 
December 2003, it is not retrospective.  Some mothers were unwilling to have the 
father’s name on the birth certificate as this could affect their benefits claims.  
Even with their names on the certificates, these young men still needed to 
establish parental responsibility through the courts.  A number of young fathers 
interviewed for this research indicated how the care and responsibility of their 
children mixed uneasily with legal redress, with many being loath to pursue 
parental responsibility orders, because they expected such action would force 
their baby mothers into an even more extreme position.  It was safer not to rock 
the boat: 
 

I haven’t been to get it on paper … I'm just taking her word for it. … It’s been all 
right so far. … I feel okay as it is now, because I prefer to get it sorted out with my 
daughter’s mum than having to go to a legal place - then they’ll start prying into 
your lifestyle, and if it doesn’t work out, like social services and them kind of 
people and I don’t think she would be at all willing to go through that.  [B3] 

  
There shouldn’t even be a need for me to go into all that channel, access and so 
forth.  I’m not with my baby mother but … [she’s a] single mum …. on benefits 
with three kids and she don’t wanna accept nothing from her baby father. … She 
should have enough common sense to know I do look after my daughter, she 
knows this, without a doubt.  [L4] 

 
While such a limited and negative view of fatherhood pertains, constantly 
stressing a biological definition of fatherhood, there will continue to be a focus on 
men’s economic responsibilities rather than their relationships with their children 
[Lewis 2000]. The Green Paper on parental separation and children’s needs (July 
2004) proposes changes to the family court system that would give both parents, 
after divorce, frequent and continuous contact with their children, though this will 
fall short of making the concept of shared parenting  a right in law.  Although this 
will have little direct impact on young fathers, since most of them hold neither a 
marriage certificate nor a parental responsibility order, it will be a step forward in 
recognising the right of a child to have contact with both parents, whether 
resident or not.   
 
Fatherhood is an increasingly contested concept; how children are conceived and 
reared is now more complex than ever and likely to become more so with the 
possibility of human cloning.  In January 2004 Suzi Leather, chair of the Human 
Fertilisation and Embryology Authority, proposed that the law governing IVF 
treatment should be changed, ending: the requirement for women to find a man 
to act as father to their child [Laurance 2004].  In an attempt to offer IVF 
treatment equally to all women, regardless of whether they were in a relationship 
with a man, Ms Leather’s proposal could be understood to be an attack on the 
need for fathers.  A stance she disputed:  
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It is absolutely clear if you think about the changes in society and the different 
ways that families can be constituted that it is anachronistic for the law to include 
the statement about the child’s need for a father.  It seems to me to be a bit of a 
nonsense to have that still in the legislation.  [ibid p1] 

 
What this statement masks is the underlying fact that even if mothers do not need 
a father for their children, their children do benefit from having a relationship with 
their fathers [see Lewis and Warin 2001 for a review of this literature].  The next 
section explores the concept of fatherhood in greater detail. 
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1.2: Concept of fatherhood: Review of literature  
 
1.2.1: Introduction  
 
The purpose of this section is to set the Young Fathers Project into a context, by 
exploring what fatherhood means in a country where family and parenthood have 
a range of meanings that are constantly shifting: 
 

… the growing multi-ethnic and multi-faith character of contemporary Britain are 
creating new socio-economic and cultural contexts for negotiating what it means 
to be a father. [Lloyd, N et al 2003 p5] 

 
The literature on young fathers is a developing area with few studies: 
 

Young men are often completely absent in the literature – there is an urgent need 
to find out more about the paths to early fatherhood, what works to prevent young 
fatherhood, and how best to support young fathers to improve their health, social, 
educational and employment outcomes. [Health Development Agency 2003] 

 
A number of key issues, however, can be found in the literature, albeit relating 
more generally to fatherhood, but that are nonetheless relevant to this project.  
 
1.2.2: Fathers as problems  
 
 One drop of sperm is not fatherhood – it’s biology. [ITV 9.4.02] 
   
If it has been true that lone mothers have been vilified as the root of society’s 
evils [Harding 1999; Mann and Roseneil 1999] then it has also been true that 
absent fathers have been identified as the cause of the collapse of society: The 
decline of fatherhood and marriage … has proved to be disastrous for children 
[Popenhoe 1996 p52] with the young being led into delinquency, violence, early 
sexual activity and early childbearing.  Such attitudes are prevalent even though 
the majority of fathers live with their children [Daniels and Taylor 2001 p25] and 
take little account of the changing views of the nature of family life. 
 
The Young Fathers Project aims, inter alia, to improve the parenting skills of the 
participants to enable them to take on the responsibilities of fatherhood.  It would 
be useful, therefore, to seek a definition of fatherhood, since it is a contested 
concept: a cultural institution which remains opaque and so hard to define [Lewis 
1986 p253], often understood negatively: as universally problematic in human 
societies [Blankenhorn 1995 p3] with men themselves seen as problems by some 
professional groups and marginalised by agencies.  Not only does such 
marginalisation reinforce the mother as the centre of attention, it also leads to 
lack of data of fathers appearing in case notes thus rendering them invisible 
[Quinton et al 2002].  Furthermore such marginalisation creates the need for: 
legal and extra-legal pressures … [to] require … [fathers] to maintain close 
alliance with the children’s mother and to invest in their children [Daniels and 
Taylor 2001 p15; see also Popenhoe 1996 p4].   
 
1.2.3: Deficit models of fatherhood 
 
Deficit models of fatherhood [Doherty 1991] focus on what men are failing to do 
or are doing but poorly.  In such a model not only are fathers disengaged and 
uninvolved, but they do not wish to change.  Out of the deficit paradigm Hawkins 
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and Dollahite [1997 pp4, 5 & 6] developed the following typology: 
 

 diminishing culture of fatherhood – where fathers are seen as spending 
ever less time with their families with resultant negative impact on their 
children, their communities and society.  In short: men are uncivilized 
brutes, so tame and train them with culture for their unwanted but 
necessary domesticated role  
 

 emotionally challenged fathers –  where most men are understood to be: 
emotionally and relationally deficient and in need of therapy  

 
 physically present but functionally absent  – while the authors 

acknowledge the studies showing the gap between the amount of time 
mothers and fathers spend with their children, to interpret this to mean: 
functional absence from their children’s lives … is inaccurate and 
unfortunate. 

 
Such a negative approach to fatherhood is typified by what the authors term:  
 

… the role-inadequacy perspective … concerned with fathers’ lack of adjustment 
to changing family roles’, which they see as having a: ‘counterproductive 
overemphasis on fathers’ inadequacies and overreliance on the metaphor of role. 
[op cit p7]   

 
An example of this approach is adopted by Popenhoe [1996 p13] who sees:  
 

… the social order … fraying badly: we seem to be on a path of continuing social 
decline. … At the heart of the problem lies an erosion of personal relationships.   

 
Into that picture Popenhoe fits the decline in the role and meaning of being a 
father, with fathers fulfilling the paternal role poorly, either because they have not 
adapted to the revolution in the female role or because they are too self-centred 
to attempt any adaptation, possibly opting for the abnegation of the role of 
fatherhood by choosing divorce or by becoming a biological father while 
unmarried.   
 
Born out of: a constructive discontent with such a negative approach to 
fatherhood, Hawkins and Dollahite refine the conceptualisation of fatherhood by 
developing it beyond the deficit model: without assuming men lack interest in or 
desire to care for the next generation [p1].  They recognise that fathers do not 
simply act a supporting role in family life, acknowledging that the reality of 
fatherhood is more complex.    
 
1.2.4: Generative fathering  
 
Generativity is a positive expression of the concept of fatherhood.  Developed by 
Erik Erikson [1950; 1959], it is a means of describing the active caring for the 
next generation.  This is a two-way process and is vital for the development and 
health of both generations.  Such concern for the next generation operates in a 
variety of settings, but for most: parenthood is the first, and for many, the prime 
generative encounter [Erikson 1950 p130].  Such was the case in this research 
when young fathers described their reactions when their children were born: I 
was in kinda shock [L8]: best thing in my life, ever! [No7] and: a great feeling [S3].  
This interviewee had held his daughter immediately: I was relieved.  It was just 
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like new; I was in a new situation, and then after bit I went to go for a walk.  
Another was very excited: Keeps me up all night!  I can’t stop kissing him and [my 
partner says] - Come on, leave the guy, put him down! [L7].  Thus, fathering is 
not simply a social construct, a role played on the stage of the family with a script 
written from outside the father’s experience to which he is expected to conform, 
but an internal process, necessary for a father’s development.   
 
1.2.5: Stereotypes of young fathers 
 

Most fathers have the desire, ability, and sense of obligation to care effectively for 
the next generation. [Hawkins and Dollahite 1997 pxiii]   

 
The stereotypical picture of the young father abandoning both his child and the 
mother of the child, is sometimes plainly wrong: 
 

It’s not like that, you know, not for everybody at least.  I feel that the project is a 
kind of avenue for you to really voice that.  There’s not much I could say that the 
social services will listen to … they’d rather take like the mother’s view.  She’s 
what? – poor, single, black mum you know, all this kind of stuff.  So, I feel if I 
come here [to the project] I’ll be able to say a lot, which is quite cool. [L6] 

 
Sometimes the stereotype is simplistic, since, on occasion, other players in the 
drama abandon the father [Speak et al 1997], including social agencies, peers, 
the mother’s family and the mother herself.   
 
Initial findings of the longitudinal study by Quinton et al [2002] indicate that: 
 

… the majority of fathers … who were in a relationship with the mother at the time 
of the confirmation of the pregnancy were still in a relationship with her at the end 
of the first year after the birth.   

 
They confirm the: very real motivation of the young men of their study: to become 
and remain involved in their children’s lives.  Likewise, Rolph [1999] found in his 
small-scale study that for many of the young men he interviewed, fatherhood was 
not perceived: as something to run away from, but as the source of a sense of 
pride [p62], a notion exemplified in this evaluation:   
 

… it’s something that you really wanted with the woman that you wanna be with, 
so I ended up crying.  I ended up crying, you know, [when I saw him born]. [L10] 

 
I don’t know what I thought.   I’ve never had a moment like it in my life; it’s still 
hard to explain.  When she was born, she was ... she got ...  I had to give her ...  
sit down and as soon as I sat down I didn’t cry, but I was so happy.  I couldn’t 
stand up, I had to sit down; it knocked me off my feet.  I’d do anything to relive 
that moment again.  I honestly would. [No4] 

 
Fatherhood can also be life transforming: 
 

It is not uncommon to hear young men say that they gave up certain deviant or 
socially irresponsible patterns of life only when they married or had children.  At 
that point, based on the necessity to be a good provider and a good father, they 
developed a real stake in the system and felt the need to set a good example for 
their children. [Popenhoe 1996 p75] 
 

The young fathers interviewed for this research reported a wide range of positive 
changes on becoming a parent.   
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Table 2: How fatherhood changed behaviour of young fathers 
 
Drinking, drugs, sex 
 
I was very, very immature.  I used to go away weekends with the lads, go out every night with 
mates, didn’t really care.  Soon as I was a dad … no more going out getting plastered with the 
lads, no more going on trips to Amsterdam. [S4] 
 
No3 reported he was no longer loud, rebellious, repeatedly unfaithful, a user of soft 
drugs and a heavy drinker. 
Criminality 
 
I used to be a very nasty man … I was always in trouble with the police … but not any more.  I’ve 
had a clean record for over 18 months now. … Everybody thinks I’m dull. [Ne1] 
 
Made me look at life differently.  Before I had children, I just be there, on the streets, messing 
about, thieving and stuff like that; just being a menace to society basically.  Now I’ve got children, 
I just thought to myself, now I can see why mum says certain things like, “don’t do this or don’t do 
that”. … Before I couldn’t see that but now being a father myself I can see it now.  I’m just thinking 
exactly the same thing as my mother. [B2] 
 
There’s … a little life depending on my activities.  I can’t be a child. … I got myself a job, keeping 
out of trouble.  I was an alcoholic, but I don’t drink any more; took a lot of responsibilities and 
made a lot of changes. [No4] 
Employment 
 
You gotta get up and say to yourself - Look, I wanna get a job. [L7]  
 
Made me think about things … not doing the things I was before … like … messing around on the 
streets doing nothing all day.  It was only me then. [B1] 
Less Selfish 
 
I can’t just think of myself any more. … Actually, I think my mates were starting to get a bit fed up 
because all I talk about now is how I’m gonna improve. [L1] 

Developing maturity, becoming responsible 
 
When I were 19, I seemed to be a bit immature, as soon as I had a baby I was like - I’m a grown 
man. [S6] 
 
You got responsibility, a lot of responsibility. … It also helps you to … grow up faster. … Most 21 
year olds … you don’t really mature that quick.  It’s once you’ve got kids you gotta just grow up 
much quicker. [L7] 
 
Made me realise I had responsibilities and stuff; put my friends to one side. [S3] 
 
Before I was selfish; just think about myself and actually I don’t care, I’m going down the road, I’ve 
got some money, I'm spending it, I don’t care about tomorrow.  But as soon as my daughter came 
along, there’s somebody else, that’s what’s constantly in my mind. … I look at things differently; 
I’m not like negative no more. [B3] 
 
Just makes you look at life differently.  You sort of like plan more ahead.  Kind of makes you grow 
up quicker as well, you have to grow up because [you’re] no longer a child no more. [L3] 
Motivation, reason to live 
 
My child is … [a] central motivation. … She comes into everything, really … you live your life 
around her. [L2] 
 
It changed me ’cos I started to look at life … you realise even if you don’t want to achieve nothing 
for yourself you’re gonna have to achieve something … for the kids.  Since I’ve had my kids I 
think I’m more ambitious. [L7] 
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1.2.6: Helping fathers develop  
  
Negative stereotypes of young fathers, often rooted in a role-inadequacy 
perspective, are not the most effective way to help individuals effect personal 
change.  A macro, top-down approach is unlikely to facilitate personal change as 
it is not developmental in nature, as it imposes a set of redefined social roles.  
Because there is an emphasis on personal deficiency, rarely a good means by 
which to achieve personal growth and change, such a perspective actually 
becomes a barrier to change. 
 
Clearly, a service that is based on policy formed from a negative 
conceptualisation of fatherhood making the assumption: 
 

… that fathers are not especially interested in being close to their children until 
some expert convinces them they should be, would differ from one in which 
fathers are viewed as wanting to be close to their children but facing significant 
barriers to the achievement of that desire. [Hawkins and Dollahite 1997 p11] 

 
This was of significance to the YFP, since the project could be understood in that 
light, as it was a project funded by central government bringing with it the views 
and policies of central government.  It could have appeared to be a top-down 
project lacking credence with potential service users.  The YFP, however, 
avoided such a top-down approach, because of its structure [see 4.2.1].  While it 
was financed from central government, the funds passed through the national 
organisation of TSA, an organisation held in high regard by those interviewed at 
the five pilot sites.  Even so, it was important that the project was not overly 
directed from the centre, whether that centre be a central government department 
or TSA.  The service level agreements were handled by TSA, enabling the TSA 
national manager (an employee of TSA) to develop a relationship with each of 
the five sites that was rooted in the accountability for the proper use of public 
money.  However, each site was also offered operational freedom and 
separateness from the centre to establish local needs, developing approaches 
and programmes that local young fathers themselves respected.  Since each 
local project was embedded within a host voluntary organisation with its own 
belief systems, each site was culturally and operationally different from one 
another [see Chapter 2]. 
 
1.2.7: Being a ‘good father’ 
 

I am not sure what unconditional love means.  I think I know what loving children 
through thick and thin involves – spending time with them, talking to them, never 
not returning their phone calls, giving reassurance, telling them they look great 
when they do and, sometimes, when they don’t, endless practical as well as 
emotional support. [Cohen 2001 p11] 

 
Just as Cohen struggled to define ‘unconditional love’, the young fathers 
struggled to explain what being a good father meant:  
 

You see, the thing is we might think we’re doing good but the kids might not 
agree.  So, I don’t think we’re ever gonna get to the bottom of this. … We’ll say 
we don’t want to make the same mistake as my parents did; but no one didn’t 
teach you how to be parents so who can be the perfect parents?  No, I’ve had 
this discussion with a lot of guys … never get to no conclusion. [L7] 
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The young fathers themselves had given the notion of being a good father 
considerable thought.  Perhaps unsurprisingly, as a number of those interviewed 
held negative memories of their own fathers, one sign of being a good father was 
to be held in high regard by one’s own children: 
 

I want my kids to remember me and remember the good things about me and 
love me and respect me for it. … Don’t want them to be disappointed, say I had 
let them down or I was tight-fisted, I didn’t help them or didn’t do nothing for them. 
… I want them to be proud of me. [B2] 
 

Following Winnicott’s concept of: good enough mothering [1971], Cohen 
develops the good enough father as one who:  
 

… is not perfect.  But he tries, he is there and he does not commit the terrible 
sins – being abusive to children, denying emotional warmth, being indifferent. [op 
cit p11]   

 
Table 3 on the next pages sets out how the young fathers interpreted good 
enough fathering.  The phrase most commonly used by the young fathers when 
describing what a good father meant was ‘being there’, which meant being 
supportive especially when the child encountered problems but also included 
pursuing activities together and being both physically and emotionally present:  
 

Like I never grew up with my dad.  It’s hard like, being a boy and not having a 
father [just having a] mum … there all the time.  You know it’s like … [my 
daughter] can’t really relate to a father, a father figure.  I really do want to be 
there [not like] … my father. She needs guidance and steering - just have fears 
for my little daughter.  Fears. [L4] 

 
Of course, this need not imply residency in the same household as the child: 
Some resident fathers provide little for their children, while many absent fathers 
maintain excellent relationships with their children [Daniel & Taylor p184].    

 
1.2.8: Unique qualities of fatherhood  
 

… capable fathers instead of deficient mothers [Hawkins and Dollahite 1997 p14]   
 
The bottom line of fatherhood has, over the years, often been seen as providing 
finances [Daniel and Taylor 2001].  While financial security is important, it is too 
limiting to understand it as the defining characteristic of fatherhood.  There can 
be a:  
 

… presumption that men and women bring talents and capabilities to their care 
for children that may not overlap completely. … Fathers are not mothers and 
should not try to be. … Fathers often bring assets and skills to their caregiving 
that add unique benefits to children’s well-being.  

[Hawkins and Dollahite 1997 p13] 
 

There is a view that fathers bring unique qualities to the role of parent, because:  
 

… despite their many similarities, males and females are different to the core.  
They think differently and act differently. [Popenhoe 1996 p139]   
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Table 3: Being a good enough father 
 
Loving, understanding, listening   
 

Showing her that I love her, not like buying things and that, that’s not really love, I just want to 
show her that I love from my heart and be warm with her and be patient with her and spend 
quality time with her. … If she’s got a problem you listen … and advise … be a shoulder … to cry 
on; somebody she … can always come to, if everybody else is against her. [B3] 
 

The same as what would make a good partner – someone that’s kind, caring, considerate, listens, 
be a teacher, comforts but also … helps to keep the others in place. … The only way she’s going 
to learn is to be told when she’s going wrong. … Just love … give her love and show her love 
because … [then we all] will receive that love and show it back. [Ne1] 
 
Kind, patient, understanding, not just with the child, but also with your partner. … Respect for your 
partner’s views. [S5] 
 

A good father is the one that listens to their children, listens to what they need … understands … 
[them]. … You’ve got to put yourself back as a child. … To be a best dad understand them, love 
and support. [S6] 
Responsible, committed 
 

Being: responsible and stuff; bringing her up in the right way; learning her what’s wrong and 
what’s not wrong [S3], not walking away, but being: committed, honest. 
Being physically present 
 

It’s not about the money, it’s more important than the money – it’s the stability of his mind. … 
Look in prisons … a lot of the kids … never had their daddies there and it’s a high percentage, 
you know? … Of the thirty boys I used to hang around with, only three had their mum and dad 
together. … A lot of them are in jail, a lot of them have done bad. … If my dad was here living with 
me and he saw me I … wouldn’t have done a lot of the things that I have done. [L10] 
Patient, calm 
 

No3 thought a good father showed patience, joined in with games, gave the attention the children 
needed.   
 

Just being nice … show her how to be nice and calm; don’t rage all the time. … Bring a child up 
with good manners, politeness, to be a peaceful person, to get on with other people … if 
somebody gets on your nerves … not to retaliate. [Ne4] 
 

L5, a sole carer, had developed strategies to cope with a lively son.  Sometimes, his: mind is full 
up. … I will get frustrated sometimes but I have to have self-control … which can be hard – but if 
you master it, then you’re good. 
Support 
 

Every way I can, giving her what she wants emotionally, the lot. [L8] 
Childcare skills 
 

Like crying all the time, you can’t exactly go mad with him because he’s a baby, you’ve just got to 
learn to cope, try and … find out what the problem is. … It’s still quite hard when they’re crying, it 
always is when your bairns cry. … He likes a bit of cuddling now and again and that will calm him 
down.  I learn to cope with it. [Ne2] 
Role model 
 

When she’s older, I can show my daughter [that] … to achieve certain things in life you’ve got to 
put in the work.  If I was a bad father and my daughter was doing something wrong, I couldn’t … 
say to her - you’re wrong, … because my daughter could … say - Well, who are you to talk?  You 
wasn’t there, you did this and … that.  You’re not a good role model. [B3] 
 
Good provider 
 

For many young fathers the traditional: being a good provider remained important, but it went 
beyond providing financially to include sharing: knowledge with her, to be a kind of teacher … an 
emotional provider as well, a mental provider [L2] and: spending time with your child, quality time 
[L3]. 
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Snarey notes that there is a qualitative difference between fathers’ and mothers’ 
interactions with children as: fathers’ play involves more physical-athletic 
interaction [1993 p35].  A child has need of both types of interaction: 
 

Through their play, as well as in other childrearing activities, fathers tend to stress 
competition, challenge, initiative, risk taking and independence.  Mothers in their 
caretaking roles, in contrast, stress emotional security and personal safety. … 
What is clear is that children have dual needs that must be met: one for 
independence and the other for relatedness, one for challenge and the other for 
support. [Popenhoe 1996 pp144/5] 

 
Fathers, in this model, are presented as bringing protection and providing 
guidance, instruction, encouragement, care and love, while serving as a role 
model of being a man and a father.   
 
In his review tracing the developments and changes in how fathers and their 
roles are perceived and written about, Lamb [1997] sets out a more complex 
picture of how fathers and mothers appear to influence their children, where the 
similarities appear to be much more important than the dissimilarities:  
 

The important dimensions of paternal influence are those that have to do with 
parental characteristics rather than gender-related characteristics. [p13]   

 
He considers it to be commonplace for the multifaceted roles that fathers play to 
be widely recognised; roles that often operate simultaneously.  Fathers’ patterns 
of influence over their children are now generally accepted to be both direct, as in 
care giving, and indirect, as in financial support.  Such influences being set within 
a: diverse array of family types and sociocultural expectations and demands that 
shape paternal roles, family processes, and child development [op cit p3].  
Fathers play multiple roles in the family having:  
 

… beneficial effects on their children when they have supportive and nurturant 
relationships with them as well as with their siblings, when they are competent 
and feel fulfilled as breadwinners, when they are successful and supportive 
partners. [Lamb 1997 p13]   

 
Over the last 30 years, a more sophisticated understanding of parent/ child 
interactions has emerged:  
 

If there are differences between mothers and fathers, these are not easy to 
measure and do not have demonstrable effects on the child’s development, as 
was once simply assumed in the child development literature. [Lewis 1997 p142]   

There’s not a real difference; it probably seems like that because we do it at 
different times or we do it probably slightly different but I think it’s all based on the 
same thing.  Everybody wants the best for their children.  All my baby mothers 
want the best for their children and they want the best they can get out of their 
children. … I reckon we’ve got the same goals and want the same things for our 
children. [B2] 

 
The young fathers interviewed were able to identify what qualities of fatherhood 
they brought to their children and what they thought made them special to their 
children, qualities that may or may not be different from that offered by mothers.  
The young fathers reflected a range of beliefs relating to the differences between 
parental roles.  Some considered there was no difference whatsoever: Everything 
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the same … we done everything the same.  We played with her, stuff like that 
[L1].  They were just as likely to give cuddles as the mother: I can cook. I can 
change nappies. I know how to feed babies [B1].  Some young fathers took on 
full childcare as their partners recovered from illness after the birth:  
 

[My partner] was diagnosed with severe post-natal depression, so she needs 
help as well.  Whatever’s got to be done, has got to be done.  She’s only a baby; 
she needs all the love and affection she can get off both of us. … During the day 
my partner is going to look after her but I’ll still change her nappy, I’ll still comfort 
her and I’ll still feed her, so basically I’m still looking after her during the day. 
[Ne1] 

 
Others, who also considered there were no differences, then qualified their 
statements.  Some felt that although they did the same things for their children, 
mothers did more of it:  
 

I reckon the mums have got more pressure more than the dads; they do a lot 
more … they’re always there, no matter what.  The father is there for the 
weekend or holidays … they’re not there 24/7. [B2] 

 
Another difference highlighted by some interviewees was the manner of playing: I 
tend to play with him like in a more… agile and more manly, manly things [L6].  
This led some to think that fathers were probably more physical in their games 
than mothers, who in turn were likely to be: more pampering.   
 
For some there was a difference between what they theoretically believed to be 
differences in roles and what was actually happening in their lives.  For example, 
providing discipline and finances had been imagined by some young men as their 
role, describing themselves as: a bit old-fashioned [No9].  Some, however, in the 
event saw their partners fulfilling these aspects.  Several young fathers thought 
they contributed the same as the mother except for washing and bathing their 
daughters, an aspect of childcare where some young men initially felt 
uncomfortable:  
 

… because she was a little girl and because of how bad society is at the moment 
I think if you touch - sounds terrible! … If you touch her or frighten, damage and 
whatever … I was very conscious about [that], very taken aback and very 
worried. … I shared that amongst the group because the group’s got older 
daughters. … It seems a lot different to me - first time parent. … If I had a little lad 
then I know I couldn’t hurt him as such but a little girl is totally different. [S5]   

 
Non-resident young fathers considered that when their children were staying with 
them, they provided exactly the same care and involvement as their baby 
mothers. 
 
Others saw definite differences in the roles of each parent: Mine’s old fashioned - 
my responsibilities are to make sure that they’ve got a roof over their head, 
they’ve got food in the fridge [S5].  A strong male presence was an important 
issue for some; however, being the disciplinarian was seen by some as the role 
of the father and by others as that of the mother.   
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For one young man, whose contact with his own father was limited to time his 
father spent out of prison, a father provided safety:  
 

You feel more safe and secure when your dad’s about.  Women are more 
vulnerable. … A child needs a male presence. … The different roles blend 
together to give the child stability. [No4].   

 
One young man failed to define his role, as his capable baby mother effectively 
marginalized him: 
 

If I wasn’t around, she would … do a very good job.  You know, she doesn’t need 
me there, kind of thing.  So in a way she’s like one of those mums who would be 
the dad as well, you know.  Sometimes it’s hurt me in the past 'cos I felt like I’m 
not really needed. … The father’s role becomes more kind of concrete when the 
child starts to get older and they can talk more and stuff.  So I’ve kind of thought 
along them lines as well.  I still think, you know, I’m needed, but it’s not so clear 
to me right now. [L2] 

 
Lewis sees fathers as being members of a sociological microcosm and, as such, 
they: are important, but only in specific contexts do they have unique or specific 
effects on the development of preschoolers [op cit p142].  While this evaluation 
will consider the impact of the project on the father/ child relationship [4.4.2], it 
would be simplistic to think that, offering snapshots at specific times rather than 
continuous development over time, it would be able to identify the exact benefits 
to the children from the YFP intervention.  It would be both simplistic and 
contentious, since:  
 

It is easy to become lost in a labyrinth of views about whether children do in fact 
need fathers. … One pathway out of the maze is to see the father as one of the 
potential resources for a child.  The fewer resources that the child has to call 
upon, the more risk he or she has of a poorer outcome in the face of adversity.  

[Daniel and Taylor 2001 pp182/3]    
 
An Edinburgh study that asked adults, and children and young people aged 
between 4 and 17, their perceptions of fathers and fathering, found that while the 
adults consciously discussed the different roles of mothers and fathers, their 
children were far less mindful of such differences:  
 

But perhaps the most striking point to emerge from the study was that desirable 
qualities in a parent are ungendered; in other words, there may be nothing unique 
which fathers, as opposed to mothers, provide. [Milligan 1998 p9] 

        
The individual characteristics of fathers such as their masculinity, intellect or their 
warmth appear to be less formatively important than are the characteristics of the 
relationships they have built with their children [Lamb 1997].  If generativity is to 
have any meaning, then it would be wise to take account of what the next 
generation has said it needs from their fathers as such relationships are built: 
 

 a role model  expressions of love 
 quality time  physical contact 
 supportive behaviour [Milligan and Dowie 1998]  
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1.2.9: Types of fathering 
 
There are two primary hypotheses related to fathering types.  First, there is the 
modelling hypothesis, which works on the assumption that sons who have been 
fathered by caring, accessible and authoritative men model their own style of 
fathering on that they received.  Second, there is the reworking hypothesis, which 
indicates that sons who were fathered by uninvolved, emotionally distant fathers 
set out to redress the balance by reworking their own approach to fathering [for a 
fuller description and further reading see Snarey 1993 p277].  These two theories 
are not seen as mutually exclusive, since positive or negative memories of being 
fathered may lead to a father modelling himself on his own father, seeking 
another way or mixing the two. 
 
So, how do young men learn about being a father? 
 

Most fathers are not likely … to pick up knowledge about pregnancy or babies 
from their own fathers because father-son relations tend to avoid such emotional 
intimacies. … [M]ost of us are also influenced by invisible presences – mainly our 
own parents, their attitudes to discipline and how we reacted.  

[Cohen 2001 pp53; 127] 
 
The young men interviewed were very aware of the ‘invisible presences’ in their 
lives.  Unable to comment on any influence his own dead father might have 
exerted over him, B3 had been brought up by his mother: it has always been my 
mother, just me and my mum, because she had no partners, so there hasn’t 
really been a father-figure there.  He felt the lack of such a father figure and 
feared his own daughter would feel the same:  
 

… at school … friends would always talk about - my dad did this or my dad 
bought these.  I’m always saying - my mum, it’s always my mum.  And I think that 
my daughter might do the same, because I’m not there no more, … she’ll 
probably always be saying - my mum.  I’m a bit sad about that; the cycle is going 
round.   

 
However, he had devised positive counteractive steps, such as regularly 
collecting her from school enabling him to be a presence in her life. 
 
Some young fathers spoke warmly of their own experience of being fathered, 
wanting to be: a good father like me dad is [Ne4], very involved, a role model, a 
calm man, who did not lose his temper.  They had played together, often playing 
jokes on each other: Getting each other into trouble.  S1 admired how his father 
looked after his granddaughter, wanting to copy everything about him: he’s 
brilliant.  He helps me out a lot.  There were many others, however, whose 
negative experiences of their own fathers meant they intended to copy nothing: 
 

I’ll not swear but my dad were a bit of a git.  He was very violent when I was 
younger.  We had some right pastings off me dad.  He was very, very strict … he 
used to call us names and say nasty things. … It was very hard for me as a kid. 
… I vowed that I would never ever do that to my daughter - what he did to me.  

[S4] 
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Some were setting out to be the exact opposite: 
 
I would say there’s one good thing I got from my father, which was not to be like 
him, because he wasn’t always there.  So, I decided I’d always be there for my 
child. … I mean he showed me the opposite. … You think to yourself - Well, I’m 
certainly not gonna be like that!  Yeah. [L5] 

 
That means, you know, I don’t want to be abusive especially physically. … I don’t 
want him growing up without feeling part of a family and like he’s loved or 
wanted. [L6] 

 
With a father he described as a heavy drinker and violent towards women, No9 
considered: I didn’t really know him.  What I knew of him, I didn’t like.  He’s a 
millionaire - I’d follow him in that!  No7’s father had died, but they had had a 
fraught relationship as his own violent, drunken behaviour had caused his father 
to be afraid of him.  He and his father had been a threat to each other: I don’t 
want to have that between me and my child.   
 
Just because a young man chose not to copy his own father did not necessarily 
mean that their relationship was poor.  While Ne2’s father had been very involved 
with him as he was growing up, he had set very strict boundaries of behaviour:  
 

See me dad’s quite strict so I wouldn’t like to copy anything from me dad.  I’m 
quite calm at things like this.  Me dad is a schoolteacher and all these disobedient 
kids and that.  So, he used to bring it home with him. 

 
Some young men had unremittingly negative memories of their fathers: 
 

I grew up with my mother, me.  I remember my dad when I was young, young, 
young, young - 6, no 5, after that I don’t remember him.  Remember him when I 
was 11 for a year of my life, promised me the world and gave me shit.  He got 
killed.  Story over. [L4] 

 
It’s just a case of with my dad, he puts himself first, he doesn’t put no one else 
first.  I’ve been promised and let down so many times throughout my childhood 
I’ve just sort of got used to it. … I wouldn’t trust my dad as far as I could throw 
him. [L1] 

 
Some young men identified a mixture of positive and negative aspects of their 
own fathers.  Although L2 did not wish to emulate his father’s habit of being very 
withdrawn at times, he did want to copy other aspects:  
 

He was a good provider.  I suppose I’d like to follow in his footsteps that way. … 
My dreams of like travelling … is a lot to do with him. … Apart from that, he gave 
me a sense of what it is to be a man, from a different angle from what you usually 
hear. … He’s not very tough, he’s not hard or anything.  He’s almost soft.  He’s 
kind of gentle and sensitive and he’ll listen to you and he’s caring and stuff.  And 
at first I saw those things as weaknesses but then I’ve kind of grown to think that 
well, you know, he’s a strong man in that sense ’cos he’s able to be all of those 
things. 

 
Some were discovering that they were turning into their own parents!   
 

I don’t want to see my kids out there while there’s violence out there or things 
going on that are not supposed to be going on … I don’t want my kids seeing 
that; I want to protect my kids from all that.  And I can see my mum now, she’s 
over protective, but I can see why … now.  Before I thought she was sort of 
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picking on me; she was being horrible; didn’t want me to have good time; she’s 
trying to cramp my style or she’s messing my fun.  I would see it like that.  I can 
see what my mum’s saying now with all that, why she was over protective.  I 
couldn’t see it before. [B2] 

 
So far, in looking at types of fathering we have considered the deficit model of 
fatherhood at one extreme and generative fathering at the other.  However, 
Tables 4.1; 4.2; 4.3 set out the range in between these extremes, such as the 
types developed by Dienhart [1998, adapted from pp8, 9]:  
 

Table 4.1: Father types 
 
Type  Characteristics 
 
New  

 
-

 
parents share equally upbringing of children, career aspirations, 
running of home 

Hands-on - both parents share in childcare but not equally 
Enlightened - actively participate in childcare but encounter institutional 

obstacles 
Modern  - act non-traditionally, show emotions, part of family routines as 

matter of course 
Third-stage  - part of family routines and childcare; recognition this both solves 

and creates stresses. 
 

 
Recognising a plethora of possible roles that fathers can adopt, each one either 
overlapping or complementing the role of mother, Daniel and Taylor [2001 based 
on pp.50/51] identify four categories:  

 
 

Table 4.2: Father Types 
 
Type   Characteristics 
 
Partner 

 
-

 
either traditional where mother nurtures and father provides 
finance and discipline, or non-traditional where both parents share 
both roles 

Alternative 
mother 

- the man is the primary caretaker for the children 

Luxury - where father is ‘good with his children’, supporting mother 
Unique role - where father offers what mother cannot - a good male role model  
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Similarly, Cohen’s [2001] typology drawn from various sources considers four 
types: 

 
Table 4.3: Father Types 

 
Type  Characteristics 
 
Absent    

 
-

 
Indifferent, taking little if any part in the development of his 
children 

Traditional - protects family, following historic division of labour, often 
unemotional and rather dour 

Modern  - thinks men should do more but theory is better than practice, plays 
more with his children, does some childcare tasks, but does not 
want his routines too much disrupted 

Five-star  - makes real sacrifices to bring up his children, passionately 
committed to childcare. 
 

 
Acknowledging that any understanding of: fathering is nested in a complex 
pattern of family relationships [Snarey 1993 p286; also Burghes et al 1997], this 
report will comment on the impact of the YFP on the young fathers’ relationships 
with their baby mothers and their extended family [see 4.4.2.i; 4.4.2.iv; 4.4.3.i; 
4.4.3.ii].  Such complex patterns were found to be of great significance in the 
study of young fathers in the Bristol area [Pollock et al 1999], findings that sit well 
with the view that: 
 

The research on fathers has forced us to reconsider the nature of family 
relationships.  Rather than looking for simple cause-effect patterns we have had 
to turn to examine the effects of a network of family relationships on the child’s 
development. [Lewis 1997 p142] 

 
Indeed, individual relationships are often now understood to be of less 
importance than the whole family context:  
 

The absence of familial hostility is the most consistent correlate of child 
adjustment, whereas marital conflict is the most consistent and reliable correlate 
of child maladjustment [Lamb 1997 p13]. 

 
1.2.10: Quality and quantity of time 
 
Parke’s review of international surveys showing how much time mothers and 
fathers spend with their children [1996 pp11, 12, 74, 75] indicates that the 
amount of time fathers spend with their children has shown a slight rise during 
the second half of the twentieth century.  However, as Lamb [1997] points out, 
while it is accepted that the amount of time fathers spend with their children has 
risen, the rise has been relatively small.  Play has generally been shown to be of 
particular importance in the father/ child relationship.  While this is true, it still 
amounts to a small amount of time: In absolute terms, most studies suggest that 
mothers play with their children more than fathers do [p5]. 
 
Since the amount of time that fathers spend with their children appears to be of 
less importance than what they do in the time [Lamb 1997; Lewis and Warin 
2001], to concentrate solely on the amount of time misses a crucial consideration 
as: 
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The sheer quantity of time is less important than the quality of interaction. … A 
better predictor of development is how effectively the mother uses her time with 
her children.  Just being available is not the most important dimension.  
Presumably the same is true for fathers: the real question is not how many hours 
per day a father spends with his child, but what he does with the child when he is 
present.  Quality of involvement is the critical issue. [Parke 1996 p12] 

   
Radin and Wills’s study [1999] discovered that there was a link between 
intelligence test scores and the time fathers spent with their four-year-old sons, 
but what fathers did in that time was key:  
 

Talk with your children. … Talk football, hard rock, design, Big Brother, Tony 
Blair, Shrek, Madonna, whatever, as long as you share your ideas and 
experiences. … [Such talking gives] a sense of the shape of your child’s mind. 
[Cohen 2001 p178] 

 
1.2.11: Conclusion 
 
Fatherhood is a complex and contested concept, an examination of which can: 
typically convey generalized characteristics or norms, suggesting that what holds 
true for most men on average should hold true for all men [Dienhart 1998 p11].  
Taking a social constructionist approach, she attempts to consider the complex, 
intricate and contradictory aspects of fatherhood and by so doing, move away 
from universal explanations to what she calls: multiverses, or as many possible 
stories of fatherhood [p11].   
 
The journey of fatherhood is clearly described using Erikson’s concept of 
‘generative’ fathers: 

… men who contribute to and renew the ongoing cycle of the generations through 
the care they provide as birth fathers (biological generativity), child rearing fathers 
(parental generativity), and cultural fathers (societal generativity).  

[Snarey 1993 p1] 
 
Thus, generativity takes a lifespan approach to fathering: to illuminate the journey 
of fathers across the years from boyhood and early adulthood through late middle 
adulthood [op cit p14].  The father’s contribution and influence is extended 
beyond his own family to his wider society.  For the young fathers of this study 
this journey was beginning as some reached out to support their peers also 
attending the YFP, some began work in their own neighbourhoods recruiting 
other young men to the project.  The movement from self-centred absorption in 
their own lives was clear as some extended first to improved relationships with 
their children, then with their baby mothers and on to the wider network of their 
extended families.  The values of these individual young fathers and their cultural 
contexts will affect the nature of the influence they bring to bear on such 
relationships, since:  
 

There is no single “father’s role” to which all fathers should aspire.  Rather a 
successful father, as defined in terms of his children’s development, is one whose 
role performance matches the demands and prescriptions of his sociocultural and 
familial context. [Lamb 1997 p14] 
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1.3: Description of project1  
 

In a way I’m still kinda young and fresh to this whole fatherhood thing and, you 
know, there have been people who’s been there.  They’ve got loads of 
experience and I feel projects like this - they’ve got the overall idea of what it 
takes, … advising whatever to do and what not to do.  So I feel coming here, in a 
way, is gonna like gear myself towards things coming ahead I haven’t actually 
dealt with, and things I might have known that I’d like to get better at. [L6] 

 
1.3.1: Outline 
 
The Young Fathers Project was a two-year pilot project running from January/ 
March 2002 to March 2004.  It was funded by the Family Support Grant, formerly 
administered by Family Policy Unit, Home Office, and now by the Children, 
Young People and Families Directorate, Department for Education and Skills 
(DfES).  With the aim of enabling young fathers to become more involved in 
bringing up their children, it set out to develop, test and evaluate an approach for 
working with young fathers who were either disengaged or socially excluded.  It 
was expected that the project evaluation would offer lessons for future potential 
sites to consider. 
 
Both the national manager of the project and the researcher conducting the 
evaluation were employees of the Trust for The Study of Adolescence (TSA), 
whilst the day-to-day site management rested with the five host voluntary 
organisations [see 4.2.1].  Fathers Direct offered training and support to the five 
sites [see 4.2.10], underpinning that offered by the five host voluntary 
organisations and the TSA national manager. 
 
The project was directed at young, vulnerable fathers from different ethnic groups 
in urban and rural settings.  The five sites offered a geographical spread across 
England and were each located within a host voluntary organisation: 
 

 Birmingham  ~ CEDC now called ContinYou 
 London ~ National Newpin now merged with the Family 

Welfare Association  
 Newcastle ~ Fathers Plus, Children North East 
 Norwich ~ Mancroft Advice Project 
 Sheffield ~ Father Figures, NACRO 

 
It was intended that each site would work with over 50 young fathers aged under 
25, more than 15 of whom would be teenagers.  Each site was to develop a 
programme, combining group work, one-to-one work and peer support.  The 
programmes were to help the young fathers consider their personal attitudes and 
behaviour as men and fathers, while improving both their life skills and practical 
child care skills.  
 
1.3.2: Operational contexts 
 
The project operated within a number of layered contexts [see Diagram 1]:   
 
Central government: Within a national setting, central government not only 
initiated the project but also funded it.  So, the project sits within the policies of 

                                                      
1 For a full description of the project see Appendix 1: Project Summary 
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central government on the family, children, parental responsibility and single 
parents [see section 1.2].  The original location of the YFP within the Home Office 
made some site interviewees uneasy.  More know for its better parenting agenda 
and specifically its parenting orders [Crime and Disorder Act 1998], some site 
workers and managers initially expressed concern that the YFP might be cast in 
the same coercive mould.  This concern lessened when the project moved to the 
DfES [see 1.2.9].   
 

Diagram 1: The project within its contexts 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TSA: Since the project was nationally managed by TSA, it operated within the 
ethos of this national organisation. TSA is a national charity based in Brighton 
that seeks to enhance knowledge and awareness of the needs of young people 
and their families by undertaking applied research, providing training for 
professionals and carrying out projects designed to develop professional practice. 
TSA also produces and markets publications for parents, professionals and 
young people and aims to influence policy makers, service providers and public 
opinion through the dissemination of research and information about adolescence 
[see www.tsa.uk.com].   
 
Host voluntary organisations: The project functioned locally within five different 
host voluntary organisations, each with individual operational policies and ethos 
[see Chapter 2].   
 
Site workers: The development of each site was influenced by the varied career 
backgrounds, training and working practices of the site workers [see Chapter 2].   
 
Local professionals: The perceptions of young fathers by local professionals 
influenced the development of each site.  Some professionals developed a close 
relationship with site workers, while others were less accommodating [see 4.4.3; 
4.4.4]. 
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2 The five sites  
 
2.1: Introduction 
 
Although there was much that linked the five sites, each site had slightly different 
models of service delivery.  While some sites offered advice on housing, not all 
considered that to be part of the YFP; the boundaries between services were 
drawn at different places.    Sites also varied because of the skills, interests and 
training of the workers; the culture and working practices of the host voluntary 
organisation; and the worker’s definition of fatherhood [see also 4.3.2].  This also 
had a direct impact on the quality of the record keeping of site workers.  Each 
was expected not only to make regular returns in the form of reports to the TSA 
national manager, but was also expected to complete a basic data sheet on 
every young father recruited to the project.  Neither of these channels of 
communication was totally successful.  Of most concern was the patchy 
completion of the client basic data forms.  The keeping of succinct and accurate 
records is essential for a site to develop an understanding of what is actually 
happening and of how finance is allocated.  Without such records regular reviews 
cannot take place, which then hampers medium to long-term planning and 
funding applications [see also Appendix 4: 2; 3.3.7, recommendation ii].     
 
There were a number of basic expectations of each site covering the numbers to 
be recruited, their ages and ethnicity [see Appendix 1].  Each of these will now be 
considered more closely; however, establishing an accurate picture of the young 
men recruited at each site has proved difficult because of the inconsistent record 
keeping at some sites.  However, thanks to the TSA national manager the 
following three tables have been compiled. 
   
Each site was expected to recruit 50 young fathers aged under 25:  
 

Table 5: Ages of young fathers recruited at the sites 
 
Ages Birmingham London Newcastle Norwich Sheffield 

15 0 0 1  1 0 
16 1 0 2  1 0 
17 1 2 2  2 3 
18 0 0 1  2 9 
19 5 1 6  4 1 
20 3 6 4  4 2 
21 2 1 4  2 5 
22 2 1 4  0 1 
23 3 3 4  5 1 
24 2 0 6       10 3 
25 2 2 2  7 1 
26 1 0 0  1 1 
27 3 0 1  1 0 
28 1 0 0  0 0 
N/K 0 0          24  1 0 
N/K 

teenager 
0 0 1  0 0 

Totals          26  
(40) 

     16 
(46) 

         62      41 
(62) 

      27 
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Table 5 was compiled from the basic data forms supplied by each site worker 
and/or the final site reports:  
 

 The Birmingham worker returned 26 basic data forms showing ages, 
although his final report indicated that he had worked with 40 fathers.  

 The London figure (16) was taken from the final site report compiled by the 
project manager, who drew on the written information she had available at 
the end of the project. These figures do not appear to capture the full 
extent of the project’s client base as the site worker noted having 46 files 
(29 of which were live) in a progress report written in August 2003 (four 
months before he left the organisation). 

 The Newcastle information comes from the basic data forms returned by 
the project worker. There was no final report from this site. 

 The Norwich worker returned 41 basic data forms showing ages, although 
his final report indicated he had worked with 62 fathers. 

 The Sheffield figures appear in the final site report, which also noted the 
ages of 8 additional fathers that had been referred to the project, but were 
not engaged.   

 
More than 15 of the 50 young fathers to be recruited at each site were to be 
teenagers:  
 
While this expectation was not met some sites were close.  This should not mask 
the more important point that the most obvious gap in service delivery was to 
very young fathers, i.e. those aged 16 or below.  Clearly, this age group was less 
interested in attending organised sessions than their older counterparts.  There 
were a number of possible factors at play here.  By the very fact of their ages, 
these young fathers were likely to be immature, and possibly unable or unwilling 
to understand the level and nature of their responsibilities.  Their immaturity could 
have acted as a block to their imagining what they should be taking on board: 
 

My gut reaction to meeting these guys is that they are totally bewildered, in shock 
even.  They are a very different client group to the older young fathers - they are 
still boys rather than young men?  Maybe the way the worker approaches them 
needs to take this into consideration more, and/ or what we offer them.   

[site worker] 
 
If this description is true and these young fathers are indeed frozen, they will not 
readily engage in work or activities that would force them to break through their 
state of denial.  They are even less likely to be willingly pinned down to appointed 
times than older clients.  For this reason, the less formal approach of detached 
youth work could be more suitable, where outreach enables engagement to be 
more immediate either on their own territory or on neutral ground.  Some very 
young fathers may respond to a drop-in centre, which could be a progression 
from outreach work.  Certainly, for those young men in the 17 – 19 age group, 
workers found that developing fathering skills was not high on their agenda 
during their initial engagement with the project; but as the presenting concerns of 
employment, education, access, child protection or housing were addressed, 
then some gradually became more involved in fatherhood issues.  Since some of 
the youngest fathers may well be little more than children themselves, with the 
concerns and outlook of children, the hooks to draw them into the project will be 
different.  One site worker was exploring working with one young father along: 
with his partner and with a female young mums worker.  Working with them 
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together enabled him to feel more confident engaging with me.  While a project 
manager had successfully led one very young father to a martial arts group for 
older fathers, with the result that the older fathers were nurturing him.   
It seems obvious that to engage with very young fathers the worker needs to be 
in the places where they are, since these young teenagers are not likely to seek 
out project workers themselves.  While accessing the older age groups through 
pre and post-natal services was considered by the TSA national manager as 
worthy of further exploration, one project manager considered such a strategy as 
unsuitable for the youngest group, because they were seen as being actively 
excluded from such services by the professionals who work in them.  However, in 
the absence of evidence indicating local populations of young fathers aged under 
16, it is impossible to draw any conclusions about levels of engagement.   
 
Pay particular attention to meeting the needs of young men from black and 
minority ethnic families: Table 6 shows the ethnic origin of those recruited at each 
site and was compiled from client base-line data forms.  
 
 

Table 6: Ethnicity of young fathers recruited at each site 
 

Ethnicity Birmingham London Newcastle Norwich Sheffield
White English             1        3                50       36 4 
White Irish             1        0  0  0 0 
White Turkish             0        0  0  1 0 
White Anglo German             0        0  0  1 0 
Mixed/dual: white/black 
Caribbean  

            0        2  1  0 2 

Mixed/dual: white/black 
African 

            0        0  1  0 1 

Mixed/dual: white/ Asian             0        0  0  0 1 
Black Caribbean           19        9  0  0 2 
Black African             0        1  0  0 0 
Black Caribbean/
African 

            0        1  0  0 0 

Asian/ Pakistani 1        0  0  0 0 
Chinese 0        0  1  0 0 
Mixed heritage 4        0  0  0 0 
Not known 0        0  6  0 0 
Totals           26      16 59 38        10 
 
The totals in the tables above include young men who attended in-depth work for 
many weeks along with those who attended once seeking specific information.   
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Table 7 sets out a clearer picture of levels of participation at each site.   
 

Table 7: Levels of participation at the sites 
 

Number of Young Men Seen at:                                                           Numbers of 
Times Seen Birmingham London Norwich Sheffield 

Between   1 -  5 12 15 38 10 
              6 -10 10  4  9 11 

11- 20 11  4  9  4 
21 - 30  0  0  4  1 

31 +   7  1  2  1 
Totals 40       24 (46) 62 27 

 
The figures in Table 7 were taken from the final site reports: 
 

 There were no figures available for the Newcastle site, as the worker did 
not provide summary data in a final report indicating the frequency of 
contact with the fathers worked with.   

 Because the project finished early  at the  London site when the worker 
left, the data on the young men recruited is patchy, see comment above 
(Table 5).   

 
Where sites developed as one-person projects, as workers were the sole key 
figures, this placed pressure on workers as they became the first-line service for 
the young men’s presenting problems.  It was essential, therefore, that individual 
workers recognised their own limits and developed strategies for signposting 
clients to more specialised services.  It also made the project at these sites quite 
fragile, because if workers were on leave, ill or resigned then the project did not 
function.  Where there was a more developed and hands-on management style, 
this not only offered more protection to the workers but also to the functioning of 
the project both on a daily basis and in the longer term. 
 
2.2: Birmingham 
 
Initially, the Birmingham pilot was to have been based at a community fire station, 
a new building operating as both an active fire station and a community centre.  It 
was a welcoming, clean building with a large reception area leading to rooms of 
varying sizes used for community activities, including meeting rooms, an IT 
centre and a sound studio.  This arrangement collapsed with a change of 
personnel at the centre.  The project was then based in a series of old, rambling 
buildings with the groups operating in two venues in different neighbourhoods.  
Since the gang culture was a driving factor at this site, having two venues was 
useful because gang members would not attend the project on rival territory: two 
gangs just within a two-mile radius.  So we have to bring some up here and some 
down there [site worker].   
 
The YFP fitted well into the commitments of the local worker and in these 
particular areas of the city, since he was well known and respected amongst his 
community.   
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His local work had included managing the Goals Project, aimed at excluded 
pupils, and chairing the Partnership Against Crime initiative, aiming to reduce 
violent crime in the area: the shootings and the killings amongst black-on-black 
[site worker].  Much of the recruitment for the YFP depended on his local 
standing, growing out of his involvement with his initiatives: 
 

The kids who we’re looking at are very suspicious, very anti-establishment … it 
takes them a lot of cajoling to get them involved. … The Partnership Against 
Crime is working with both gangs already so this feeds into it. … It fits in with 
what the partnership is doing and it fits in with what the Goals Project is doing.   

 
Initially, the project manager envisaged the YFP piggybacking on the Partnership 
Against Crime, both for the provision of mentors, who were already working with 
the two gangs, and to offer an extended range of activities.  She also intended to 
seek commitment from the young fathers to ten sessions of group work spread 
over ten or twenty weeks.  These plans did not materialise as it proved 
impossible to embed the project within the Partnership Against Crime initiative for 
reasons outwith this project. 
 
A key feature of this site’s approach was that the young fathers brought their 
children with them.  However, the site worker expressed concern that the 
programme was limited:  
 

We just play with them toys, like I say it’s just playing with the toys and talking to 
the father about whatever issues they have. [site worker]   

 
The young fathers described attending the centre on Saturdays and being 
involved in activities that had included cooking, playing games, drawing, painting, 
watching cartoons and discussions: 
 

… different activities that we’d need in our life to help our child growing up. … 
Activities like what you would do with your child, like organise, like educating 
them, like keeping them on the straight and narrow, behaviour … like teaching 
them discipline, the right way. [B1] 

 
From the outset, both manager and site worker considered peer support would 
be: vital [worker] and: absolutely crucial [manager], specifically for emotional 
development, developing self-esteem and learning how to give support.  As the 
project developed, the worker considered that a level of continuity had developed 
because the volunteer worker was able to: step in and deliver … [the work] quite 
easily and keep the momentum going.  This was the only site to have developed 
formal peer support [see 4.3.4].  The worker valued the ideas of the young 
fathers, some of whom described their plans to arrange summer outings and 
Christmas social events as an adjunct to the project. 
  
It appeared that unlike the other sites where the workers completed the client 
basic data forms, the 26 forms returned from this site had been completed by the 
young fathers themselves.   A significant factor at this site was that more than 
half of the young men were either self-referrals or heard about the project through 
friends or family.  The majority were either black or of mixed heritage.  All but one 
were single and almost half were non-resident fathers.  About one quarter were 
living in council accommodation, another quarter in housing association 
accommodation and two-fifths were living with their parents.  Half the young men 
were receiving state benefits, while about a quarter were in full-time work and a 
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quarter were in education.  Many indicated that their reason for attending the 
project was to learn more about being a father and to develop their parenting 
skills.  Others wanted to see their children more, meet fathers in a similar position 
and receive support, information about rights and employment advice. 
 
2.3: London 
 
Newpin was described as:  
 

… a national voluntary organisation, set up in 1982, which helps parents under 
stress break the cyclical effects of destructive family behaviour.  

[Newpin undated p1]  
 
Through a scheme of home visiting, befriending, family play, group work, 
counselling and personal development programmes it aimed to offer long term 
support both to parents and children.  During the second year of the pilot Newpin 
merged with the Family Welfare Association, based in Southwark.  Although the 
YFP pilot ended short of the full two years when the site worker left, work with 
young fathers was reported as continuing for two days per week. 
Newpin had a history of working with fathers, having done so for about five years 
and with young fathers for about 18 months before the start of the YFP.  Thus, 
the pilot was an offshoot of this experience: actually it was a very good fit with the 
way that we work [senior manager].  The work of the site worker carried out 
before the start of the YFP was considered by this manager to have laid a good 
foundation for the pilot.  As the YFP developed it became the only fathers’ work 
being undertaken at the organisation as other workers left and were not replaced.  
The YFP sat within an organisation that worked with main carers of children, who 
were more often mothers rather than fathers.  The gradual disappearance of 
other fathers’ workers and the predominance of female workers and clients had, 
as will be seen, an impact on the site worker. 
 
The project was based in two venues over its lifespan.  The first was a 
community centre, which was an unwelcoming place, positioned above low-rise 
flats: a concrete jungle [site worker].  The main entrance was unusable because 
the lift was damaged.  The alternative entrance was not only difficult to find but 
was also inhospitable and unsafe.  The accommodation offered a mixture of room 
sizes.  Despite an unpromising venue the worker made an operational base that 
was used by his clients.  The second venue was the then London headquarters 
of the voluntary organisation, an adapted period house catering mainly for 
women and children.   
 
As this site developed the strength of the one-to-one work emerged.  The young 
fathers interviewed valued the relationship they developed with the worker, whom 
they saw as both a friend and a confidant: 
 

… he will come to where I live and sometimes we might … go for a coffee. … 
Sometimes it’s even more kind of social, like I’m involved in music and 
performing and he’s come down sometimes to watch me perform, you know, just 
to give me that kind of support, which he doesn’t have to do really … .  He’s more 
like a friend more than anything.  I don’t really see him as a support worker, I see 
him more like a friend really. [L2] 
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As noted, because this site closed early the written information was patchy.  The 
16 client basic data forms that were returned indicate the ethnicity of clients at 
this site covered a wide range, with the majority being black or from minority 
ethnic families.  Almost all these young fathers were single, half living with their 
child and half apart with almost half living in council accommodation and almost a 
quarter living with their parents.  Almost half were self-referrals to the project.  
Over a third were receiving state benefits, a quarter were in education and a fifth 
were in full-time employment.  Their reasons for contacting the project were 
about equally split between wanting to see their children more, wanting to 
develop parenting skills and getting legal information. 
 
2.4: Newcastle  
 
Throughout its long history the aim of Children North East (founded in 1891 as 
the Poor Children’s Holiday Association) has been: 
 

… to enable children and young people to reach their full potential and to ease 
the pressures that life’s inequalities can bring.  

[Children North East at www.children-ne.org] 
 
From night shelters for children who were homeless and living rough at the end of 
the 19th century, it developed facilities for the treatment of children suffering from 
tuberculosis at the start of the 20th century along with a range of children’s 
homes.  From 1914 to 1930 other establishments opened across the area for 
orphans, servants and tired mothers not only offering holidays but also more 
permanent homes.  This included, in 1933, a new headquarters accommodating 
up to 700 children.  As social policy changed the children’s homes first adapted 
then gradually closed, shifting the charity’s focus away from residential care to 
community based projects that characterise its work today.  These projects 
include: 
 

 training volunteers to support families 
 helping children to achieve their potential by reducing the risk of social 

exclusion 
 service provision for families including the homeless, black and ethnic 

minorities, asylum seekers 
 services and support networks combating rural disadvantage  
 supporting families with children with disabilities 
 developing childcare provision, childcare training for residents and family 

support as part of a local regeneration programme. 
 
The charity also operates a youth enquiry service, offering confidential advice, 
information and support to 11 to 25 year olds and acts as the lead agency in a 
local Sure Start local programme.  Beyond service provision it also produces a 
newsletter and a range of publications.   
 
The YFP was embedded in the Fathers Plus Project of Children North East1.  The 
project objectives of Fathers Plus are to: 
 

 develop, deliver and share with others practical approaches to parent 
support for fathers 

                                                      
1 For a review of Fathers Plus see Knight 2004 
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 ensure that the role of father is considered and included whenever 
services for children and families are being planned 

 co-ordinate the North East Forum (the network of colleagues committed 
to working with fathers) as a means of continually improving practice. 
[Children North East] 

 
Not only does Fathers Plus work directly with groups of fathers, but it has also 
generated research and offers advice and consultancy through workshops and 
workplace training both locally and nationally for those intending to make their 
services more father-friendly.  The project manager contributes to strategic 
decision-making bodies, impacting on the lives of fathers and their children.  A 
seconded health visitor, the Fathers Plus manager also acted as the YFP project 
manager, thus affording the YFP a meaningful centre from which to operate as 
he also managed a team of Sure Start fathers’ workers and was involved in 
developing an area parenting strategy through his strategic involvement with 
advisory groups and teenage pregnancy groups.  The YFP was, therefore, 
plugged into a developed local network, which included the Family Mediation and 
Contact Centre. 
 
Children North East operates from a newly refurbished office block, which does 
not have the facilities for group or one-to-one meetings with the young fathers.  
The lack of a base proved to be a problem for this site.  Over the lifetime of the 
pilot a number of venues were considered but none developed.  At the end of the 
pilot a venue was established at a Young Parents Project at a new, pleasant, well 
equipped, multi-purpose health centre.  This venue was set to operate beyond 
the end of the pilot stage of funding.   
 
Over the evaluation period, this site developed one-to-one work based on the 
worker’s experience and training as a detached youth worker.  This enabled her 
to engage with very vulnerable young fathers some of whom would have been 
unlikely to attend a centre.  This site also made use of trips and visits [4.3.5] as 
hooks, such as paintballing, offering theatre and cinema tickets and visits to an 
adventure centre. 
 
The site worker returned the full 62 completed client basic data forms, from which 
it can be seen that: 
 

 38% of clients referred by a partner; 20% referred by Sure Start Plus; 18% 
were self-referrals  

 93% single 
 85% white English 
 29% resident birth fathers; 24% expectant fathers; 13% non-resident 
 42% living in council accommodation; 27% living with their parents 
 69% receiving state benefits; 20% in full-time work 
 16% wanted legal information; 14% to learn more about being a dad; 12% 

help with accessing services; 12% help with housing. 
 
2.5: Norwich 
  
The Mancroft Advice Project [MAP] began in 1991 as a one-stop shop, offering 
information, advice, advocacy counselling and personal support for young people 
aged between 11 and 25 [MAP 2001].  It operates from an open access building, 
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which incorporated the Connexions service, backed up with an off centre 
counselling service across the county.  It also published information resources 
and offered training in homelessness, self-harm and debt.  It had developed its 
own accredited youth work training and a number of MAP staff supervised 
professionals working with young people in both the voluntary and statutory 
sectors, which was reported to have had an impact on the quality of such 
services.     
 
Situated in central Norwich, interviewees indicated it was very easy to reach.  
The building, operating as a drop-in centre each afternoon, was refurbished 
during the pilot.  It was a light, airy and pleasant building, welcoming in its layout, 
decoration and cleanliness.  The reception area led to a large central area with 
designated staff work zones where clients could consult.  There were also a 
number of small more private rooms off this open area.  However, the YFP group 
work took place off-centre in a hired youth room with the leader taking members 
in his car.   
 
MAP is an independent voluntary organisation. It has a strong ethos, obvious in 
the YFP in its open door policy, which meant the worker never excluded any 
young father who approached him:  
 

… because MAP is a drop-in centre, someone comes up to you; you work with 
what they present. … There are some guys who I’ve said - No they’re not ready 
for the group work - and I haven’t encouraged them to come to the group, 
preferring to work one-to-one instead. [Norwich site worker] 

 
The YFP operated within the ethos of MAP:  
 

There is a clear philosophy for working with young people here. … [It] is about … 
providing a confidential service.  We develop trust … so we take what people tell 
us and of course we don’t assume everything is absolutely gospel … but we work 
on good faith with what they present in a confidential way.  We obviously have 
certain ground rules that we make clear to them. [Norwich site worker]   

 
He, therefore, considered that by working within this organisational approach, he 
was able to build trust and confidence with his young clients.  He had not needed 
to do anything unusual nor had he needed to begin from scratch developing such 
policies.  He had, however, developed one working practice different from his 
colleagues, which was his use of client tracking records where he had devised a 
system of contact until clients indicated they no longer wanted the contact.  The 
normal practice of his colleagues was to follow-up, but stop if there were no 
response, whereas he tried to keep in touch: actually keeping them in the loop.  
 
MAP was in a unique position in the YFP, because it offered well-established, 
high profile services for young people.  The site worker considered it was held in 
high regard: it’s somewhere that young people trust and, therefore, this had been 
an important factor in the development and success of the YFP at this site: 
 

I’ve always felt that I have an advantage because, you know … MAP is well 
known and well respected by young people, apart from anybody else, in the city; 
you know, you’ve got that. [site worker] 
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Not only did the site have a head start with potential clients, but also with referral 
agencies: I suspect the fact that … [the publicity material] has got the MAP logo 
actually helps people to have in confidence in a sense [site worker].  
 
Furthermore, through its culture of teamwork, it offered the worker a supportive 
environment as there was a developed and functioning line management 
structure.  MAP personnel each operate within their own areas of expertise, while 
maintaining some flexibility.  The project worker was able to call on other 
specialist workers in MAP to help individual clients with most of their concerns 
and thus provide a comprehensive service for YFP users.  
 
The worker was able to use the drop-in nature of the centre to his advantage; as 
young people passed through they could be recommended to the most 
appropriate service.  The appointment of the young fathers worker added to the 
team’s strengths as he offered a service for those who were parents.  MAP 
already offered a pregnancy testing service, bringing in potential participants: in 
actual fact I have seen one young lad within minutes of him finding out he was a 
father, because he came in with his girlfriend [site worker].  His line manager has 
encouraged him:  
 

… to spend time actually just loitering, every now and then.  We will actually just 
go and sit in the corridor and talk to people casually.  I think that is good because 
you’re beginning to build up informal relationships with people. [site worker] 
   

However, such open access to workers, had led the worker to draw boundaries in 
order to operate most effectively.  He was concerned not to commit himself to 
playing a central role in MAP’s advice team, as he needed to promote the new 
project.  Furthermore, he had discovered that if he sat at a desk in the open plan 
centre: young people … still come up to talk to you because if they see that … 
you’re not working with a client, they assume that you’ve got nothing else to do.  
He had also been concerned to explain to clients seeking advice that he did not 
possess specialist knowledge on housing or benefits.   
 
The YFP fitted well within the history and context of MAP since it had experience 
of running a project for young fathers.  Having run for a number of years in the 
1990s, it closed when it failed to gain funding and the workers were finally unable 
to offer their time on a voluntary basis.  Beginning as a talking group, the work 
had taken on a variety of forms over the years with one outcome being the 
publication of a young fathers’ guide to Norwich.  It was, therefore, with mixed 
feelings that MAP agreed to be a pilot site for the YFP, since there had been 
some disheartenment when their original project had closed:  
 

We had to weigh it up quite carefully in some ways because there had been an 
enormous amount of enthusiasm for the work. … [Then] nobody seemed to be 
interested.  It was very hard … it was very dispiriting. … Then when suddenly 
young fathers became flavour of the moment, I have to say there was a degree of 
… too little, too late for us. [senior manager] 

 
Not only did this site make use of one-to-one work but it also had the most 
developed group work [4.3.5; Appendix 4].  The worker had also arranged 
summer sea-side trips and a totem pole event. 
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Of the 62 clients the site worker reports having worked with 38 completed basic 
data forms were returned.  These show that almost all were both white and 
single, with two-thirds referring themselves to the project.  Three-quarters were 
non-resident birth fathers and a small number of expectant fathers, with almost a 
half living in council accommodation and almost a quarter living with their 
parents.  About two-thirds were in receipt of state benefits.  Their reasons for 
contacting the project covered looking for support as a parent, wanting legal 
information, wishing to increase their level of contact and wanting to improve 
relations with their baby mothers. 
 
2.6: Sheffield 
 
Father Figures1, a NACRO project, is based in a shared, rambling building near 
the city centre.  Its YFP group, however, ran from a church hall on a housing 
estate close to its members.  It is: a citywide service aimed at supporting the 
needs of fathers and their families [Father Figures undated p1].  Besides working 
directly with fathers, it also aims to raise awareness of the needs of fathers and to 
offer support and training to local services in meeting those needs.  It was the 
only pilot site to include in its documentation a list of those fathers: who will not 
be appropriate to the project [op cit p2].  The YFP fitted well into the work of this 
site, as it enabled Father Figures to broaden its existing work with older men to 
include young fathers for the first time.  
 
This site, along with others, placed an emphasis on the strategic role of building 
relationships with referral agencies. The YFP meant that Father Figures had to 
develop contacts with a wide range of organisations that were specifically 
relevant to young fathers, and widen its efforts at placing fathers work on the city 
agenda. For example, by ensuring the project was represented on local 
management groups such as the Sure Start Plus Partnership Board.  At a service 
delivery level, the site also placed an emphasis on group work, which like that 
developed at Norwich, ran for a specific number of weeks and included a range 
of activities within each session.  The end of the group sessions was marked with 
a meal at a restaurant to which all group members and their partners were 
invited.  Interviewees valued the reciprocal support offered by group membership: 
It’s a gathering for all friends. … It is a place for dads to let off steam [S5].      
 
From the 10 client basic data forms returned, it can be seen that referrals had 
come from a range of sources, including YOTs and self-referrals.  All but one 
client was single with most being non-resident fathers living in council 
accommodation.  The ethnicity of the young men was recorded as 4 being white 
English, 4 of mixed heritage and 2 African-Caribbean.  Their reasons for 
attending the project were that they wanted to learn more about being a dad and 
getting support as a parent. 
 
One of the distinctive aspects of this site was that it began life with two voluntary 
organisations setting out to deliver the YFP as a partnership.  Although this 
arrangement ultimately failed, it could be an important learning point for potential 
sites; therefore this aspect of the Sheffield site is considered separately in detail 
below at 2.8.  
 
 
                                                      
1 For an evaluation of the Father Figures project see Hirst 2004.  
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2.7: Supportive host voluntary organisations 
 
Some pilot sites proved to be more supported within their voluntary organisations 
than others.  Table 8 sets out the characteristics of such voluntary organisations: 
 

Table 8: Characteristics of supportive host voluntary organisations 
 

 
 supported workers within a clear operational framework while offering some 

level of autonomy 
 offered workers defined supervision, both emotionally and managerially 
 were themselves held in high regard locally by both potential clients and 

potential referral services 
 assisted the worker’s access to clients, e.g. by embedding the project within a 

drop-in service or by plugging into locally developed networks. 
 

 
The nature and level of support, supervision and line management differed at 
each site with the Newcastle and Norwich sites providing examples of regular, 
accessible levels: absolutely brilliant [Newcastle site worker].  The supervision of 
workers in this voluntary organisation operated: monthly, regardless [site worker].  
She indicated that everyone from the Director to the administrative staff had been 
very supportive, a point backed up by the project manager who explained that 
there was strong support from within his team: 
 

She has contact with the whole team.  We have team meetings every month 
where I actually ask them to discuss any … particular successes or issues that 
they [have] … within the team and share them.  So there are lots of opportunities 
for her. … There’s quite a skilled basis and there’s another female within the 
team. [project manager] 

 
Detailed supervision and line management were provided by the project 
manager: 
 

… the supervision is there, we keep careful supervision notes, we set aims and 
objectives and targets and I expect them to be met or if not met, I expect to have 
a discussion about what happened.  So they are very structured.  

[project manager] 
 
If the worker needed an opportunity to talk through any disturbing aspects of her 
work, she sought this from the manager: It’s open access to me [project 
manager].   
 
Likewise, the Norwich site the worker, a fully integrated member of staff at the 
host voluntary organisation, considered the supervision of his work and the level 
of support had been very good: I have a monthly line management meeting. … 
There’s a good network of support [site worker].  This ethos of support operated 
at all levels within the organisation and was generally highly regarded by site 
personnel.  There was also provision for team days, monthly meetings, full team 
meetings along with both personal development and personal therapy on offer if 
requested.  MAP also runs a team week where the office is closed:  
 

… we all work together to really get a greater understanding of what we are all 
doing, because you can get lost very easily in a working year. [line manager] 
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Both the Newcastle and Norwich site workers benefited from the high reputations 
of their host voluntary organisations; for example, as the project trainer pointed 
out - a worker based within a voluntary organisation with such a high reputation 
as Children North East was fortunate.  It had not only: helped a lot to open doors 
but had also meant that she had received: a lot of support in terms of supervision, 
as she had a manager to whom she could take issues and who also advocated 
for her.   
 
Because of the structure of the other three host voluntary organisations, their 
workers did not receive such clear-cut support, supervision or management.  The 
relationship between the Birmingham manager and worker, for example, was 
quite different leading to little sense of the project being located within a voluntary 
organisation.  The project manager was based in a different city from the pilot site 
and, like other managers, this project was just one of several she managed.  The 
project worker did not consider himself to be part of the host voluntary 
organisation, ContinYou (formerly CEDC), it was a channel for funding: 
 

I’m not a part of it.  I never saw myself as being a part … I don’t know where the 
office is. [Birmingham site worker] 

 
Both the worker and manager indicated that, initially, they had met, but then:  
 

… face-to-face meetings were pretty irregular to begin with and once we had 
started they kind of tapered off, but the ’phone calls were always coming. … 
[Those] were in the main to talk about things that we were doing, bits of 
information that she was sending through the post to me.  

[Birmingham project worker] 
 
The worker considered he had his own network offering emotional support, if the 
need arose.  The manager, likewise, did not consider such support as part of her 
remit.   
 
She thought it unlikely that he would experience difficulty within his groups: 
 

He hasn’t, but that’s because … a lot of the people honoured him already, one 
way or the other.  And he’s a very well respected member of the local community. 

[Birmingham project manager] 
 
At the London site, supervision and support issues became especially important 
during the period when the organisation underwent radical changes and other 
male fathers’ workers left.  The manager acknowledged the worker’s feeling of 
isolation as the only male worker in a building that, historically, had always 
focused on women’s issues: 

 
When … [the worker] started [he] was part of a team of fathers’ workers in a 
separate centre.  He is now part of people working in the community but mainly 
with mothers. … I think it actually feels quite good where he is now attached to 
the centre. … I regret that there isn’t another fathers’ worker. … The isolation 
would be a concern for anybody. 

 
However, the project worker and senior manager had different perceptions about 
the effectiveness of what had been provided in terms of support during the period 
of most change. 
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The arrangement at the Sheffield site was different again since the project worker 
also acted as project manager, an arrangement seen as both: complicated and 
problematic by the TSA national manager, since he considered that workers 
needed both support and guidance from within their voluntary organisations. 
Father Figures created the impression of a freestanding separate organisation 
rather than that of a project embedded within a larger host voluntary organisation 
(NACRO). However, the worker-manager reported that he was supported by his 
line manager from NACRO with additional support from other members of his 
team, plus  fortnightly personal supervision with a psychotherapist, funded from 
his projects.  He considered this worked well for him1.   
 
Levels of worker autonomy were generally high across the sites.  For some, their 
autonomy occurred: within a managed environment [Newcastle project manager], 
i.e. where the manager had exercised his responsibilities to a member of staff 
who might be dealing with violent and volatile young men, offering support and a 
structured framework within which to work.  Similarly, the Norwich worker 
enjoyed: a lot of autonomy, but recognised: there’s probably been quite a good 
balance here, for working in an organisation. … I feel that there is a structure 
here and there are boundaries.  
 
Even where the structure and boundaries were less obvious, site workers 
indicated they both needed and appreciated a high degree of autonomy in their 
work to: 
 

… go out and try different things; look at different ways of working, not following 
the norm. … It’s important to have an adaptable approach when working with 
young people.  I’ve got the autonomy to go and do that. [London site worker] 

 
Such levels of autonomy, however, meant that trade-offs also occurred.  The 
Birmingham site worker had lacked anyone to: bounce ideas off … on a regular 
basis - … two heads are better than one.  The London project manager was 
concerned the worker should not: shoot off on a tangent and had asked a newly 
appointed line manager to: go back with him … to the original proposal … look at 
the original targets.   
 
For some, autonomy was linked to their being lone workers, leading to the 
concern that: the project goes into a state of frozen animation [site worker] with 
no one able to pick up their caseloads to cover for absence or leave. 
 
2.8: A note on partnership working 
 
The Sheffield site began as a partnership between the Children’s Centre and 
Father Figures.  While it is not the intention to explore in detail the development 
and final demise of this arrangement within this report, a brief mention could 
prove useful to potential sites elsewhere in the country that may be considering 
delivering a service based on a partnership, wishing to learn from the 
experiences of the Sheffield pilot. 
 
Partnerships demonstrate a number of characteristics, which it behoves each 
party to recognise and work with, since one such characteristic is that 
partnerships will always arrive at an ultimate testing point.  The following analysis 
                                                      
1 See Hirst 2004 for further discussion of support and management issues. 
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is based on a typology developed by the author [Mordaunt 2001 p132].  Table 9 
and italicised sections are from the original text. 
 

Table 9: Characteristics of partnerships 
 
 
Partnerships are: 
 

 expressed by means of basic elements 
 driven by self-interest 
 concerned with trade-offs and compromises  
 not necessarily between equal bodies 
 between bodies who retain their own identity 
 dependent for their survival on the unique qualities that each member brings 
 created to bring benefits to each member 
 expressed in terms of a ‘greater good’ 
 organic relationships rather than static end results 
 ultimately tested 

 
  
The essential basic elements of a partnership set out those aspects that form its 
defining nature, acting as a common bond drawing partners together, for example 
the development of the YFP for the good of the young men and their families.   
To speak of self-interest is generally to speak pejoratively, but self-interest can be 
legitimate to the parties to a partnership, for example each party understanding 
the YFP as a possible means of achieving even greater spread of their particular 
influence and methods of working.  
 
Mutual recognition of what drives each side can lead to the positive outcome of 
an empathetic realisation of each other’s concerns and aspirations, so that when 
trade-offs and compromises are needed to break a stalemate they are more likely 
to occur.  Here, for example, the level of give and take proved to be insufficient 
as the parties failed to arrive at compromises by trading-off some of their original 
preferred outcomes for the greater good of the project.  Although each attempted 
to modify their stance this led to no new understanding of working together to 
achieve the common aim of the YFP.  From the outset, the partners had not 
reached agreement on how the service would be delivered.  So, one partner 
envisaged the mutually supportive arrangement of one-to-one sessions being 
delivered at one centre with the other developing the group work.  The other 
partner, however, indicated that while the programme delivery was still being 
defined, the intention was that all aspects of the service would be delivered from 
one centre.  There seemed little likelihood that ground would be given and a 
compromise reached. 
 
At face value, the inequality of the parties to a … partnership appears to be 
problematic, because without a sense of equality the partnership would founder 
as the strong prevailed.  However, partnership is a more complex, dynamic and 
robust process than that would suggest.  The dominance of one party over 
another is a basic characteristic of any partnership, with the dominance 
frequently shifting between the parties as the partnership develops.  Normally, 
inequalities are seen as differences in degree rather than of kind; here, however, 
the final undoing could be seen to be because the inequalities were not in degree 
but were indeed of kind.  These parties were of a more equal status than is often 
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the case, each could argue their case robustly; but their differences were more 
related to their core beliefs, preventing any profound compromises.  
 
It is important for each party in [a] … partnership to retain their identity.  Here the 
two parties struggled to accommodate the ethos and style of working of the other 
so that there was little opportunity for each to express how much they valued the 
other’s contribution and, therefore, little opportunity for each to exercise their 
unique quality.  Such unique qualities enables each party to bring something to 
the partnership that only they can provide and that is needed by the other party.  
Here, according to the TSA national manager, the Children’s Centre was 
expected to contribute established networks, access to young men and staff time, 
while Father Figures was expected to contribute service delivery.  This is a key 
element of partnership because for a partnership to survive its ultimate test each 
party needs to recognise and respect the weight of the other’s knowledge and 
experience.  In this case the partners failed to achieve this with the result that 
there was no meaning or purpose to their arrangement.     
 
A successful partnership is created to bring benefits to each member.  Here, 
however, neither party could appreciate what they might achieve from mutual 
working.   
 
Partnerships are often expressed in terms of the greater good, for example here 
to provide a targeted local service, resulting in turn in: young men … be[ing] more 
involved in bringing up their children [TSA 2001].  In this case such greater good 
proved insufficient for the partners to reach effective compromises.  
 
Partnerships are not ends in themselves, but rather a means to the end of best 
provision … they should be considered as organic, constantly developing and 
therefore needing constant nurturing, they are ‘extremely fragile. Months and 
even years of trust and mutual respect can be destroyed overnight if a lack of 
respect and inequalities are perceived’ [Crouch 1998 p9].  This partnership was 
fractured by the parties’ failure to reach an accommodation. 
 
All partnerships will be ultimately tested.  It is at such a point that the basic 
foundations of the partnership need to be strong.  When misunderstandings, 
friction and accusations inevitably arise partners need to be able to disagree 
within a framework of mutual understanding and respect.  As has been shown, 
the basic foundations of this partnership could not survive this ultimate test with 
the result that the Children’s Centre decided to leave the partnership and the pilot 
in May 2002. 
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3 The Research 
 
3.1 Evaluation1  
 
3.1.1: Introduction 
 
The aim of the evaluation was to examine the planning, delivery and impact of 
the project, set against the Project Summary [see Appendix 1] and expectations 
of both stakeholders and service users, and to recommend a strategy for how the 
lessons from the work could be passed on.  This section will explore the meaning 
and scope of this evaluation. 
 
In general, there are four primary elements that constitute a full evaluation of a 
service, namely ‘process’, ‘outcome’, ‘impact’ and ‘value for money’, with 
outcome and impact being closely associated.   

Diagram 2: Primary elements of a full evaluation 
 

EVALUATION 
 
 
 
 
 
PROCESS                             OUTCOME                     IMPACT              VALUE FOR MONEY 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
This report covers process, outcomes and impact. 
   
A data management system underpins these four elements as it handles the 
information required for an evaluation.  Such a system needs to be able to track 
service users by constantly recording: 
 

 their participation in the programmes/ interventions 
 the services they do/ do not receive 
 the outcomes related to programme participation.  

 
Tracking a client's progress through a programme not only generates necessary 
data for the evaluator but also useful information for site personnel to develop 
greater programme effectiveness2.  In this project the data management system 
was two-fold; TSA supplied each site with a base-line data form to complete on 
each young father recruited to the project.  Beyond that each site was then free to 
choose how to keep its data on the young fathers. 
 
                                                      
1 This section was inspired by reading The Lewin Group, Inc, 1997, An Evaluability Assessment of Responsible 
Fatherhood Programs: Final Report, http://fatherhood.hhs.gov/evaluaby/intro.htm 
2 See Appendix 4 A Study of Group Work in Norwich, recommendation (ii) for an example of this point.  

DATA MANGEMENT SYSTEM 
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3.1.2: Function of this evaluation 
 
The evaluation conducted for this project had two immediate functions; firstly, 
externally, to provide information to the Home Office/ DfES, TSA and other 
potential sites related to the extent to which the five pilot sites have fulfilled the 
project aims and objectives.  Secondly, internally, it provided information to site 
workers and their host organisations to enable them to review, reflect on and 
modify their programme design to improve efficiency and effectiveness for 
service users as they took their projects beyond the pilot phase. 
 
3.1.3: Process of evaluation 
 
The process evaluation provided a context for the subsequent analysis of project 
outcomes and impacts by examining the operation of the project from the centre, 
i.e. the FPU and TSA, and from the five sites.  It examined the project integrity by 
considering whether site workers had:     
 

 the skills required to fulfil the project’s aims, objectives and procedures 
 adequate time to prepare and deliver the programme 
 sufficient understanding of the project aims and objectives to enable 

effective delivery 
 managerial support and supervision 
 adequate training to enable them to fulfil the requirements of the project. 

 
3.1.4: Outcomes evaluation 
 
The outcomes evaluation examined the extent to which the sites met the project 
objectives as stated in the Project Summary [see Appendix 1].  This was 
achieved by means of second round interviews enabling developmental 
comparisons to be made, the written reviews from both site workers and 
managers, and analysis of points discussed during the all sites meeting and the 
residential training days.  This was further strengthened by the Study of Group 
Work at Norwich [see Appendix 4], which examined in depth one aspect of the 
original project design namely group work.  Of the three aspects of the 
programme delivery, one-to-one work, group work and peer support, all sites 
experienced difficulties with group work.  Thus, the extra study adds an extra 
dimension to the evaluation design.   
 
3.1.5 Impact evaluation 
 
The impact evaluation determined the extent to which the project led to positive 
changes in the lives of the young fathers and, therefore, in the lives of their 
children.  This section was further strengthened by two case studies of young 
fathers from London and Norwich [see 4.4.2; 4.4.3], where professionals 
connected to the young men commented on their development over time.  Since 
the impact evaluation commented on the effectiveness of the project, it is 
particularly useful for potential sites as they consider how the project might be 
adapted to suit their local needs and for the original pilot sites as they apply for 
continuation funding to move their work into a new phase.   
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3.2: Methods  
 
The data for this qualitative study was collected from the three sources of 
documentation, observation and interviews, and was analysed using NVivo1.   

 
3.2.1: Documentation 
 
The documentation examined included literature and statistical data relating to 
fathers and, where possible, young fathers; policy documents from central 
government and voluntary organisations; the project summary; plans and reports 
from TSA and the five sites; self-completed written reviews from site workers and 
managers [see Appendix 3]; returns summarising the base-line data sheet kept 
by each site. 
 
3.2.2: Observation 
 
The observation of the: 
                                

- five sites, covered location, ease of access, type of accommodation  
[see Chapter 2]  

 
- 
 
- 

 
national all-sites 
meetings 
residential training 
session 

 
  
where points raised informed subsequent lines of 
enquiry during fieldwork 

 
3.2.3: Interviews 
 
Interviews were conducted with project stakeholders, case study professionals 
and young fathers [see Appendix 2 for the various schedules].  In almost all 
cases round one interviews covered a standard range of topics aimed to set the 
scene and establish base line data.  Round two interviews, however, while 
retaining an overall approach, were more specifically focussed on the 
characteristics and/ or situations of the individual interviewee.  The topics 
covered in round one interviews varied but in general included:  
 

 career background  expectations of the project 
 project background    this project in a wider setting 
 management and funding  training 
 aims and impact of project  evaluation. 
 work of pilot sites  

 
The topics covered in round two interviews included: 
 

 recruitment & engagement of 
young fathers 

 management and funding 
training and support 

 
 programmes 

 
 development of project and pilot 

sites 
                                                      
1 A software package designed for qualitative researchers to assist data analysis. 
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 impact of the project on young 
fathers 

 host voluntary  
      organisations  
. 

 impact of project on local 
professionals 

 

 exit strategies. 

 project impact . 
 
Project stakeholders: There were repeat interviews with 18 project stakeholders, 
see Table 10.  Interviewees were chosen to afford as wide a picture as possible 
of the project: while the purpose of interviewing more than once was to establish 
a view across time of the development of the project, from the initial planning to 
completion. 

Table 10: Stakeholders interviewed 
 
Interviewees   Dates  
Home Office civil servants x 2 March 2002 Moved to other 

posts 
TSA national project manager x 1 April 2002 Dec 2003 
Site workers (each based in voluntary 
organisations) x 5 

March, Aug & 
Sept 2002 

Sept, Oct & Nov 
2003 

Site managers (based in voluntary 
organisations) x 5 

March & April 
2002 

Sept, Oct & Nov 
2003 

Other staff (working in 
 voluntary organisations) x 4 

May, June & 
Sept 2002 

Sept 2003 

Trainer x 1 Oct 2002 Oct 2003 
 
Case study professionals: There were single interviews with 3 professionals 
connected to the young fathers to form case studies [see 4.4.3].  The 
interviewees [see Table 11] were chosen because their close connection with the 
two young fathers enabled them to reflect in detail on the impact of the YFP on 
the young men. 

Table 11: Case study professionals interviewed 
 
Site Interviewees Dates 
London solicitor x 1 

social worker x 1 
June 2003 
July 2003 

Norwich probation officer x 1 June 2003 
 
The young fathers’ case studies formed an important aspect of the evaluation 
methodology, since they triangulated data from the young fathers and the project 
workers.  This was especially important when gauging the impact of the project 
on the young fathers.  Needless to say, there were difficulties in setting up any 
such case studies.  First, young fathers had to be identified as suitable subjects 
for a case study.  To be suitable there needed to be potential interviewees willing 
and able to comment on any changes they had noticed in the young fathers.  If 
those people could then analyse the changes in order to establish their 
connection with the project, rather than any other cause, that was a distinct 
bonus!  Secondly, the young fathers had to agree to give the researcher access 
to such interviewees, trusting that the researcher would follow her brief and not 
pry too far into their private lives.  Thirdly, the researcher could not set up the 
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case studies directly, but had to work through a third party, the project workers.  It 
was essential to use their good offices to help identify possible case study young 
fathers and then persuade them to afford the researcher this much higher level of 
involvement.  The project workers also had to pave the way for the researcher to 
gain access to the potential interviewees.   
 
Young fathers: There were repeat interviews with young fathers [see Table 12].  
Round one interviews covered such topics as project background, project aims, 
personal background, fatherhood and evaluation. 
 
The follow-up interview included a review of the young men’s participation in the 
project and noted changes in their lives.  The purpose of interviewing more than 
once was to plot changes and developments in the lives of the young men, 
especially those changes that were considered to be related to the effects of the 
project.  To gauge the impact of the project on the young men was of central 
importance to this evaluation, but was also the most difficult aspect of the 
research to conduct [Appendix 1: 7.2; 4.4.1].  Since this is not a longitudinal study 
offering an idea of how the young men had developed over time, there had to be 
more immediate ways of identifying the impact of the project on the young fathers 
and these had to be from more than one source.  Thus data was collected from 
the young men themselves, site workers and professionals [see above and 
4.4.2].   

Table 12: Young fathers interviewed 
 
Site Numbers and dates  

(first interview) 
Numbers and dates  
(second interview) 
 

Birmingham 3 - June 2003  2 - January 2004 
London 9 - November 2002 & January 2003 project closed early 
Newcastle 4 - February & May 2003 3 - February 2004 
Norwich1 5 - February 2003 2 - January 2004 
Sheffield 5 - July 2003 3 - February 2004 

 
Of the 26 young fathers interviewed in round one, 10 were available for a repeat 
interview.  Of the young fathers interviewed for a second time and still involved 
with the project many had been attending for about eighteen months.  About half 
the repeat interviews were with young men who had left the project.  The lists of 
interviewees were given to the researcher, having been compiled by each site 
worker.  Because of the inherent difficulties in working with this target group, the 
site workers had to be well organised and very persuasive to get the interviewees 
to turn up to be interviewed by a stranger. 
The Project Summary indicated that the project would: 
 

… target young fathers under twenty-five years of age. As the Home Office 
Family Policy Unit is particularly keen to reach fathers under the age of twenty, 
particular emphasis will be given to the youngest fathers. [Appendix 1: 5.1] 

 
Despite this intention, it is clear from Table 13 that the interviewed fathers fell into 
the older age range, some indeed being too old to participate in the project.  
                                                      
1 Telephone interviews were conducted with a further 8 young fathers from Norwich for the Report on Group work at 
Norwich.  See Appendix 4.  
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Table 13: Age ranges of both young fathers and their baby mothers 
 
Site  Fathers Mothers 
Birmingham From 18 – 26 From 18 – 29 
London From 20 – 25 From 19 – 29 
Newcastle From 19 – 24 From 18 – 21 
Norwich From 20 – 25 From 17 – 24 
Sheffield From 23 – 27 From 20 – 24 

 
At the outset of the project, site personnel expressed real hope that teenagers 
would be recruited to the project.  However, there was also an expectation that 
not only would it prove difficult to recruit at the younger end of the age range, but 
that separate provision would have to be made as their concerns would not be 
those of fathers in their twenties:   
 

I think the teenagers that I’ve spoken to … offering them a group isn’t … where 
they’re at. [site worker] 

 
In the event teenagers were not recruited in any numbers and, at those sites 
where group work did develop, numbers needed to be higher to afford an 
opportunity for more than one group to operate [see 4.4.5].  However, this begs 
the question raised above at 2.1, since there is no evidence that very young 
fathers exist in any numbers in any of the areas where the YFP operated. 
  
The children of the young fathers interviewed ranged in ages.  There were: 
 

 2 babies not yet born 
 10 under the age of 1 year 
 7 children 1 year old 
 4 children 2 years old 
 3 children 3 years old 

 5 children 4 years old 
 1 children 6 years old 
 3 children 7 years old 
 2 children 8 years old 
 1 baby had died aged 3 weeks 
  

The young fathers interviewed had the following number of children each: 
 

 14 young fathers had one child 
 6 had 2 children 
 2 had 3 children 

 1 had four 
 2 expectant fathers 
 1 refused to say 

The young men who had more than one child and who chose to answer indicated 
the following number of baby mothers: 
 

 four children with three different partners  
 two children with two different partners  
 two children with the same partner 
 three children with two partners 

1 father  
3 fathers 
3 fathers  
2 fathers 

  
At the time of the first round of interviews about half of the young fathers were not 
living with their children.  This statement masks a rage of complexities, since 
some had once done so but had since split from their baby mothers, while some 
were planning to live together, and others spent part of each week together.  
There was one young father who was a sole carer, who lived alone with his child.  
The remainder of the interviewees lived with their children.  Again this masked 
the fact that some had older children with whom they did not live. 
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4 Findings 
 
This chapter presents the main body of the research data.  It begins by 
considering how this project might be replicated at other sites. It then moves on 
to explore the development of the five pilot sites along with the services they 
offered.  The chapter ends with an examination of the impact the project had on 
both the young fathers who participated and on local professionals. 
 
4.1: Replicability of project 
 
Since the Young Fathers Project was a pilot its replicability is of central 
importance.  The findings that follow are presented in that light as potential sites 
look for what might be useful to learn from this pilot.  The reflections of stake- 
holders and young fathers have been compiled into Table 14 below. 
 

Table 14: Advice for potential sites 
 
Advice to Site Managers 

 
 locate project within established local community initiative, avoiding perception of being a 

bolt-on activity 
 
 locate project within a host organisation operating larger advice/ drop-in centre, very 

good way of recruiting 
 
 venue should be accessible (help with fares), on neutral ground so no one feels 

excluded, try to retain same venue 
 
 needs to be capacity within the organisation for strategic thinking, while not becoming 

self-absorbed 
 
 run project for a minimum of 3 years with a 4- 6 month run-in period before worker begins 

face-to-face work with clients 
 
 develop sound process for selecting and appointing right worker with specific skills, 

including: 
 knowledge and understanding of child development 
 knowledge and understanding of young men’s health issues 
 high levels of literacy to write reports 
 ability to work with other agencies to meet identified needs of young men 
 community and assertive outreach skills 
 counselling, mediation, negotiation skills 
 groupwork skills. 

 
Advice to Site Managers and Workers 

 
 develop initial written plan establishing workers’ targets over time; review regularly  

 
 know your area, establish its context within league tables of teenage pregnancy rates 

 
 develop clear referral criteria to the project to avoid inappropriate referrals 

 
 be flexible, able to adapt approach and direction in response to perceived needs 

 
 workers need their own support and networks 

 
 review and develop training specific to working with young fathers rather than generic 

fathers work 
 develop trained volunteer workers from young fathers, remembering that this comes with 

costs of time and money 
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Advice to Site Workers 
 
 develop early contacts with local organisations, setting realistic timescales and necessary 

resources 
 
 target ante-natal clinics when searching for places to find fathers 

 
 outreach work, although slow, is more likely to reach very young fathers 

 
 be adaptable, e.g. consider work with couples, possibly in partnership with teenage 

pregnancy worker  
 
 workers’ time is precious, use it sparingly towards specific outcomes 

 
 recognise importance of giving general advice/ information and centrality of one-to-one 

work 
 
 engage initially with clients by means of a youth work model rather than a therapeutic 

model 
 
 incorporate a focus on sexual health 

 
 recognise youthfulness and maturity levels of fathers – they do not operate to a diary and 

often lead chaotic lives 
 
 be accessible to clients, use a mobile (also good for texting clients to keep in touch), 

system for message taking in office 
 
 keep robust records then regularly review client base to ensure sufficient numbers from 

which to develop group work. 
 

 
In terms of replicability of the project, it should be noted that part-time contracts 
placed limitations on what site workers could aspire to achieve.  There was also a 
general recognition that low levels of funding (each site got £42,000 in total for 
the two years) meant a reliance on supplementing the finances from other 
sources and on human capital where workers had experience in this type of 
project: 
   

… because it may be that some of the sites manage quite well but have only 
been able to manage because of what they brought to the table.  

[TSA national manager] 
 
It has been the usual form to present this section of a report in a public service 
context as a ‘what works’ section.  Recently, this has changed to become, more 
accurately, a ‘promising practice’ section; more accurately because what works 
can imply a one-size fits all approach.  With five sites to compare, it was very 
clear that a range of methods, models and practice succeeded in their various 
contexts.  Others reading this report will not find a simple blue-print but a range of 
approaches, sections of which will speak to their situation more than others. 
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4.2: Development of project sites  
 
The following description of the lines of management and accountability have 
been developed from interviews with stakeholders and from directly observing the 
evolution of the YFP from a central government department, out to TSA and 
thence to sites.  
 
4.2.1: Line management of the project 
 
Because this was a pilot project funded by central government through the Family 
Support Grant, inevitably the management structure of the project was not only 
top-heavy but also had: quite a lot of cooks [stakeholder].      
 

Diagram 3: The line management of the project 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

     

 

 

 
 
Box 1: Home Office / DfES Civil Servants ~ The civil servants directly involved in 
the YFP liaised with sites and were responsible for funding.  Their main contact 
was the national manager of the project, an Assistant Director of TSA.   
 
Box 2: TSA National Manager ~ He was responsible for the co-ordination of the 
overall project, releasing funds to sites, approving site plans and service delivery 
plans.  Each of the five sites had local autonomy, managing themselves 
operationally.  At the first of the all-sites meetings (May 2002) a reporting 
framework was established to assist a regular flow of information.  The TSA 
national manager aimed to strike a balance between gaining a sense of what was 
actually happening at the sites, while not interfering in day-to-day issues.   
 
Box 3: Trainer ~ The training was delivered by Fathers Direct [see 1.1.3; 4.2.10].   

BOX 1: Civil Servants 
Family support unit 

BOX 2: TSA National 
Manager 

BOX 3: Trainer 

BOX 5: Other Staff at Voluntary 
Organisations 

BOX 4: Researcher 

BOX 6: Project Site Managers 

BOX 7: Project Site Workers

BOX 8: 
Project 

Advisory 
Group 
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Box 4: Researcher ~ The author of this report, appointed by TSA to develop and 
conduct this evaluation.   
 
Box 5: Other Staff at Voluntary Organisations ~ Others employed in the host 
organisations with a long-term interest in fathers work.  
 
Box 6: Project Site Managers ~ As there were five host organisations, there were 
five styles of site manager [see Chapter 2 for fuller description]. 
 
Box 7: Project Site Workers ~ All sites had at least one worker some had several.  
However, some were far more directly accountable and responsible than others 
for service planning and delivery, and for funding allocation and the recording of 
spending.  At an operational level, the site workers were key personnel, since the 
young fathers related closely to them as individuals. 
 
Box 8: Project Advisory Group ~ In the original project proposal there was the 
facility to develop an advisory group.  In the event, this group was not 
established, since it was seen by the TSA national manager as potentially an 
extra layer of management.  
 
4.2.2: Accountability within the project 
 
The TSA national manager submitted written reports, twice a year, to civil 
servants, based on returns from each site. 
 

Diagram 4: The lines of accountability of the project 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Since both the researcher and the national manager were employees of TSA, the 
project structure could have led to a strained relationship between them. This did 
not occur. The relationship worked well because, although the national manager 
was the line-manager of the researcher, the latter was allowed to pursue her 
research in as independent a manner as possible, interviewing the national 
manager as a major stakeholder.  
 
The roles of trainer and researcher had a particular relationship with the TSA 
national manager as each had to established open lines of communication.  This 
communication was explained to all site personnel.  Both the trainer and 
researcher considered it to be very important that site personnel understood they 
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discussed aspects of the training programmes and the evaluation respectively 
with the TSA national manager.  While open communication was essential, each 
also had to define the boundary of confidentiality.  The researcher considered 
that, unless a site worker explicitly requested that data should remain private, 
then information was openly discussed.  The trainer was in a different situation as 
it was not part of his role to take issues back to the TSA national manager.  
Confidential issues: don’t go outside the [training] group.  And I think there’d have 
to be a pretty powerful reason for it to go outside the group. 
 
4.2.3: Initial hopes for the project 
 
At the outset of the YFP site personnel identified a range of hopes for their work.  
These covered aspects of the original project proposal, such as developing 
relationships with the young men so meaningful one-to-one contact would follow, 
running a regular group in a definite location and encouraging peer support as it 
emerged.  Beyond that there were hopes related to the development of the young 
men themselves enabling them to feel part of the project, less isolated and vilified 
so they gained in confidence and led constructive lives.  There was hope that 
they would learn how to interact with and show love to their partners and their 
children enabling them to receive love in return; that they would become 
empowered, exercising their rights and responsibilities proactively; remain 
actively involved with their children, supporting them regardless of residency.  On 
the larger scene, there was hope that a sense of community would begin to 
develop, so that everyone became a parent for everyone’s children.   
 
Finally, the TSA national manager hoped for some measure of the impact of 
project on the young men with the identification of clear core ingredients of the 
approach for future replicability.  He wanted to see the evaluation report used to 
develop proposals, taking the project forward with those proposals forming the 
basis of a practical manual rooted in the evidence of what worked. 
 
As the sites developed there were a number of factors that proved to be of 
significance. 
 
4.2.4: Location 
 
The location of the YFP was important because placing it in the centre of the 
community it aimed to serve gave it more immediacy and relevance, while 
affording easy access increased the likelihood that the young fathers would turn 
up. 
 
One site only operated from the same locations throughout the pilot project.  In 
Norwich the young fathers either met the worker at the city centre base of the 
voluntary organisation, which was easy for them to reach, or they were given a lift 
by the worker to the church hall, which was the venue for their evening group.  
The venue for the Sheffield group had also remained the same community hall, 
well placed for the young fathers; however, the office base of the worker 
changed.  The London base underwent radical change because the voluntary 
organisation had reorganised.  Although the original venue had been so 
unappealing that the site worker had wondered whether to withdraw from his job 
interview, the second venue also had its problems.  It was a more welcoming 
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centre, being the main office, but it was female oriented and was sold as part of 
the reorganisation.   
 
Both Birmingham and Newcastle struggled to find suitable locations.  Local 
politics led to the Birmingham worker to be without the expected venue.  While in 
Newcastle, both manager and worker described problems with potential 
collaborators as the reasons for the worker being unable to develop a site.  There 
were: different agendas between the collaborators [site worker] and tensions 
arising from the collaborator needing a group to work: to a set format, in a 
feminised environment [site manager].  From the outset the Birmingham worker 
expected to develop two sites to accommodate the fact that he was working with 
two rival gangs: They want to see the shootings and the killings amongst black-
on-black calm down.  The negative publicity after the New Year shootings of 
2003 had led to some possible venues being closed to the group.  The location 
was of critical importance in Birmingham because some young men would not 
attend the project in certain areas, as they would have to cross into the territory of 
a rival gang where they could be threatened:  
 

I would prefer if we could have a neutral ground somewhere, where everybody 
can come, because the thing is now we are getting a lot of fathers that wouldn’t 
speak to each other before.  They are talking now and it’s better for the kids 
because the kids can go together, talking, as they get older now they can change 
all this myth about area turfs and things like that, because it gets changed.  If we 
could find a neutral ground it would be better. [B3] 

 
Some workers visited the young fathers in their own homes, some sites paid 
travel expenses to those who had difficulty reaching the venues and one provided 
baby-sitting payment for lone fathers to enable them to attend the evening group.  
All of these were appreciated by the young fathers interviewed. 
 
4.2.5: Accessibility of worker 
 
There were fundamental differences in how site workers made themselves 
accessible and the level of that accessibility.  For example, while all site workers 
gave out a mobile number to clients, some were work numbers supplied by the 
project, but two were private numbers.  However, neither reported the numbers 
being misused.   
 
Some workers used their mobile number to ensure availability during working 
hours, while others maintained 24-hour access, when the immediacy of a mobile 
was of particular use in emergencies:   
 

This is not a 9 to 5 job you’re doing. … Your ’phone can never be off; you have to 
be accessible and you have to be willing to drop something to go and deal with 
this issue.  Young fathers, a lot of them are vulnerable … so when they call you, 
they’re not calling you to test you, they’re calling because they genuinely need 
your assistance.  So if you can’t help them then, then you lose them. … A young 
person will suss you, if you’re just doing this because you’re getting paid, they’ll 
suss you.  You will become like a probation officer, social worker … you have to 
be available to them or else you’re making a rod for your own back. … You have 
to look at that young person, like he’s your child and my child can ’phone me at 
any time. … It makes no sense to me, working with these young people and then 
can’t get access to me after 5 o’clock because … they’re thinking 9 to 5; I only 
care 9 to 5, after 5 o’clock, they can’t get me.  A lot of the issues happen after 5.  
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They ring me any time.  I don’t mind at all.  They can ring me at 1 o’clock in the 
morning if they have been arrested. [site worker] 

 
Mobiles were also very useful for workers to keep in touch with clients, a number 
of workers using them to text, which often solicited a reply when other 
approaches did not: texting is absolutely brilliant.  It’s been an eye opener for me 
[site worker]. 
 
Each site worker could also be contacted on an office telephone number, most 
having direct numbers.  These were publicised on posters, flyers and websites.  
The importance of keeping websites up to date was stressed, as one site worker 
had been told by some clients that when they had searched internet the 
information had been out of date:  
 

… this needs to be changed because the website is the first point of contact for a 
lot of people and if it’s giving misinformation then that’s an opportunity lost.  

[site worker] 
 
If the worker were unavailable, all sites had a facility for leaving messages.  In 
one case, the young men also knew they could call in to the shop owned by the 
worker’s wife to leave a message.  There was only one site where leaving 
messages proved problematic.  The worker held two part-time posts, one being 
for a Sure Start Plus.  She was unable to have messages taken by this 
organisation from young fathers, agencies or professionals in connection with 
YFP work.  This inflexibility had caused problems, as it was not always possible 
for clients to contact the worker: 
 

You can’t actually ’phone her because she’s in two different places … you can’t 
actually get in contact with her.  She’s not allowed to give her personal number 
out so she’s got no actual base that anybody can actually go to her and speak to 
her. … Whereas if you could ’phone her up personally she would answer the 
’phone and talk to you and you would be on your way.  You would be able to sort 
something out.  That’s what she’s there for. [Ne1] 

 
4.2.6: Greatest achievement of site 
 
Some sites operated at a more advanced level than others, so where the project 
had taken off within its local setting, both managers and workers valued their 
service within the bigger picture: Establishing it as a respected and sought after 
resource both from the professionals’ and the clients’ point of view [site worker] 
and: Awakening the services to know that they have to do something that is 
positive for fathers and to include the fathers more [site worker].   
 
For these sites and for the others, where recruitment had been on a smaller scale 
with limited impact on local services, their work with individual young men was 
also seen as an achievement: it’s very small numbers but it’s the quality of the 
work [site manager].  Such work had enabled fathers to increase both the amount 
and quality of contact with their children, while affording opportunities for the 
young men themselves to develop.  Word of mouth recommendations from 
clients was also viewed as a measure of achievement as was engaging young 
fathers: in ongoing work … because they are a notoriously … difficult group to 
engage [site manager].   
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For the TSA national manager keeping the project as a whole moving forward 
was an achievement, since no sites had been lost, although there had been: a 
couple of near misses.  In one case keeping the project going as external forces 
impacted on it had been an achievement.  In Birmingham, the New Year 
shootings and other stabbings had made it difficult to keep the project 
functioning, although it had survived, going on to develop a volunteer worker.   
 
In the event no one thought their site had been a failure, although some felt there 
was still much to do: 
 

I wouldn’t … shout it from the rooftops. … I would say that it has been more 
successful than I thought it would but there’s still always plenty room for 
improvement. [site worker]   

 
While improved relationships between fathers and children were obvious at some 
sites, there was recognition that this could be quite fragile.  Some saw how the 
young fathers defined themselves as a positive sign of the impact of the project, 
as they were:  
 

… talking more about their role as fathers as central to their lives rather than 
defining themselves in some other manner with the add-on – and I’ve got some 
kids as well. [site manager]     

 
4.2.7: Major setbacks 
 
Site managers and workers from four of the five sites considered they had 
encountered a number of major set backs during the course of the pilot.   
 
Hostility towards the project: Two sites experienced setbacks related to: the 
overall hostility of working with men and young men … [when] people are looking 
for excuses to have a kick [site manager].  One was a general hostility while the 
other was part of the fallout from the New Year shootings:  
 

That had a big impact … [causing] a major setback, because they [the young 
men] were ’phoning and saying that they ain’t coming.  They ain’t turning up any 
more.  They thought it not safe for them to come in.  That has got nothing to do 
with the project but from a project point of view … it was part of the fall out. … We 
never had anyone leave the project, but up till then we was all right, but after then 
it died a death and even then it was a bit of work to bring them all back in. [site 
worker] 

 
While the young men themselves were nervous about being out and about in the 
aftermath of these deaths, equally nervous were centre managers, who were 
unwilling to allow young men into their premises. 
 
Issues affecting the host voluntary organisation: Since the YFP was embedded 
within five host voluntary organisations any problems experienced by those 
organisations had the potential to destabilise the YFP.  At one site this proved to 
be the case as the organisation was faced with funding problems that ultimately 
led them to a merger with a much larger organisation.  The worker at this site was 
funded in part from the YFP and made full-time from funds arranged by the 
voluntary organisation.  The immediate impact on the worker was that his 
contract appeared likely to become part-time.  This proved not to be the case but 
not before a worrying period had been endured.     
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Issues affecting site personnel: At two sites changes to the team of workers at 
the voluntary organisation were considered to have been major setbacks.  In one 
case, as colleagues left the organisation the YFP worker became isolated (a 
problem recognised by the site manager) and was also placed under initial 
pressure as he tried to deal with the clients of his departed colleagues.  In the 
second case, the death of a co-worker not only impacted on the work at this site 
because the co-worker had held a crucial post in working with boys and young 
men in relation to teenage pregnancy in a key partner agency, but also deeply 
affected the worker personally since he lost both a friend and colleague.  At a 
third site, the manager considered: the worker’s lack of experience at times had 
damaged the reputation of the voluntary organisation as these issues impacted 
on other organisations: So for me as the project manager that’s a big 
consideration.  One site worker highlighted personal illness as a major setback, 
because it had prevented the development of the work over that period. 
 
Changes of venue: This was a setback at two sites.  In one case, it occurred at 
the outset delaying the start of the project while ultimately fruitless negotiations 
were conducted over a two-month period.  In the other case, it occurred during 
the pilot, causing upheaval once the project had become established. 
 
In both cases the knock-on effects caused problems, leading in the first case to 
lost opportunities as the project was detached from an alliance that would have 
embedded the YFP into a larger local initiative and could have provided the 
young fathers with mentors from its management group.  In the second case, the 
move highlighted major differences in how the manager and the worker viewed 
the YFP.  Initially, the project at this site had been housed separately from the 
headquarters of the voluntary organisation, which had historically been: a safe 
space for females … a space where women, who have been emotionally or 
physically abused by men … can come [site worker].  This was seen as an 
improvement by the site manager, as she had been concerned to have mothers 
and fathers projects under one roof: fathers are often marginalized from families 
[site manager].  Two separate venues sent out the wrong messages, reinforcing 
the negative message that fathers were on the periphery of family life – made all 
the worse by the fact that the women’s and children’s work took place in the 
better well equipped building.  However, while the worker thought that housing all 
projects together could be useful, inspiring conversation and debate, he wanted 
neither himself nor his clients: to be seen as the guinea pigs or the test cases to 
test the water to make sure the female members here … are comfortable with a 
man being on site [site worker]. 
 
Although much time and effort at one site was expended at the outset in trying to 
develop partnership working, which ultimately failed [see 2.8], later in the project 
this was not cited as a major setback. 
 
4.2.8: National project 
  
Since the five pilot sites were part of a national project, this had an effect on how 
each site developed. There were perceived advantages in being part of a co-
ordinated national project: 
 

I think we struck a balance … where they’ve basically got on with things locally in 
the way that made sense locally, but they’ve felt they were connected to 
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something bigger and that there was at least a network they knew of.  Some 
people have made more use of that than others. [TSA national manager] 
 

The network was set up through the all-sites meetings, there being five meetings 
over the two-year pilot.  These were organised to an agenda that included up-
dates from site workers, the trainer, the TSA national manager and the evaluator 
and provided an opportunity for sites to develop their own network of support and 
encouragement.   
 
At the outset of the project, site worker and managers welcomed the idea of all 
the sites meeting, hoping there would be: 
 

 relationships with workers at other sites leading to invitations to visit 
 networking between the five sites to include specified time for site workers 

to meet 
 opportunity to keep in touch by telephone 
 support, i.e. guidance, steer, a shoulder to cry on, peer supervision 
 open communication, i.e. sharing information, research, good practice, a 

knowledgeable ear 
 cross-fertilisation between sites, learning from each other, development of 

collective approach 
 a larger network to include organisations country-wide to interchange 

information and skills 
 opportunities for job swaps with other project workers to understand how 

different centres operate. 
 
In the event, there were mixed feelings about how these opportunities had been 
fulfilled.  One site worker had appreciated the opportunity to talk to other site 
personnel, who: can identify with what you have gone through.  The TSA national 
manager felt the meetings had enabled workers to feel connected to one another: 
I think we’ve mostly struck a reasonable balance pragmatically, how often we 
meet, what is realistic.  Site managers also saw advantages to the all-sites 
meetings: 
 

I think that’s important, to compare what he [the worker] is doing with other 
people; that role has been crucial I would guess.  He seems to come back, fired 
up with ideas obviously quite pleased to share his ideas with others.  I think it has 
been very positive. 

 
While another site manager had found it very useful: to make the contacts with 
organisations and meet some really committed people, which she had found both 
useful and a pleasure: being one of a number of sites does reduce the feeling of 
isolation when you’re piloting an approach. 
 
Site workers valued being able to talk to one another, gaining a deeper 
understanding of the approaches and working practices of other sites: 
 

… talking to those two, they were so different! … It was kind of quite nice 
because I had something in common with both of them for different things - like 
… [one] is a drama therapist and … [the other], I had worked in the same area on 
the same estate and I knew what he was talking about with his clients.  
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 It was great. I’ve learned that it’s not just a black problem engaging with young 
fathers.  It’s a problem that’s across the board for all. … So we can all sit down 
and talk about how to engage. 

 
Others gained confidence from other site workers, as they compared their work. 
 
The network enabled site personnel to contact each other either by visits or by 
’phone or email, seeking support and advice.  However, some felt that more use 
could have been made of this, as the networks had not been: 

 
… fully exploited. … I do have that frustration that we could have bounced ideas 
off each other much more; we could have really got down to the nitty gritty - what 
are you doing about this; what happens when that problem crops up?  

[site worker] 
 
During the first year of the pilot, one site manager had hosted a visit from workers 
from two other sites.  Another site worker had met two managers at a training 
session and felt she had some idea of their work.  While one manager indicated 
he had supplied another site with information and research for them to read, 
some clearly felt that it was the workers who would make such contacts.  But 
some workers made no contact except during the planned all sites meetings: I 
mean I know that they’re there, they know that we’re here but there ain’t no great 
interaction between us, unless we go to a meeting. 
 
Some felt that more could have been achieved, since just as much useful support 
was available from other local organisations: I don’t get that much from the other 
five sites and they probably say the same thing about me [site worker].  However, 
for others the: ’phone calls and contacts from some of the others … has been 
very useful [site manager]. 
 
While the geographical spread of the project had caused longer travel distances, 
it had afforded greater credibility to the project than a regional project would 
have, as those living in different regions or settings would have thought they 
could learn little from the project.  One site manager reported that his voluntary 
organisation and his fathers project were able to:  
 

… say we are working within a wider setting so that it builds upon our credibility 
… but also it has opened up networks with others that I wouldn’t have actually 
normally been in touch with.  We have had ’phone calls and contacts from some 
of the other projects which has been very useful.  

 
Site workers also cashed-in on the credibility that the wider network afforded:   

 
I really don’t think people understand … [the project] when you are describing it. 
… I … say to people - this is not a Mickey Mouse piece of research, this is the 
Trust, this is the Home Office, this is going back.   

 
… when I say it is actually a project in conjunction with the TSA and the Family 
Policy Unit.  It’s not just a London initiative, it’s also in Sheffield, Birmingham, 
Norwich.  It’s people with a common goal, working towards the same objective, 
then that gives a bit more weight to the whole project, the fact that it’s not 
operating in isolation, it’s a co-ordinated [project]. 
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4.2.9: What makes a successful1 site? 
 
Replicability of aspects of this pilot was an important consideration from the 
outset [Appendix 1: Summary 1.2].  The final part of this section will consider a 
key question for potential service providers - what makes a successful site?  
 
The answer appears quite simple – the quality of the site worker.  Naturally, this 
needs a more detailed consideration to uncover the characteristics of successful 
workers.  Table 15 has been developed mainly, but not solely, from data 
collected from young fathers. 
 
 

Table 15: The Characteristics of successful site workers 
 
 
The site worker needed to be: 
 

 proactive in creating initial contacts with referral agencies 
 determined to contact potential young fathers 
 constantly patient in making regular contact with clients 
 accessible to clients during the week by telephone 
 based in a centre accessible to clients 
 approachable in the eyes of the young fathers 
 trained to work one-to-one and as a group leader 
 realistic in understanding boundaries of own expertise 
 able to refer on clients who needed services outwith the scope of the project 
 respectful of clients but able to set boundaries of acceptable behaviour 
 willing to accept each client’s stage of development and work with it 
 employed full-time (from whatever mixture of budgets)  

 
 
Site workers needed to be proactive in setting up initial contacts with referral 
agencies, determined to contact potential young fathers and constantly patient in 
making regular contact with clients.  One young father described receiving letters 
and ’phone calls from the site worker inviting him along to the project, which he 
vaguely ignored.  Then the worker arrived unannounced on his doorstep while he 
was in the bath.  Initially irritated, the young man became impressed at just how 
much this worker cared.  In general, the young fathers liked receiving letters, 
’phone calls and texts between their face-to-face contacts with their workers.  L4 
said that the project was unlike any other service, because the worker kept him 
informed and up-to-date.  He described the worker as being determined to keep 
in touch between appointments to ask: How am I doing?  Is there any change 
and so forth?  That’s just a nice service. 
 
As noted [4.2.5] the accessibility of site workers was important to clients.  Where 
they were unable to reach workers during the week by ’phone the young fathers 
expressed dismay and frustration.  For many transport was an issue, so the site 
workers needed to be based in centres that were accessible to clients.  Some 
solved this either by paying fares, by collecting clients in their own cars or by 
ordering taxis.  The site worker needed to be approachable in the eyes of the 
young fathers.  However, with some notable exceptions, the young fathers in the 
main did not care too much about the age, sex or ethnicity of their worker: what 
                                                      
1 ‘Successful’ here means a site that made steady progress in identifying, recruiting and engaging with young fathers 
according to the criteria set out in the Project Summary [Appendix 1]. 
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mattered was whether the person related well: It’s all about relating, innit?  
Anyone can have a personality [L4]. 
 
While the site worker needed to be trained to be able to work one-to-one and as 
a group leader, they also needed to be realistic in understanding the boundaries 
of their own expertise, referring clients to services outwith the scope of the 
project.  Since the young men presented with many complex problems, site 
workers not only needed to recognise what lay beyond their own expertise but 
also needed to signpost clients to other more appropriate services. 
 
Showing respect for their clients while setting boundaries of acceptable behaviour 
was very important to the young fathers, a number of whom graphically described 
what it was like to be treated as a man and a father rather than as a feckless 
wastrel - an image recognised by site workers:   
 

… a before and after scenario: the young person comes in head down, arms up 
… just doesn’t give a damn about the world.  Two years goes down the line, that 
same person comes through the door, head up … confident in himself, chest out, 
projecting himself. [site worker] 

 
Those involved in group work also outlined the rules of the group, which they 
clearly respected.  The greatest respect afforded their clients was that the site 
worker accepted each client’s stage of development and worked with it.  The 
workers who engaged with the larger numbers of young fathers had taken, as 
their starting point, the presenting issues of their clients.  These were practical 
problems such as housing, benefits, contact and access, or needing a new 
washing machine.  Later they moved on to more obvious fatherhood issues. 
 
The full range of work encompassed by this project work could not be 
successfully undertaken by site workers employed part-time.  Full-time 
employment allowed workers to engage with larger numbers of young fathers, 
conduct a range of outreach sessions in local colleges and schools, continually 
up-date their contact with referral agencies and begin to affect the working 
practices of local services making them more user friendly. 
 
Clearly not all the pilot site workers fulfilled all of these characteristics.  What was 
important was that site workers identified their aims and knew what they were 
working towards as they:  
 

… all … learn[ed] … at different levels.  It’s embarking on the journey; I don’t 
think it’s anywhere near finished. … If this project can be seen as a watershed, it 
helps turn around some attitudes at a senior policy level and helps unlock some 
additional resources to this kind of work, then I think that will probably be the 
main achievement. [TSA national manager] 

 
4.2.10: Training 
 
The importance of staff training may appear self-evident, but is still all too often 
overlooked as time and budgets are pressed first to establish a project and then 
to develop it.  Since this project was being delivered at geographically spread 
sites and hosted by five different organisations, it was particularly important that 
staff were trained, as this was one means to protect the integrity of the original 
concept of the project.   
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The picture within each of the five host organisations was very patchy.  Three site 
workers indicted that they had received some induction on joining their host 
organisations.  The level of in-house training provided by their employing 
organisations varied from nothing to what one worker described as: a regular 
programme that used both outside trainers and their own in-house skills.  Another 
site worker developed a portfolio of training needs with the organisation’s training 
and development officer, although only working part-time meant being very 
selective and focussed on the project rather than purely personal needs.  One 
worker took personal responsibility for his own training and found his own training 
course and charged it to the organisation. Another had seen promises go 
unfulfilled: And since that never materialised I doubt if anything else would 
materialise.   
 
However, while in-house training and development could have been expected to 
have under-pinned the work at the five sites, the more extensive training was that 
funded by the project and delivered by Fathers Direct.  At the outset, the training 
was intended by the trainer to operate in three layers - initial training, individual 
training and group training. 

 
4.2.10.i: Initial Training  
Initial training focussed on the American NPCL approach [see 4.3.8], described 
by the trainer as a substantial piece of work using a model of how to develop a 
strategy for fathers.  The 3-day course taught participants both the approach and 
associated curriculum.  All site workers were expected to complete this training: 
three did so while two did part of the course.  Fathers Direct had bought the 
licence to be the UK agency to deliver the pack, originally developed in the USA.   
 
Overall, those who attended this 3-day course did not feel that it fulfilled the 
needs of the YFP workers, since it was organised as an open programme, 
attracting a large, diverse group of course participants, some of whom were 
reported by site workers not to have been aware of the basic issues of working 
with fathers.  Indeed, one site worker felt that the course participants came from 
so wide a spectrum that the training had been overly concerned with the 
American manual and insufficiently rooted in the experience of the site workers.  
Another site worker had found the presence of participants who were not 
connected with the project had made the training: a bit confusing.  At another 
site, the manager felt the course had been too simplistic for the YFP site workers, 
offering:  
 

… very little practical activity.  There was lot of talk about issues around fathers, 
which maybe some people weren’t aware of but once those issues have been 
explored it then needs to move on to ... more practical activity.   

 
In general, both workers and managers would have preferred a programme more 
tailored to the needs and stages of knowledge and development of the specialist 
YFP site workers.  
 
A major weakness of the programme for some managers was the fact that it had 
taken no account of the cultural settings of the five sites.  One manager 
commented that the training had not acknowledged the starting points of the site 
workers, who were well aware of the cultural issues of their own sites, because 
there were others at the training with less understanding and first-hand 
knowledge; while another manager did not consider the training had equipped his 
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site worker: for the chaotic situations, which the worker had found: one of the key 
elements of young fathers is that chaos reigns.  It was essential, therefore, that 
workers understood how: you can manage that; there are things you can do 
within that.     
 
Several site workers expressed their need in all-sites meetings to receive training 
addressing issues related to ethnic diversity.  While the trainer considered his 
course had covered such issues, both workers and managers did not: 
 

[The site worker] is working with a much more multi-cultural group and I think he 
felt that it wasn’t addressed in some of the training and the meetings he had. … It 
was quite a strong issue for him. [site manager] 

 
One site worker found nothing in the training that related to Asian fathers and 
considered that the training did not support work with African-Caribbean young 
fathers:  
 

And I still maintain that to this day because there has been no, not even 
scratching the surface research into young black fathers; everything is round the 
European perspective. 

 
He had envisaged the training operating in three stages; firstly to recognise the 
cultural differences, secondly to work from those perspectives and thirdly to join 
such work back into the mainstream. 
 
Both site workers and managers had found the training focussed on fathers 
rather than young fathers, some had found this a problem: 
 

I don’t really think it looked at the needs and wants of working with young men, 
teenage men. … It wasn’t specific in relation to the client group that we’re 
working with. [site worker]   

 
The trainer considered that the NPCL training had been of direct use to some site 
workers:  
 

… in some cases it made a difference in terms of getting confident enough and 
ready enough to start to run groups. … [In another case, it was] a space to reflect 
in. … [I]t enabled … [the worker] to focus on … experiences and … gave … a 
space to develop a sense of direction.   

 
Reflecting on the training sessions towards the end of the project, interviewees 
had found some aspects of the initial training of use: 
 

The training offered had been: a generic three-day training course, which does 
have many different elements, people do get different things out of it.  I think in 
that sense it’s likely that people have taken different things and it’s helped them 
to develop in their own particular way.  So that’s on the positive side; I think on 
the negative side we haven’t developed anything else to specifically meet the 
needs of each site. 

 
4.2.10.ii: Individual training  
This aspect of the training was expected to be support offered to site workers and 
was to be identified with workers and their organisations.  At the outset of the 
project, the trainer considered there was a great deal of training available beyond 
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the Fathers Direct course and that the YFP’s budget was sufficient for him either 
to devise such training or to access it. 
 
In the event, the actual support offered by the trainer was made during all-sites 
meetings and: with one exception it has been fairly occasional telephone contact 
with site workers, who stated their difficulties with these approaches.  Not all 
workers were able to analyse and identify their own training and support needs: I 
couldn’t pull it out of the sky [site worker]; so a more direct approach was needed.  
The trainer recognised: the level of support could have been … a bit higher from 
me to them; but I think that it probably needed to be face-to-face. … I think there 
needed to be more contextualisation to get it going.  Had the trainer visited each 
site, he could have observed the work in operation and used that knowledge as a 
basis from which to negotiate specific, individual support packages.  Where 
training requests fell outwith what the trainer could reasonably have been 
expected to facilitate, these should have been passed back to site managers, 
with the workers’ permission, to pursue through their host voluntary 
organisations. 
 
One site worker, able to tap into a wealth of knowledge at his host voluntary 
organisation, felt that the Fathers Direct support had: been a bit incidental … 
[although] what Fathers Direct … are doing is very valuable and that’s very 
useful.  Another had found the Fathers Direct website both useful and 
informative.   
 
4.2.10.iii: Group training 
At the time of the first interview, the trainer considered he should be: more 
proactive about developing the group process … to … kick-start a day of sharing 
experiences and training for the project workers.  He envisaged a whole day, 
focusing on issues already raised by workers during the all-sites meetings.  
However, finding suitable dates for such an event did not prove straightforward, 
so planning drifted. In the event, the group training, a two-day residential, took 
place nineteen months into the two-year project.  Needless to say, this caused 
some site workers to feel frustrated, that the moment had been missed:  
 

I do feel a bit exasperated. … Every time we’ve been together, we’ve always 
wanted more chance to chew the rag and the fact that it’s just taken us so long to 
get there has been frustrating. [site worker] 

 
The two-day residential received mixed reactions and despite the time involved in 
setting up the session, not everyone attended all of the two days.  Workers 
criticised aspects of the planning and facilitation of the session, noting that the 
agenda had been sent out late and once negotiated, was inadequately covered.   
   
Overall, the training offered to site workers was a missed opportunity. The 
diverse needs of the different workers, the geographical spread between the sites 
and practical difficulties in bringing together mostly part-time workers presented 
problems for the trainer; however, it would appear that too much emphasis was 
placed on the NPCL approach, giving the appearance of being pre-packaged, 
and insufficient time dedicated to establishing and meeting the individual needs 
of the site workers.   
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Training: A note from the national manager 
 
Section 4.2.10 on training raises a number of important issues. I have considered the 
research findings with the project’s trainer from Fathers Direct and my conclusions are 
below. What we have learned may be useful to organisations involved in work with 
young fathers and/or national multi-site projects, so we have included it with this report.  
 
Initial training 

 
The TSA project workers’ dissatisfaction with the 3-day public course contrasted with 
very positive evaluations overall from the other (non-TSA project) course participants. 
The YFP workers’ criticisms centred on two issues: the fact that the course was an 
‘open’, public programme and perceived weakness in the course content.  
 
On reflection, we believe that it would have been better to have tailored a specific 
programme for YFP project workers. Although such a programme would have been more 
expensive, it would have provided the opportunity to take into account the needs and 
stages of knowledge and development of the YFP site workers. It would also have helped 
begin to build supportive relationships across the sites at the start of the project. A 
tailored programme could have focussed more specifically on work with young fathers, 
rather than fathers in general. This would have helped address the contexts in which the 
projects were operating including the chaotic situations that often surround work with 
young fathers and the issues related to the diverse communities some of the project 
workers were providing services for. 
 
It was unfortunate that some of the YFP participants interpreted the American NPCL 
material as less flexible than the trainer intended. This impression may have also been 
connected to the fact that not all participants attended the full three days. It is nonetheless 
a reminder that those designing resources need to remember that workers in this field are 
being drawn from a wide range of backgrounds where practical skills and ability to relate 
to young men may be the worker’s strengths rather than a formal education. 
 
Since TSA’s research was carried out, Fathers Direct has adapted the NPCL for the UK 
and it is now delivered as part of an Open College network accredited course. Fathers 
Direct has also developed a separate accredited training programme for working with 
young fathers and delivers this course in both ‘in-house/tailor-made’ and ‘open’ formats.   
 
Individual training 

 
With hindsight, the trainer and I felt that there had been some ambiguity about the 
expectations of the trainer in terms of providing individual support to site workers. For 
example, the trainer’s understanding was that, because of financial constraints, his role 
had primarily been to: provide telephone support to site workers; identify needs that were 
common enough across the sites to make all-site input viable and to refer back to the host 
voluntary organisations individual training needs that were outside the scope of the wider 
project. The money allocated to training in the budget was less than originally proposed 
and limited the trainer from providing intensive ongoing support to each site. It is likely 
that some project workers did not fully recognise the parameters of the trainer’s input.  
 
It appeared that the limited face-to-face contact between trainer and site workers made it 
hard to establish working relationships with some site workers, and consequently it was 
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difficult to identify individual needs sufficiently to tailor appropriate group input across 
the sites. 
 
Group training 
 
The fact that the residential training session took place nineteen months into the two-year 
project was unfortunate, but in some ways it highlighted the problems co-ordinating input 
across the five sites. Despite the time involved in setting up the session, not everyone 
attended the entire two days. When a group is small it is disruptive and frustrating when 
people leave after the first day or arrive for part of the second.  
 
Conclusion 

Looking back at the experience of providing training support to the five sites I feel that 
we did not manage to overcome the difficulties we faced in meeting the diverse needs of 
the different workers. These were significant, notably the geographical spread between 
the sites and the fact that most of the workers were employed on a part-time basis. 
 
I believe that the training would have had a better chance of being successful had the 
training provider’s remit been better defined and priority given to ensure that the initial 
group training programme was tailor-made. Funds should also have enabled the trainer to 
visit each site within the first 6-8 months to gain a flavour of the issues that the workers 
were grappling with. This would then have provided a better platform upon which to 
make decisions about ongoing training support for the remainder of the project.  
 
In practice, it is unlikely that one provider could have met the ongoing training needs 
around specific knowledge and practice issues and these would have remained the 
responsibility of the host voluntary organisations.  
 
The residential 2-day group session would probably have been more effective if explicitly 
seen as an extension to the project’s regular all-site meetings (see 4.2.8) and scheduled 
(with plenty of notice) into the early part of the project’s second year.  
 
Kevin Lowe 
National Manager 

TSA Young Fathers Project 
April 2005 
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4.3: Type of service delivery 
 
4.3.1: Introduction 
 
Section 4 of the project Summary Sheet [see Appendix 1] indicates: All the sites 
will use a similar model of working [4.1] that will incorporate a mix of one-to-one, 
peer support and group work since: a model that mixes different approaches and 
techniques is more likely to be useful to the young fathers [4.2].  There is a dual 
expectation that, while sites will tailor the work to meet the needs of individuals, 
they will also develop programmes of work to cover specific issues such as: 
values and attitudes in relation to relationships and parenting, cultural and ethnic 
roots, taking responsibility including sexual behaviour, communication skills, 
decision-making, and coping with discrimination [4.3].  In each case the key 
features of the Summary Sheet, which here appear in italic, will now be 
considered in detail.  How did the sites fare?   
 
4.3.2: A similar model of working 
 
There was much that linked the five sites; however, despite expectations that 
each of the five sites would use a similar model of working, the sites actually 
used a range of approaches to service delivery.  So, some offered advice on 
housing and benefits claims, while one did not see such services as falling within 
its remit.  Thus, in considering what services to offer, sites drew the boundaries 
differently from each other with one site conducting some work with couples 
rather than the young man exclusively.   
 
More fundamentally, the approaches adopted by the pilot sites reflected 
underlying differences in core beliefs about the purpose of the project.  Some 
sites understood the purpose of their work to be therapeutic; some placed greater 
emphasis on the educational or social aspects of their work, while some were 
more behaviour based with the intention of changing the behaviours and/ or 
beliefs of their clients.  One site where no group work had developed had 
concentrated on one-to-one work being: more driven by practical advice … 
[related to] the role of the father [TSA national manager].  However, he 
considered there was a missing dimension at this site as: some of the deeper 
emotional issues could have been addressed through group work rather than 
only individually.  At the other end of the spectrum, another site offered:  
 

… a classic therapeutic model of father’s work … based on that notion of 
exploring, thinking through issues around being a father … exploring 
relationships with one’s own father and grandfather. [TSA national manager] 

   
This also had its problems, since such a specific approach was not generally 
appealing and, therefore, fewer young fathers were recruited at this site: 
 

There is an issue about going with what the young person’s brought rather than 
having a service that’s very narrowly bounded, which may have quite a lot to offer 
- but perhaps feels not quite what you would want on day one. [TSA national 
manager] 

 
Where a site encompassed a mixed approach combining basic information, 
support and advice with the exploration of issues and attitudes connected to 
fatherhood not only were they able to recruit and work with the greater numbers 
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of young men, but also they were able to develop beyond one-to-one work into 
both group work and peer support.  Thus, the model of service delivery affected 
the content of the service provision.    
 
One site worker, a detached youth worker by training, stressed the importance of 
avoiding a formal educational approach, since that would appear to be like school 
[see also Appendix 4: 3.4.3].  Several site workers emphasised the need to 
approach topics circumspectly.  The two main styles adopted to deal with issues 
were (a) informally as they occurred in apparently casual conversations and (b) in 
a semi-structured manner according to themes in a non-formal setting such as a 
community centre. 
   
All site workers said they made home visits; however, for some this was an 
aspect of their core working style, while for others it was supplemental to centre-
based work.  Home visits were seen as particularly useful with those: 
 

… that don’t want to engage. … Those are the people that miss out on a lot; they 
miss out on the rights. … [They are not only] detached [from society] but isolated.  
There is a lot of isolation. [site worker] 

 
However, there were recognised disadvantages to this approach with workers 
needing strong support themselves both to unload emotional baggage and as a 
form of protection:  
 

You are more vulnerable, as a worker … you need to have your wits about you 
when it comes to home visiting … obviously you are more at risk of being 
misrepresented to other professionals. [site worker] 

 
At the outset, the TSA national manager had noted a simplistic desire:  
 

… to operate similar models in different places. … It’s an American approach … 
where … one has a very tight operational model that is delivered almost in 
exactly the same way in different places.   

 
Since the YFP was a pilot, there was a need for the work at the five sites to be 
suitable to be replicated by other potential sites wishing to learn from the pilot.  
However, the TSA national manager’s approach allowed each site to develop its 
own approach.  There was an accommodation afforded by:  
 

… a much looser framework, which gave scope for people to do quite different 
things without being absolutely different. … But it’s certainly not like on a 
Thursday afternoon every group ran a 2½ hour session on this and then on the 
9th October they did that. 

 
The fact that this pilot ran in five different contexts proved to be a design strength, 
because five approaches developed rather than one standard model.  As the pilot 
is replicated in the future, any new site has the opportunity to interpret the five 
approaches for their own uses, in their own settings and organisational contexts. 
Far from being a weakness in the design of the pilot, such variations in the 
models of working actually strengthened what potential sites might learn, since 
each site delivered the type of service the local workers and managers were 
capable of delivering and one that they understood to be meeting the needs of 
their specific clients.  There was no one-size-fits-all within the pilot; so, in 
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replicating the project, a future site can learn from each of the five pilot sites as 
they see their own situations reflected more or less. 
It was never expected that the YFP would discover anything that was totally new 
at the sites individually:  
 

They were probably going to do things that other people had done before and 
absolutely should be doing … build[ing] on the knowledge of others. [TSA 
national manager] 
 

Very much as future new sites, the five pilot sites presented a mix of experience 
and knowledge; so new sites would find their own point on this continuum.  What 
was new about the YFP was the model of five connected sites and the evaluation 
of the whole.   
 
There was an expectation that each site would develop one-to-one and group 
work along with peer support. 
  
4.3.3: One-to-one work 
 
From the outset there was recognition that the approach adopted by each site to 
one-to-one work would vary: 
 

For some … it could feel like counselling, and at least some of the organisations 
would feel that … represents the … tradition they come from.  But for … [others] 
the mentoring, coaching type approach may feel more appropriate. [TSA national 
manager] 

 
This accurately reflected the manner in which each site worker used the one-to-
one approach.  It became one of the strengths of the project, because not only 
did it make full use of the expertise of site workers but it also enabled each site to 
fulfil that aspect of the project brief by tailoring their work to meet the needs of the 
individual client: 
 

… it’s less kind of rigid … I’m more likely to disclose certain things, you know, 
personal things maybe just to one person rather than seven people. [L2] 

 
As an approach it proved very flexible, but costly in time - a real issue when the 
workers were contracted to the project part-time: 
 

Once you start one-to-one, the 18.5 hours vanish very fast, because you’ve got to 
travel to get in and you’ve got to travel back and then you’ve got to think about 
the follow through. [site manager] 

 
As a sole approach there were perceived weaknesses, not only did the young 
fathers miss out on the benefits of group work [see 4.3.5] but also individual 
young fathers were unlikely to develop relationships with their peers, unless there 
were opportunities for informal meetings.   
 
4.3.4: Peer support 
 
The site work was expected to develop the skills of the young fathers, enabling 
those who so chose to: provide support to their peers [Appendix 1: 4.1] for which 
they would receive both encouragement and training [4.5]. 
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Peer support can be defined as: 
 

The active and conscious participation of young people in identifying and learning 
how to help their peers in ways that are appropriate and responsible.  

[McGowan 2002 p1] 
 
Such support can exist at different levels of formality.  At one extreme there is the 
unplanned help given by one person to another in casual conversation or 
sometimes just by their very presence.  At the other extreme there is what 
McGowan identifies as the: active and conscious help, which can only be: 
appropriate and responsible if the supporters are both trained and supported 
themselves.   
 
In the YFP examples of the full spectrum were found at the sites.  The natural, 
unplanned, informal help had been offered and/ or received by many 
interviewees at some point in their connection with the project.  Ne2, for example, 
reported helping another group member from Afghanistan struggling to learn 
English; while S5 had wanted:  
 

… to pass on my skills and help and my experiences and share other people’s as 
well and sort of try and become a better parent. 
 

He explained how their group had gradually altered the balance of the content, 
placing a growing emphasis on supporting other group members.  When the 
group began there was: 
 

… what was only going to be 5 minutes at the start of each session, like a check 
in - how’s your week been?  It ended up lasting the majority of the session. … We 
try to help everybody; we don’t look on the down side, [we] pick out the good 
areas, pick out the strengths and what’s happened to that one - pass that on. 

 
Although helping other group members was very important to him, he would not 
have welcomed becoming a trained peer supporter:  
 

It would have made things unnatural … false, but because we were interested in 
helping and because we were interested in the wellbeing of this person, then it 
was … very natural and … spontaneous. 

 
There were others who had clearly been identified by their site workers as 
significant young men and who were making the transition from client of the 
project to volunteer worker.  B2 was already helping other young men at his site, 
listening to their problems and offering advice.  He had returned to education and 
was completing a mentoring course with the intention of securing paid 
employment working with young offenders on their release.  No3 had also begun 
to help organise activities such as the food at group sessions, along with some 
aspects of their trips and visits.  However, he also saw himself as offering peer 
support:  
 

I’ve been through quite a lot of various different things from social work, to 
mediation centres, to court with my little ones.  So I like to think, if somebody else 
comes in and they’ve got all the worries, that I might be able to give … a bit of 
advice. 

 
He had been offered the possibility of in-house training by his project worker.   
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There was one young father who had made the transition from client to volunteer 
worker and was now working formally as a peer supporter.  B3 explained that, 
having repeatedly offered ideas about the project, the worker had asked him to 
develop some of them.  He had subsequently organised some trips when he had 
taken the opportunity to hand out questionnaires not only to identify what 
individuals wanted from the project but also personal details such as how many 
children they had, whether they liked how the project was running and their 
strengths and weaknesses in connection with their children.  He was planning to 
use the information to plan workshops. 
 
Several young fathers commented on the impact on them of offering support to 
other group members, making them feel: a bit more powerful [B3].  S5 considered 
that much of what he had gained from contact with the project was rooted in his 
helping others: 
 

… it makes you stronger within yourself but it almost makes you feel a lot prouder 
because you've been helping people as well. 

 
For B3 the impact had extended to his relationship with his baby mother:  
 

… before she would come with like try and argue, I would play up to it and argue 
back but now, I don’t really play up to arguments, so she don’t really argue with 
me now.  She’s not really bothered because she knows that I’m not going to fly 
off the handle … we don’t really speak as much as best friends but we still do 
have civil conversations strictly about my daughter.  That’s good. 

 
Peer support offers threefold advantages - to the volunteer helpers offering the 
support, to the young fathers receiving it, and to the site workers.  However, it 
comes with costs of time and money and should not be seen as a cheap 
alternative to paid site workers.  Peer supporters require training, support and 
supervision.  There needs to be formal: 
 

… recognition of their hours of volunteering. … so there’s … some purpose and 
some drive behind what they’re doing, which obviously can be used in future in 
terms of career directions themselves. [voluntary organisation worker]  

 
The TSA national manager had expected the foundations for the development of 
peer support to have been set by the end of the project.  Such was the case at 
only two sites where peer support was developing from group work, clearly a 
prerequisite since peer support grows, in part, from informal relationships 
between clients [see also Appendix 4: 3.3.1].      
  
4.3.5: Group work 
 
The expectation that each site would develop group work was met at three of the 
five sites during the evaluation period.  Both the TSA national manager and the 
project trainer felt that, while there was no right or wrong method of service 
delivery, in sites where one-to-one work was the only approach there was a huge 
gap in service provision: It’s not that you can’t do an awful lot without running a 
group, but you can do an awful lot in a group [trainer].  Since group work can 
achieve different outcomes from one-to-one work, a site employing both 
approaches would achieve more for a greater number of clients.  
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Without group work the potential for the next phase of site development was 
missing, especially formal and informal peer support.  However, group work was 
not just about support, more than that it was: 
 

… a process of challenge and development that can go on when you start being 
honest with your peers and they start being honest with you.  That can be very 
powerful. [trainer] 

 
The real power of group work was based on the fact that peer relationships are 
not based on a hierarchy:  
 

… they’re the worker, they’re maybe the expert in some way, you look up to 
them.  Some of that is really good - you can aspire to be like them.  Or you can 
experience them as someone who is looking after you, is there for you, that sort 
of thing.  That’s all very positive, but that sense of someone being alongside you 
and going forward together and they’re not above me.  That’s hard to achieve I 
think, whatever the qualities of the worker. [trainer] 
 

A point echoed by a young father without access to a group: 
 

… a chance to sit down with a nice cup of coffee with somebody you know is 
going through the same thing as you, who you can talk to.  The fathers need 
more than just one person to talk to. [Ne1]   

 
In summary, Table 16 shows the advantages afforded by group work: 
 

Table 16: Advantages afforded by group work 
 
 

 members growth in confidence, as sense of security and relationships 
developed  

 peer support developed  
 members were not totally dependent on the group leader 
 isolation of individual young fathers was broken down 
 preferred by some young fathers over one-to-one contact  
 group members able to develop more quickly in a limited space of time  
 information delivered to many rather than individually 

 
 
Thus, a group can be more than the sum of its parts.   
 
There was no expectation that all young fathers should attend a group since for 
some it would not address their needs [Lloyd 2001; Appendix 4: 3.3.2/ 3/ 4].   
 
Groups that exhibit some if not all of the characteristics listed in Table 17 
opposite are the more likely to succeed: 
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Table 17: Characteristics of a successful group 
 
 

 a critical number of core members have been recruited to form a viable group 
 recognition that group work can be cyclical and it is a waste of time, effort and 

resources trying to form a group when there are insufficient numbers of clients 
who may wish to join 

 held at a convenient time and place 
 held in a venue accepting of the client group 
 operated regularly each week or fortnight 
 clearly stated whether children are welcome or not 
 a specific focus so recruits know beforehand that it will meet their needs 
 monitoring to avoid the alienation and/ or marginalisation of members  
 a worker with suitable training and background 
 a co-facilitator 
 support from the host voluntary organisation enabling the worker to feel there is 

a common purpose 
 

 
The separate study of group work at Norwich considers in detail why young 
fathers did not attend that specific group [see Appendix 4: 3.3.2/ 3].   
There were a number of possible bridges to developing group work, such as 
using drop-in sessions, social events and trips, considered by one site manager 
as: absolutely essential.  One young father, however, while recognising the 
enjoyment afforded by trips, also saw their limitations: you just have a chance to 
have fun.  That doesn’t sort any problems out, that’s just clarting on [Ne1]. 
 
Accepting the fact that the Project Summary sets out the three approaches of 
one-to-one, group work and peer support, expected of the five sites, there was no 
expectation that sites had to provide all aspects of the range of services the 
young fathers might require.  Indeed, the emphasis was placed on signposting 
young fathers to other local services.  This served a dual purpose; not only did it 
provide the young men with the specific service they need, but it also fulfilled 
another aim of the YFP, namely to act in the role of advocate for young fathers.  
Referring the young men to outside services enabled those very services: 
ultimately to become a bit more responsive [TSA national manager].   
 
4.3.6: Individual approaches 
 
Most site workers set out to build on the skills and strengths of the young fathers 
firstly informally: through conversation, dialogue … and then you take it into non-
formal groupwork.  Underlining the need to be flexible, the TSA national 
manager, like many of the site managers and workers, stressed the need: to be 
led by the agendas of the young men.  A site worker commented:  
 

What I know for a fact is that you can’t impose what you feel is right on a young 
person, regardless of their background, regardless of their sex.  You’ve got to 
work with them … as opposed to against them, not dictating to them. 

 
A point reflected by B3, who had moved from being a client of the project to being 
a volunteer.  He emphasised the need for the project to deal with the presenting 
issues identified by the young fathers as their pressing concerns.  This approach, 
initially offering essentially practical advice on such as housing, benefits, 
education and employment, led from the practical to the emotional support. 
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At some sites it was obvious that care had been taken to deal with each young 
father - visiting them in their homes, establishing their individual needs and 
working with each to achieve their separate objectives.  As the young fathers 
described how their leaders had helped them they explained that their leaders 
were introducing them to new experiences such as the internet and theatre visits, 
offering advice on jobs, helping them find work, enabling them to deal with 
contact and access issues, and for one it was:  
 

… even more kind of social I’m involved in music and performing and he’s come 
down sometimes to watch me perform, you know, just to give me that kind of 
support, which he doesn’t have to do really. … He’s more like a friend more than 
anything.  I don’t really see him as a support worker, I see him more like a friend 
really. [L2] 

 
4.3.7: Programmes 
 
Although there was an expectation that each site would develop a programme to 
deal with specific aspects of fatherhood and personal development, there was not 
total agreement on the nature of such a programme and what the content and 
style of delivery might be.  Opinions ranged across a spectrum from the delivery 
of a manual conducted to a timetable, to reacting to what clients raised at the 
time, developing: an open-ended supportive social skills type programme [TSA 
national manager].  In one site where no group work developed, the site worker 
had developed programmes, but these were individual developmental 
programmes for each young father based on the issues that were of concern to 
him.   
 
There was uneasiness about using the word programme, since the word can 
imply conformity, which was never expected:  
 

… x number of sessions, and in those sessions you know that the facilitators will 
be covering this in day one, and this in day three, and they are expected to use 
the same approach. [TSA national manager] 
 

Such an approach had never been the intention, so flexible group work had been 
the aim rather than ‘a ten sessions programme’ approach.  However, the pilot 
included organisations from a range of backgrounds, some being opposed to any 
type of programme, while others wanted the sites to use and adapt published 
programmes. 
 
Most sites adopted a pragmatic approach, adapting what could be called: 
 

… a standardised approach … looking at the presenting issues of the individual 
who is sitting down in front of you.  You can devise some type of programme from 
what they are presenting. [site worker] 
 

For some sites the notion of delivering anything that had the appearance of a set 
programme: almost like a training course [TSA national manager] would not have 
engaged their clientele, therefore the approach was more circumspect: 
 

I wouldn’t put something up there to say - this week we’re doing raft building, next 
week we’re doing this, that and the other.  I just leave it and I say - these are the 
issues, you want to talk about them or not?  If you don’t want to talk about them, 
it’s not a problem to me.  I know that at some stage I will be able to introduce all 
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topics to them and by the time they leave, I’ll say - we’ve talked about that, we’ve 
talked about that, we’ve talked about that. [site worker] 

 
Some site workers also emphasised that developing a programme did not simply 
imply group work, as they saw programmes meaning: 
 

… an ongoing caseload of working with people on a one-to-one basis. … 
[Expressing]: concerns … so that we can signpost you and in some cases hold 
your hand and pick your way and walk you through - that is what I would call a 
programme. [site worker] 

 
While there was general agreement that it was important to assist the young 
fathers to identify their own needs rather than imposing a predetermined 
programme, there was also a recognition that any programme offered would 
need a rationale to enable the young men to choose what they wanted to follow:  
 

We’re going to have to be able to describe what it is we’re offering. … I think 
there’s a big danger that if we just go for very small bits of work all over the place 
that aren’t interlinked we’re going to be in trouble, because then we’re slipping 
into just collecting names and addresses, doing a bit of work and leaving them.  

[site manager] 
 
There was a general assumption at the outset that themed structured group work 
would develop using a mixture of materials from various parenting packages.  
The TSA national manager had expected groups with:  
 

… an open agenda, that would probably, in its early stages, be a bit more driven 
by the worker; so that the worker would get a sense of what people wanted and 
then provide the framework. … There would be a combination of information 
giving and exploring … issues about being a father.  And, as that work took off, 
then the agenda would become more driven and controlled by the group. 

 
One site fitted this pattern, where there was a sense that the programme had 
evolved.  Norwich developed the longest running series of group sessions [see 
Appendix 4].  Initially, at this site the topics more closely followed the content of 
the manual but since the membership was not constant from week to week, the 
identified topic for that evening was sometimes not relevant to those who had 
attended.  Later, greater flexibility was built in [see Appendix 4: 3.4.3] enabling 
the topics to be more relevant to members’ situations and interests.   
 
Having evaluated a series of group sessions with his co-worker, the site worker 
had been faced with a quandary.  On the one hand his evaluation had led him to 
trying to respond to the requests of the young men, which because he had 
worked with some of them for a period was now approaching: the therapeutic end 
of group work [site worker].  On the other hand, however, the membership of the 
group was fluid, which did not allow for the planned development of such deep 
work.   
 
This worker had found himself with in a classic practitioner’s trap – he was so 
busy trying to make the group work effective week after week that he had no time 
to stand back and analyse the problems: I don’t think I’ve really sat down and had 
time to really reflect on this process of recruiting to a programme.   
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The problem was: 
   

 insufficient members to form a viable core group who would attend every 
week 

 over-reliance on floating members to make the group viable 
 each time new members were present the group began again, resulting in 

little continuity in content and approach 
 no start points at which new members could join had been identified, to 

minimise disruption  
 core members had developed as a group, requesting deeper work on 

relationships. 
 
This worker realised the importance of remaining flexible in arranging group work 
when he had seen:  
 

… a really deep piece of group work … [go] pear-shaped. … We hadn’t met for 
… eight weeks, and there was a depth of sharing that - it touched you.  It wasn’t 
about what was coming from the facilitators; it was what was coming from them 
[the young fathers].   

 
However, flexibility was only half the answer, since what was also needed was a 
sufficiently large core group membership to allow the group to develop and build 
on their work, week on week [Appendix 4: 3.2/ 3/ 4]. 
 
At the other extreme, one site was unstructured: 
 

When I say a group discussion, they’re just sitting round there talking … and I’ll 
just throw a question into it and then that starts a kind of debate.  But to sit down 
… to call them over and say - sit down lads and talk about the welfare state.  It 
won’t happen.  If … they’re all sat there talking already, and you say - what about 
the welfare state … the discussion starts, informal but very informal.  That’s the 
major way they operate.  If you try and structure it, you’ll lose it. [site worker] 
 

4.3.8: Manuals 
 
Site workers were free to use what materials they felt were locally appropriate for 
their group.  However, they were not left unsupported, since each site worker 
attended the training, arranged by Fathers Direct, on an American NPCL manual 
[Wilson and Johnson 1994].  This was received with mixed feelings by site 
personnel; for example, one site worker considered that if Fathers Direct were 
promoting a programme to further fathers work then it needed to be more rooted 
in the experience of the workers and less concerned with a manual:  
 

… to make it a little bit more realistic or else the training needs to include a great 
element of how you recruit to do something like this.  There’s still a part of me 
thinks wouldn’t it be great to get a consistent group of even half a dozen guys 
who are going to come back for 26 weeks and go through this programme, and I 
think wow, fantastic, that would be so nice. [site worker] 

 
No site worker actually delivered a complete structured programme from a 
manual, although some had expected to do so:   
 

… although I think I knew right from the start that there wasn’t any way you could 
actually implement … the training manual.  But I was certainly structuring my 9 or 
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10-week series of sessions, using that as a guide.  As the series had gone on I 
just moved more away from that. [site worker]  

 
One site worker envisaged using the American manual as a source to dip into 
developing a semi-structured programme, using themes identified by the young 
fathers themselves that she would build on.  She did envisage the programme 
running for a specific number of weeks.  However, the American manual was 
seen by some to be off-putting:  
 

I’ve looked in there - too much, it’s too much.  If they were to slim it down and say 
like once a month they send you four or five pages of it, you could sit down and 
read that; digest that and then you could put that to one side.  But when they 
send you this big thick book, for me, coming from a non-education background, 
it’s very daunting and I’m looking at this and saying - I’m not going to read all this. 
[site worker] 

 
This was recognised as a problem by the trainer:  
 

I think there is a sense that … it’s this big document and people can find it a bit 
intimidating.  And it sort of gathers dust on the shelf because of that.  I sometimes 
think what people really use is the training course, and the manual, well, some 
people use it and some people just never use it. 

 
However, both the TSA national manager and the trainer had expected that each 
worker would make use of the manual in some manner: 
 

… the manual isn’t just a series of group work exercises, there’s a lot of other 
information in there. … There’s a lot of information in the group work exercises or 
ideas that you can use in one-to-one work, for example.  So, you can dip into it 
and just weave it in, if that’s what you want to do. [trainer] 

 
Where it had been used, this was, indeed, how site workers had used the 
American manual - selectively picking.  In one case using information:  
 

… in some form of a presentation if I’m speaking to … [the group].  But as to say 
pick them out and let’s do this exercise, no not really, that’s more like for kids. 
[site worker] 

 
Most sites had also planned to use in-house materials.  One site manager hoped 
her voluntary organisation would produce a toolkit for use with African-Caribbean 
young parents.  Other sites had variously intended to use a parenting package 
accredited to the Open college network, adapted materials developed for older 
fathers or for young mothers.  During the evaluation period these had not been 
used mainly because the groups were not functioning at those sites. 
 
It would appear that adopting a structured approach from a manual was difficult 
for the young fathers to engage with.  However, findings from a survey of the 
effectiveness of parenting programmes [Moran et al 2004] indicates that manual 
programmes are the most successful, so long as programme integrity is 
maintained.  The TSA national manager felt that this raised the question about: 
the extent to which fathers’ work should be a rigorous programme or whether 
more fluid kind of approach has mileage in it. 
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4.3.9: Conclusion 
 
What has been described in this section demonstrates the importance of a 
steady, planned approach to working with young fathers.  There was nothing that 
was extraordinary or unusual, but there were: some good examples of dogged, 
keeping at it [TSA national manager].  This is the key: it isn’t rocket science and 
… there is no magical answer.  Numerous people had contacted him wanting to 
know more about the project, some seem to think that:  
 

… there’s something amazing that if you only find it these men are going to come 
flooding through the door.  But I think … [it’s more about] sticking at it and being 
reliable and consistent, all the things that we know … count … with young 
people. … There are some interesting questions around what is fathers work but I 
don’t think there is anything that’s come up ...  around methodology that’s made a 
difference. 
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4.4: Impact of the young fathers project  
 
4.4.1: Introduction 

 
Most immediately the project was expected to impact on individual young fathers, 
with the knock-on effect spreading into their relationships.  However, beyond that 
the project was also expected to impact on service provision and, most 
importantly on service development.   
 
The Project Summary clearly states that the YFP was expected to have a dual 
impact, firstly on the young men themselves, their lives and relationships.  
Secondly, it was to affect the ways in which local services viewed, treated and 
worked with young fathers, adopting: an educational role with fellow professionals 
aimed at improving how local services work with young fathers [Appendix 1: The 
Project in More Detail 4.1].  Both had inherent difficulties.  In the first case, to 
prove what impact the project had had on the young fathers was recognised from 
the outset as the most difficult aspect of the evaluation to pursue [Appendix 1: 
7.2].  In the second case, the difficulty was not in the evaluation but for the sites 
themselves - whether they had time within the pilot period to begin this aspect of 
the project, whether they had the skills and local standing to have the desired 
effect on their colleagues in other professions. 
 
It is worth noting that a number of stakeholders emphasised that the impact on 
the young fathers contained a crucially important aspect, so important as to need 
stating separately – how the YFP impacted on the children of the young men.  
The extent to which the relationship between the young fathers and their children 
had been changed for the benefit of the children was of central importance to 
most stakeholders, marking out this project as working with young fathers rather 
than young men who may or may not be fathers.  Site workers explored the 
boundaries between Connexions, youth work and the Young Fathers Project.  
Most agreed that young fathers may well present with a problem more related to 
youth work, but by addressing such concerns they were also assisting the young 
men to develop into responsible fathers able to care for their children.   
 
Site workers saw how vulnerable the young men could be as problems arose: 
 

I’ve had them actually say to me - I can’t handle this now. … For a lot of them, 
you know, you’ve got to instil some sense of - this is a tough and difficult journey.  
There’s no easy answer to this but it’s worthwhile for you, for your child to stay 
the course, to instil the self-confidence that they have something to contribute.   

[site worker] 
 
The project, therefore, was generally seen to have an impact at different levels - 
on local professionals and their services, on the young fathers and their self-
confidence, but most crucially of all on the children of the young men:  
 

My bottom line is bringing father, mother and child in some form of child-centred 
unison. … If the mother and the father can’t handle each other, at least they will 
unite for the benefit of the child and that has been my goal from the beginning.   

[site worker] 
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4.4.2: Changes reported by young fathers 
 
There was a range of changes in their lives that were reported by the young 
fathers themselves.  However, since there was a considerable gap in time 
between the two sets of interviews, changes in the lives of the young men could 
have been expected in the normal course of events without any involvement of 
this project.  So, did the young fathers consider that any of these changes were 
as a result of being part of the YFP?  For some the answer was most definitely - 
yes:  
 

My housing was thanks to … [the worker]; coming off me depression and working 
through my problems was through … [the worker]; getting off my drink and drugs 
was through … [the worker] and teaching myself anger management, that was 
through … [the worker] as well.  So yes, a lot of the major changes in my life 
have been in one way or another associated with … [the worker].  She’s been a 
great help.  [Ne1] 

 
For others the answer was more complex, since the YFP was only one of a 
number of influences in their lives: 
 

A difficult question - I couldn’t really say, all I know I was glad that I did go to 
those sessions.  It kind of got me more excited, more and more excited; I wanted 
the moment [of my daughter’s birth] to arrive.  I wanted to be able to put my work 
into practice, just being determined to succeed.  I think … [the] sessions that we 
had talking about role models - I just wanted to be a good role model for my 
daughter.  I think … [the project] did really [have an effect], because I knew I had 
to sort my life out and I had to take responsibility and had to get a job, I wanted to 
be someone she could look up to, ask me things, ask me for advice.  I knew I 
wouldn’t be able to do that if I still ... I think that did, that made me realise what I 
needed to do.  [No4] 

 
Since the evaluation was not a longitudinal study, it was not possible, in the main, 
directly to gauge the impact on the lives of the children.  So, a range of 
alternative, indirect measures was pursued that could be seen to have a knock-
on effect on the children.  These measures will now be more closely considered 
by answering the questions set out in Table 18: 

 
Table 18: Key questions posted to gauge impact of YFP on young fathers 

 
 
Did their contact with the project help the young fathers:- 
 

 improve their relationships with their baby mothers?  
 better their living arrangements? 
 develop personally? 
 improve relationships within the extended family? 
 become more involved in the lives of their children? 
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4.4.2.i: Improved relationship with baby mother  
Regardless of the nature of the exiting relationship between the young father and 
his baby mother, some young men reported they were now having fewer 
arguments with their baby mothers: We both try hard for the sake of my daughter 
[B2].  For one young father the knock on effect of a more stable relationship was 
that his daughter had been removed from:  
 

… the protection list because social services were involved with us but now 
because I’ve managed to sort myself out and … [my partner] has sorted herself 
out; because we’ve sorted ourselves out, this little ‘un is more stable and happy.   

[Ne1] 
 
Another explained that the fact that he had finally found employment had led to 
an improved relationship with his girl friend:  
 

That’s changed loads, because before I actually started here [at work], we used 
to argue a lot because we were always together.  But since I’ve started here and 
as we hardly don’t see each other that much any more, just on night times, when 
I finish work, so we get on really well.  [Ne2] 

 
Remaining together was the achievement highlighted by another:  
 

We are struggling still but we are together.  What we have been through and I 
think there’s not much can separate us because we’re still together.  Maybe 
anyone else … [we] might have … gone our separate ways, but we’re still 
together.  [No4] 

 
One was planning to marry his girl friend: we’ve been through some personal bad 
patches, but we’ve sorted ourselves out and we’re getting better [Ne4].  Another 
had married the mother of his new baby.  For this young man such a step 
highlighted a major change, since he now wanted to be faithful to one partner, as 
opposed to going out deliberately looking for sex as he described in his first 
interview.  He had been with his partner for fourteen months:  
 

The thought of actually being unfaithful to her has never even crossed my mind.  
The opportunity has arisen and if I was the same me I was before … then I would 
have just done it and thought nothing of it.  [No3] 

 
4.4.2.ii: Living arrangements  
A number of interviewees reported changes in their living arrangements, which 
had had a positive impact not only on them but also on their children and 
sometimes their baby mothers.  Some had moved out of the parental home for 
the first time.  Ne1 and his partner had moved into their own house: It’s because 
we’ve learned to grow up and stand on our own two feet, he acknowledged the 
central part played by the worker in that.  While B2 had received help at his 
project site in preparing his application for his newly acquired three-bedroom 
house: I’ve just got it, he said, I’m just trying to get it decorated; get my alarm up 
and stuff like that.  His children were staying each weekend and, although the 
contact arrangements had not changed, the new house had made it so much 
easier.  S3 had been helped by the project to move into Target Housing, where 
the arrangement was that money was taken from his benefit until he cleared his 
rent arrears, one of several steps this young man had to take to prove to social 
services he was sorting his life out and he was responsible enough to have 
unsupervised contact with his child.   
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4.4.2.iii: Personal development  
A number of young fathers reported developments that took them forward 
personally.  Some felt that through the YFP he had gained in confidence: 
 

The contact with the project initially changed things at the start, deep down, to do 
with the confidence, that was the main thing. … [In] dealing with … [my daughter], 
other people and dealing with me partner.  I think if it wasn’t for the group I think I 
would have difficulty coming to terms with … becoming a father.  I would have found 
becoming a father a lot more stressful. … You see other people’s point of view when 
you go to these groups, you sit and chatter away with other people. … You sit there, 
as if you were down in the dumps for ever, and then somebody says - Oh well, this is 
my problem - you sort of sit up and - That’s my problem as well.  So talking to 
somebody else you feel a great weight lifted off your shoulders because - Oh well, if 
it is happening to somebody else then, I’m normal, I’m not just like an outcast; it’s not 
just happening to me and nobody else.  [S5]   

 
Another had found his conversations with the project worker very supportive, 
helping him to focus on the needs of his child rather than his own needs:  
 

It’s probably what got the ball rolling, what got me thinking. … I suppose I may 
never even have come to that conclusion if I hadn’t have been for … [the worker].  
There’s loads of other little pieces which fit in the puzzle as well, I probably would 
have to … say, I probably owe quite a bit to … [the worker] and to… [the 
voluntary organisation] because they have helped me quite a lot.  [No3] 

 
Two Birmingham interviewees had been actively encouraged by their worker to 
return to college, achieving training that had led them into employment both paid 
and as volunteers.     
 
The project had helped No4 to take responsibility for his life, so for him finding 
employment had been one element in helping him to move away from criminal 
activity; although still on probation, the focus had now shifted to anger 
management.  He had moved from being a: tearaway to becoming controlled:  
 

I was as an alcoholic, he said, but I don’t drink any more; took a lot of 
responsibilities and made a lot of changes.  

 
Employment, however, did not bring everyone benefits.  S5 was again 
unemployed, expressing embarrassment because he drew benefit as he felt it 
was his duty to support his daughter financially and to be present in her life.  
Having taken a job, he then discovered that these two desires did not necessarily 
fit easily together:  
 

I just didn’t feel as if I was part of her life.  As much as I wanted to work, I stopped 
and have never worked since and can’t believe the change.   

 

His daughter was now close to him again, he and his fiancée were not arguing as 
much, and he was no longer worried about paying certain bills, which being 
unemployed were now paid for him. 
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4.4.2.iv: Improved relationship with extended family  
How a young father related to his partner’s parents often had a significant impact 
on his relationship with both his partner and his child [see also 4.4.3.i: Living 
arrangements; 4.4.3.iii].  A number of young fathers reported developing good 
relationships with their ‘in-laws’, for example having tea with the whole family 
each week.  As young fathers developed greater levels of maturity through the 
project, some ‘in-laws’ had been able to take on positive roles in the lives of the 
young men, such as acting as mediators: When me and my baby mother’s not 
talking, it’s … like her mum that’s bridged the connection [B3].  Another role of ‘in-
laws’ was to act as the young father’s surrogate parents and role models.  Having 
little contact with his own parents, rarely speaking to his mother and his father 
normally being in prison, No4’s relationship with his partner’s parents had 
become central in his life: They are great really, the sort of things they do, I would 
be lost without them.  Through talking to others in his group, S5 had learned that 
not all fathers were like his own, working extremely long hours and with limited 
time for their children – a lesson further emphasised watching his ‘in-laws’:  
 

They both work 9 till 5 so their house doesn’t look busy through the day but when 
it comes to an evening, I can’t believe how the family can be so close.  It’s very, 
very close and very, very loving.  It makes you feel proud to be involved in that 
sort of way.   

 
4.4.2.v: Greater involvement in lives of children  
One non-resident young father reported that he had learned how to develop good 
relationships with his daughter’s teachers, enabling him to be informed of her 
progress.  Having realised that this had to be correctly arranged and, having 
stopped arguing with his baby mother about it, he had sought her agreement.  He 
now attended school functions such as plays and assemblies, although he didn’t 
sit with his baby mother.   
 
Some non-resident young fathers had learned how to be patient with their 
children.  For B2 this had led to his playing more with his children, in turn they 
were laughing more and were more open with him.  He had originally been 
concerned, worrying:  
 

… if I’m entertaining them enough, stuff like that. Of late, we decided we’d sit 
down and watch TV, like a cartoon, then they start play fighting.  And it’s funny 
and it’s good though; my kids make me laugh all the time; it’s fun when we were 
just messing around like that.  It’s different to see them happy, because 
sometimes they’ll put on a front with me and pretend they’re really good.  But now 
they’re relaxed, playing and they’ll talk - about favourite foods, favourite clothes, 
favourite games.  What they do at school, who is their best friend, who they play 
with, what they had for dinner.   

 
Another young father, having learned patience, thought his involvement with the 
project had strengthened his relationship with his daughter as his contact had 
become more regular and less likely to be cancelled by his baby mother.  Ne1 
also reported that through his involvement with the project his relationship with 
his daughter had developed into a new area as he was now doing much of the 
childcare.  He said:  
 

Yes, that’s the way modern life is now; women go out to work and the men do the 
caring, the cleaning.  It’s only fair, my partner is bringing in the money, so I do my 
fair share. 
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That had not been an easy change for this ex-soldier!  
 
The project had helped No3 to recognise his children’s skills: give them a bit 
more credit for what they can do.  His older children lived at a distance and the 
worker had helped him to develop a range of ways of keeping in touch.  His 
oldest son had been very keen to learn to read and write: 
 

He wants to be able to keep his own contact with me, on his own, without having 
to ask somebody to do it all for him.  He asked my mum once how to use her 
’phone, how to send text messages, he wanted to know how to do it.  She didn’t 
know why, but she taught  him   anyway.   The next thing I know he had sent me 
a couple of text messages, telling me that he loves me and that sort of thing.  

 
B3 had learned: It’s more like the little things count, such as not going to fast food 
outlets but to enjoy cooking at home with his child.  Before his contact with the 
YFP he had always been searching what to buy his daughter next.  He had 
discovered that life was not based on treats, that there were different ways of 
developing a meaningful relationship with his daughter:  
 

A lot of the dads will talk amongst each other and say - I’ve just brought my son 
or my daughter a pair of trainers, the latest ones and this and that - but you don’t 
realise you’re doing it until somebody actually says - listen, this is the way, it’s not 
all about what financially what you can do for your daughter … it’s not all about 
that.  You don’t realise when you’re doing it, you think it’s all, all right; your kid’s 
happy and you’re all right.  You don’t realise it when you’re doing it.   

 
For No9 developing a meaningful relationship with his new baby had been central 
to what he had learned from the project.  Not knowing his own father, he had 
imagined that a father gave discipline and protection.  This young man had three 
children, two of whom who lived with their mother, and another lived with him and 
his new partner.  He considered he had made himself unapproachable to his 
older children by concentrating too much on discipline.  When he had taken his 
two older children out with his new girlfriend, he had felt like an outsider.  They 
had enjoyed themselves, but he did not know how to join in, being both a relaxed 
father having fun and a father who also commanded respect.  He had felt 
apprehensive before his new baby was born, because he felt he’d failed the first 
two children.  He saw his new baby as a second chance at fatherhood, supported 
and assisted by his involvement with the project.   
 
4.4.3: Case studies of young fathers 
 
Two case studies of young fathers, one in London and one in Norwich, 
supplemented the data collected from the repeat interviews with the young 
fathers.  They afforded an opportunity to examine in closer detail the impact of 
the YFP on the lives of the young men.  In neither case was the partner of the 
young man interviewed: one was described by her partner as being far too shy 
and the other had no contact with the baby’s father.  Those interviewed were 
professionals connected to the young fathers.  The small number of case studies 
here presented, also points up the difficulties that exist in actually gaining this 
more detailed level of access to clients' lives.     
 
The London young father offered access to his solicitor and to his baby’s social 
worker.  The solicitor had known of the host voluntary organisation because 
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young fathers were referred to her firm.  The YFP worker had made such an 
approach: he sent a referral letter on behalf of the client and that’s how we got in 
touch [solicitor].  The worker had already explained to the client what options he 
had: and if he wanted to go down the legal route there were certain firms that 
could assist.  The social worker was acquainted with the voluntary organisation 
hosting the YFP, having visited it during the induction to her current job.  More 
recently, she had attended case conferences, which the project worker had 
attended in a support capacity to the young father.  As she was the social worker 
of the baby, she discovered that the father was taking part in the YFP through the 
case notes.   
 
The Norwich young father offered access to his probation officer, who knew of 
the YFP from the project worker making a presentation during a staff meeting: we 
were all very impressed by his presentation and what they were doing and 
everything else; it sounded suitable for quite a few of our clients [probation 
officer]. 
 
4.4.3.i: London case study 
Background: The London young father [L1] was aged 20 as was his baby mother.  
He had one child a daughter aged 6 months.  He had no contact with either his 
baby or her mother and had not seen his daughter for about five months.  The 
only real contact he had ever had with his daughter had been during the month 
following her birth.  He explained he was making every effort possible to see his 
daughter: it’s just a case of I have to go through the courts to do that.  He 
explained that he had to use the legal system to apply for a parental responsibility 
order.  His solicitor supported this: He is an unmarried father and we are applying 
for the rights that he would have had if he were married.  Both the social worker 
and the solicitor considered he fully understood his legal status as an unmarried 
father and of:  
 

… what the difficulties are.  He understands why the proceedings are taking as 
long as they are taking, he understands what he’s working towards and what the 
importance of it is.  [solicitor] 

 
Responsible Fatherhood: L1 had always intended to be a very involved father.  
His solicitor described him as wanting to be a good father to his daughter:  
 

Quite simply someone who is there for his child; she knows that she can rely on 
him if ever she wants to.  He’s already setting up a bank account for her. … As 
far as he’s concerned he’s available to her in every possible way.  [solicitor] 

 
He had been present at his daughter’s birth: I went to every single antenatal class 
[L1].  During the first weeks of the baby’s life, when they had all lived together in 
the maternal grandmother’s house, he had changed his daughter’s nappies, 
played with her, while he watched TV he had shown her colours: I know she 
couldn’t see them properly but ….  The baby’s social worker also described him 
as having been very involved with his daughter during that time.  The long-term 
and extensive involvement of social services with both parents had led to an 
assessment of the baby when she was born.  There had also been concerns 
expressed by the health visitor, who reported that the baby was being expected 
to take her first steps at one-day old.  The social worker considered this was due 
to ignorance rather than deliberate cruelty.   
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Living Arrangements: The household in which the young parents were living was 
identified as a main cause of the break up of their relationship.  Although it was 
the baby mother who told L1 to leave, according to the social worker this was: 
fuelled by her mother.  The baby’s maternal grandmother was described as a 
formidable, aggressive and intimidating woman; even her own children had to ask 
permission before leaving the room.  The social worker said at one time, it looked 
as though the baby mother was going to have him back, but her own mother put 
a stop to it and forbade it.  So he had been refused all access to his daughter.  
The solicitor did point out that part of the court action focussed on the baby’s 
rights: 
 

… as far as the law is concerned his daughter is entitled to see him, so we have 
proceedings … around that as well. 

 
L1 also saw the grandmother as the real problem: 
 

Her mum’s got something [against me].  With her mum she’s like - she’s white 
herself, but most of her kids are mixed-race.  She’s like a little bit prejudiced 
against whites, totally.  She thinks all blokes are out to get what they want, stuff 
like that, and she treated me as one of them.  It started off from there and I 
suppose … [my ex-partner] has just fallen in the way her mum’s gone’.  [L1] 

 
The social worker considered he had shown astuteness and clarity of 
understanding, because he knew his baby was at risk in the household and 
wished to take responsibility for her safety.  To her knowledge, the social worker 
said L1 had never had any therapeutic support to enable him to deal with aspects 
of his own: dreadful upbringing.  She found it: very moving to work with him, 
because he was genuine - working with him made her own job worthwhile.  She 
believed he could actually help his ex-partner deal properly with the baby, but the 
grandmother totally forbade this.  It was in the grandmother’s interests to keep 
her daughter isolated, not allowing her out of her sphere of influence, because 
she was afraid that her daughter might say too much of what went on in her 
family.   
  
L1 was described by the social worker as very hurt about his lack of access to his 
baby and was not ashamed to show this in an appropriate way.  She had seen 
him cry as he spoke of his feelings, but thought he was trying to deal with the 
very complex emotions related to his situation in a sensible fashion.  Similarly, 
the solicitor described her client’s reactions to seeing his daughter unexpectedly 
at court: 
 

We didn’t know she would be there and … he was very emotional about it.  The 
thing I think I admire most about him, which I see in him, it’s a hard thing to 
maintain in something so emotional, is that he is extremely practical and he 
thinks about everything in a very practical way, however he might be feeling 
about it.  [solicitor] 

 
Hopes for his Child: L1 had very clear hopes for his daughter as she grew up, 
which were that she would have: 
 

… a better education than what I got. … All I mainly want for her is to have a 
good education and to have a good deal out of life.  Personally, my life’s not been 
pleasant so I just want to - well, I want to get to see my daughter again and try 
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and make her life good, I suppose.  I’m not gonna, I’m not gonna say I’m gonna 
be the best parent but I do my best.  [L1] 

 
He had also expressed his hopes to the social worker that his daughter would 
know that he was her father and that he was available so she could contact him.  
Recognising the importance to L1 of being empowered to develop an 
understanding of his role as a father, the social worker stressed that he had had 
no good role models himself.  L1 himself identified the importance of being a role 
model to his daughter; however, he also wanted to be involved in making 
decisions about his daughter.  The social worker stressed how important this was 
to L1, because of the nature of the family in which his daughter was living, he 
wanted to be sure of her safety and be able to offer her protection.  Both the 
solicitor and the social worker understood L1’s hopes focussed on: family 
relationships and he speaks about his hopes in that sort of context and about 
himself as being a father figure she can look up to [solicitor].  He also wanted to 
be able to provide for his daughter; although the social worker pointed out that 
that the baby mother was not allowing him to do so.  L1 himself explained how 
his attempts to give his ex-girlfriend money for his daughter had failed because 
she would not see him. 
 
Project Impact: 
 

For me, it’s amazing to see the transformation.  [solicitor] 
 
Despite the fact that this young father had learning difficulties, had no support 
from his own home and was barred from any contact with his baby mother or his 
daughter by the baby’s maternal grandmother, the professionals each now saw a 
confident, sensible young man who had defined his objectives and was working 
towards making them happen.  His solicitor did not think he had gained:  
 

… as much out of the [education] system as was possible … for a combination of 
reasons, which is why I think for him now it’s especially important if he’s 
discovering that there are certain things he is able to do, he’s good at. … Having 
discovered computers, he’s now on the internet and is discovering much more … 
the impression I have is that for him a world has opened up and he’s absorbing 
as much of it as he can possibly absorb. 

 
The solicitor considered that the YFP had had an enormous impact on her client:  
 

From what I have seen … when he initially approached us and from the 
information he has had to give me for the court, there seems to have been a 
huge turn around, I would say. … [The project has] had quite a positive impact on 
him.   

 
Similarly, the baby’s social worker had noticed real changes in the young father.  
She considered he had been empowered to act to achieve what he wanted for 
his daughter.  Having been well prepared to deal with the legal aspects of 
achieving his responsibilities with his daughter, by the project leader, she thought 
he had established clear and realistic aims.  Despite his own learning disability, 
he had set out to learn about parenting skills and child development.  He now 
knew more than his baby mother.  He had also set very clear ground rules about 
not wanting members of his own family to have access to his daughter, which 
included not wanting his own mother to have anything to do with his child.  The 
baby’s social worker considered this to be a sound attitude for him to adopt. 
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Although the social worker was the baby’s worker, the service had had long-term 
and extensive involvement with both parents.  The changes noted by the social 
worker were very marked.  She was confident they were as a result of the young 
man’s involvement with the YFP, because of the way that the young father 
speaks of the project leader and the project itself.  She would not have expected 
the young father to have the level of insight and confidence that he 
demonstrated, bearing in mind his own learning disability and lack of therapeutic 
support to help him come to terms with his own: dreadful upbringing.  She 
attributed this to his involvement with the YFP where he had clearly received: 
good quality support from the project leader, who had empowered him to take 
control of his situation and work in a proper manner to gain access to his 
daughter.  The solicitor also thought that he had learned how to stand up for his 
own needs in a correct fashion: 
 

I know what the … [project has] offered him … - a wide range of experience as a 
young father, extremely practical experience.  The legal side of it is small.  [On] 
the practical side, he has picked up skills that perhaps a lot of people would take 
for granted.  Fathering skills in general, learning how to budget, the practicalities 
of having a child, which a young father might not even begin to contemplate.  
Confidence, in particular, to be able to say what he thinks and to ask for what he 
wants, which is extremely important. … I think the key thing about him now is that 
he is able to ask the questions that he needs to ask so that he can identify what it 
is he that he wants to do.  [solicitor]   
 

She had also seen his personal skills develop greatly, for example, he was also 
aiming to: improve himself in just about every conceivable area and he’s recently 
started to attend … classes … [at] a college.  His course was to improve his basic 
subjects so he could apply for other training later:  
 

… again he’s thinking in extremely practical terms, he’s looking at the possibility 
of going into IT.  And the person who I’m seeing in the files earlier on, I don’t think 
is someone who would have been thinking about that - and that’s in a fairly short 
space of time.  [solicitor]   
 

Like the social worker, the solicitor considered that this radical change in her 
client was due to the impact of the YFP.  She had first met her client three 
months previously; however his first contact with the firm had been some time 
before that, so the information she was judging him on was much older.  She 
considered that her client had gained a great deal of confidence as a result of his 
contact with the YFP:  
 

The … [young man] … described in the documents I’m reading, from before I 
took on the file, was very, very timid.  The … [person] I am seeing now is able to 
articulate what he wants and to ask the questions he needs to ask, he isn’t afraid 
to do that.  [solicitor]   

 
It was difficult for interviewees to make any comments in relation to noted 
improvements in the way that L1 related to his baby mother, because he had no 
relationship with her.  The only time he now saw her was at court, when he 
sometimes would also see his daughter: 
 

… he relates through us, through her lawyers, to her. … I know that when he’s 
around her, he isn’t agitated as such.  I mean, obviously there’s some degree of 
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… [self-consciousness] because this is the person in proceedings with him, but 
he … isn’t aggressive at all, he isn’t attention seeking when she’s around - fairly 
calm.   

[solicitor] 
 
There was no doubt in the minds of both the social worker and the solicitor that 
the support of the YFP leader had made an immense difference to L1.  The social 
worker commented that he had been: quite bereft on an occasion when the 
project leader had been on sick leave.  The project leader had also made a 
difference to L1’s court appearances:  
 

I have to come back to how shy he was.  If you think of the sorts of proceedings 
that are ongoing for anyone involved, it’s not the happiest of occasions.  It can be 
intimidating at times because of the formality and to know that someone is 
physically there that he could speak to at the end of it was a huge help.  [solicitor] 

 
The work of the project leader was understood to be key to the positive impacts 
the YFP had had on L1.  The solicitor pointed to the careful support offered when 
her client had first attended for interview accompanied by the project leader.  L1 
had been able, with the help of the project leader, to explain succinctly what it 
was he wanted to achieve:  
 

… it’s being able to understand exactly what it is he is after.  In half-an-hour to an 
hour here in the office, it is hard with someone who is fairly shy to be able to 
understand exactly what it is, all the time.  You can make suggestions but I think 
it helped him to know that … [the project leader] was there and … was prepared 
to take the time out. … The first few hearings, [the project leader] took him to 
court, just to get him on his way, which was a huge help as well.  [solicitor] 

 
4.4.3.ii: Norwich case study 
Background: The Norwich young father [No4] was aged 20, while his partner was 
17.  At the time of the interviews, No4 was expecting his first child and was living 
with his girlfriend at her parents’ house.  No one had attempted to deny No4 
access to his baby:  
 

No, that’s not been an issue.  I did say they did go through a period where there 
were lots of arguments and possibly it will be an issue at some point in the future, 
but fingers crossed - not.  [probation officer] 

 
[No4] considered that: every one’s been understanding.  He explained how the 
grandmothers had been very pleased, while the grandfathers had wanted them: 
to see sense; one had suggested an abortion, the other had opposed such 
action.  In the end they had both been supportive, offering both emotional and 
practical help.   
 
His probation officer thought her client had a fairly good understanding of his 
legal status in connection with his baby and had discussed this with him, as had 
the YFP leader.  However, it seemed that he had misunderstood, thinking that if 
his name were on the birth certificate then that conveyed automatic parental 
rights. 
 
Responsible Fatherhood: No4’s initial reaction to becoming a father was a 
mixture of feeling happy at the news, while also feeling: a bit gutted, wishing he 
were not in that situation.  He planned to be an involved and supportive father, 
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indicating, for example, that he intended to attend the antenatal classes.  The 
probation officer bore this out, explaining that he intended to be present when his 
child was born: 
 

He has been at quite a few of the antenatal appointments, he’s been up to the 
hospital and he’s brought in scan pictures and things, so he’s very involved.   

[probation officer] 
 
After the baby’s birth, she expected him: 
 

… to be quite involved.  I don’t think he sees it as a distant fathering role. … He 
doesn’t want to be the sort of father his father was.  I think that is very definite; he 
does want to be more involved and more caring.  [probation officer] 

 
No4 indicated that he had mixed feelings about his own father, but did not want to 
follow his father in and out of prison: I want to raise my child.  Having 
experienced limited and very poor parenting himself, especially during his later 
teenage years when he was a rough sleeper, No4 was very realistic about the 
level of responsibility he was ready to take on: I’m still a kid myself.  At one and 
the same time, he said he felt very childish but also that he had grown up very 
fast.  The probation officer indicated that No4 was keen to be a proper father 
himself, but: was struggling to know how to do it differently and what to do 
differently [probation officer].  It was for this reason he had joined the YFP.     
 
As he imagined the birth of his child, he expected it would cause him to: settle 
down and be more responsible [No4].  He thought he would: 
 

… become more mature.  I’m still involved in criminal activity, but I must stop for 
the child.  There’s going to be a little life depending on my activities.  I can’t be a 
child.  I must put the child before me and grow up myself.  [No4] 

 
The probation officer thought it was difficult to predict whether becoming a father 
would bring about any particular change in him:  
 

It’s going to be stressful, isn’t it?  Difficult to know really how he will react to those 
situations.  I mean there are going to be stresses and strains but at the same 
time he will have to take on more responsibility and how he reacts to that is really 
anybody’s guess. … They’re both unemployed, not had any responsibilities, 
they’ve been living with … [her] parents and they provide all the food and … 
they’ve been very much looked after.  [probation officer]   

 
Unlike many of her clients, however, she considered No4 both insightful and very 
open to advice. 
 
Living Arrangements: No4 lived with his partner in her parents’ house.  This was 
an important arrangement, because not only had her parents accepted him under 
their roof but they were also providing him with his first positive experience of 
being parented.  The probation officer described how his lifestyle had become 
more settled: 
 

… it’s partly been because he’s been living with his partner’s parents.  He is still 
living there and I think that’s been really, really positive for him.  So, I think it’s the 
first time in his life that he’s had any decent parenting himself and they’ve taken 
him on board … and I think they’ve parented him too.  [probation officer]  
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She considered her client related well to his partner’s parents, who had shown: 
remarkable tolerance towards him.  It had not always gone smoothly, however, 
and for a short time he had left their house after he had become drunk and 
caused: a major disagreement with his partner’s father.  Her father had sought 
him out and mended fences, smoothing the way for him to return to their home.  
Improvements had continued:   
 

He has stopped mixing with the group of people he was going around with … 
getting into loads of trouble with.  I think a little bit of offending is possibly still 
going on, but nothing compared to what it was. … This has all been part of the 
fact that he’s … [tried] to change his whole lifestyle.  It’s also given him someone 
to talk about how it’s going to be for him, being a dad.  [probation officer] 

 
They planned to find independent accommodation together, although the 
probation officer thought it might be wiser to make this change when the baby 
was a few months old, so the new family could continue to receive support from 
the grandparents.  The probation officer confirmed that No4 had tried to find 
work; but, probably because of his criminal record and anti-social behaviour 
order, had failed to find employment.   
 
Hopes for his Child: No4 hoped his child would be: well behaved, attend school, 
be clever.  He wanted: the best of everything for his child and hoped she would: 
want for nothing.  The probation officer stressed the importance to her client of 
having:  
 

… a stable background and to feel the child well loved and well cared for.  And he 
wants to be a good example; he doesn’t want to be in and out of prison.  Fingers 
crossed he’ll make it really.  Yes, … he wants things to be very different from how 
they were for him.  I think that’s the most important thing.  [probation officer] 

 
Project Impact: Unlike the professionals connected to L1 who each identified 
specific ways in which the YFP had benefited and changed the young father, 
No4’s probation officer viewed the YFP as one aspect of a package where each 
aspect was intertwined, i.e. the probation order, his involvement with the YFP and 
living in: a proper family.  This was not to lessen the impact of any single aspect, 
but rather made the overall effect the stronger.  Thus, she saw the effects of the 
YFP sitting alongside the good effect living with his girlfriend’s parents had had 
on her client: 
 

… it’s all been part of a process of change.  I think the whole thing with … [my 
client] at the moment is he has made lots and lots of change.  He has made really 
good use of this probation.  [probation officer]   

 
The very fact that he had joined the project was part of his process of change.  
She also considered that No4 had approached his probation as an opportunity to 
effect radical changes in his life, but these changes had been supported by his 
girlfriend’s parents and underpinned by the YFP:  
 

The whole process is going in tandem to help him make positive changes and it 
would be difficult to pick out which have had the most influence.   

[probation officer] 
 
She felt that her initial hope, that her client would gain confidence from his 
involvement with the YFP enabling him to become the father he wanted to be, 
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had been fulfilled.  Not only had the project afforded him the benefit of: someone 
to talk to about how it’s going to be for him, being a dad, it had been obvious to 
her that the project leader had primed him to ask: certain questions of the 
midwife. … [The project leader had] talked to him and this really gave him lots of 
confidence … which is excellent. … I think it has helped his whole confidence.  
She had also noticed that No4 and his partner were arguing less and thought her 
client was trying to use techniques to avoid arguments escalating, such as 
walking away or not responding in kind: He is also aware of the fact that constant 
arguments aren’t good for children.  She felt that there had been changes in the 
way he related to others.  For example, there had been a change in the way he 
related to his partner:  
 

They were arguing a lot.  I think [there’s] obviously a lot of tension - the baby 
wasn’t planned, she is 17, I don’t expect the parents were delighted, initially. … 
There was quite a lot of tension.  I think, at first, there was a sort of euphoria 
about - oh, I’m gonna be a dad and I’m gonna be a mum and this baby!  Then 
they went through a patch where I think they both suddenly realised rather more 
what the implications of that were, and what the responsibilities were, and I think 
that was perhaps when there were a lot of arguments.  [probation officer]   

 
In one significant area of his life, employment, the probation officer had seen no 
significant changes.  Her client remained unemployed, despite his having a 
number of qualifications, some of which he had achieved in prison.  Although he 
had had: 
 

… a couple of jobs whilst he has been on probation, they haven’t lasted for one 
reason or another.  He has got an anti-social behaviour order, which I suspect is 
more harm to him.  And, of course, his face was emblazoned across the papers.   

[probation officer] 
 
She explained that he had thought he would wait until after his baby had been 
born before seeking another job, but had come to the realisation that he should 
be looking more seriously since they needed the money. 
In general, she considered the YFP had played a part in influencing her client to 
move away from his criminal associates, by making him believe he could make 
changes in his life: and see a positive future, fingers crossed.  You never know, 
but he really has made lots of changes. 
 
4.4.3.iii: Case studies conclusion  
In both case studies, it was possible for interviewees to see how the YFP had 
impacted positively on the young father.  The professionals commenting on the 
impact on L1, each independently showed that clear changes in this young man’s 
life had stemmed from the YFP.  While the interviewee reflecting on No4 
indicated how difficult it was to tease out exactly the causes of the noted 
changes, since the YFP was just one of a range of interventions forming a 
package.   
 
These case studies demonstrated the importance of two key related factors; one 
being the living arrangements of the young parents and the other being the 
relationship between the young father and his partner’s parents.  It would seem 
more likely that a young father would have a relationship with his child if the 
parents were able to live together and were actively supported and encouraged 
by their own parents.  Clearly, L1’s difficulties stemmed from the fact that these 
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conditions did not operate.  He was unable to communicate with his baby mother 
because her mother forbade any contact.  In so doing, she effectively barred him 
from his daughter’s life.  He had no support or encouragement from his own 
family.  Indeed, he thought it wise for his parents to have no contact with his 
daughter (the social worker concurred).  No4 also had experienced limited and 
negative parenting, but he had the support and encouragement of his partner’s 
parents, who had almost adopted him.  He had the opportunity to have a full 
relationship with his child as they lived together as a family unit.      
 
Thus, the YFP offered the opportunity for these young fathers to grow in 
confidence, which then enabled them to make decisions about their lives.  L1 
developed from being shy and timid to being able to pursue his legal case to gain 
access to his daughter.  His eyes had been opened to a way of life where he 
understood how to take responsibility for his daughter.  No4 was developing a 
clearer understanding of his responsibilities towards his baby, which enabled him 
to begin to steer a path away from criminal activity as he discovered some of the 
benefits of living in a supportive environment.  Each young father was afforded 
the opportunity to begin to take control of his life.  The picture emerges of two 
young men searching to understand what the role of father means.  Lacking any 
positive role models, they had found the contact with their project workers gave 
them access to a greater network of support and information.  
 
However, the YFP aimed not only to have an impact on the participants, but also 
to influence local professionals in their dealings (or non dealings) with young 
fathers.  It was useful, therefore, to consider how the professionals saw the YFP 
knitting into their own work.  For a project to have maximum impact, it needs to 
be able to sit well within established local services, rather than appear as an add-
on.  The Norwich probation officer saw the YFP and its host voluntary 
organisation as offering useful services that fitted well with the work of the 
national probation service: I’ve got other clients who use their services and I 
would obviously send people along there.  Thus, for her the YFP had fitted into 
her own work in a general way.  The London professionals, however, saw more 
specific ways that the YFP had: most definitely [solicitor] knitted into their own 
work.  The social worker felt this very strongly, because she saw no real work 
going on with fathers.  She commented that research showed social services 
normally neglecting fathers in a family, while society, in general, needed to place 
far more value on fathers and their part in bringing up children.  The solicitor, 
similarly, considered her firm’s contact with the YFP was extremely positive, 
since the project and her work fitted together well: 
 

… the project seems to offer a range of facilities … a range of options. … As far 
as the work we do is concerned, … they were able to explain to … [my client] 
some of the rights that he had as a father, which perhaps the average young 
father wouldn’t be aware of and they were able to explain it fairly fully, so that 
specifically he knew what to ask for by the time he came to us. … I just wanted to 
say how impressed we … [have been] and how helpful it has been.  I understand 
from conversations I’ve had with some of my colleagues that it’s the same 
impression all round, in terms of being able to offer a venue [for contact and] … 
to advise … on all the options open to them.  [solicitor]  
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This had meant that clients referred from the project were:  
 

Far more clued up than some of the people we have who are coming in off the 
street because they’re just unaware what their rights are and what their options 
are. … [The project leader was] able to explain in every day language the sorts of 
options open to him but without saying - this is what you need to do.  In terms of 
having a person there with the skills to be able to engage … [our client] and to 
have some sort of trust from him … [the project leader] has done really well.  For 
us their work is absolutely brilliant.  [solicitor] 

 
4.4.4: Professionals 
 

Beyond the most immediate impact on individual young fathers and their families, 
the project was to impact on service provision and, most importantly, on service 
development in the five localities: in terms of their thinking about how they involve 
young men in their work with families [TSA national manager].  He expected 
there to be first: a kind of stirring effect but then later: 
 

… some shifting in the operation of those organisations.  I wouldn’t be happy if 
we’d only, in a sense, worked with the inner world of the young men in a 
counselling sort of model. 

 
To that end, it was intended that the project would impact on local professionals 
by changing the ways they viewed and worked with young fathers [Appendix 1: 
The Project In More Detail 4.1].  The treatment of young fathers by health 
professionals was highlighted in the recent study of Quinton et al [2002], where 
the sidelining of young fathers was well documented.  This was also the 
experience of one site manager, who constantly saw fathers being excluded by 
health visitors, whom he considered to be one of the biggest obstacles in the 
early years setting, because of their inflexibility.  He described them as female-
focussed and a powerful group. 
 
4.4.4.i: Difficulties encountered 
All sites saw this aspect of the brief as very important, but each struggled to fulfil 
it.  Limitations of time of workers employed part-time were probably the most 
common reason.  Site personnel had identified their most suitable local forum 
through which to work: but … it’s that investment of time, … managing what 
you’re meant to be doing, and prioritising [host voluntary organisation manager] 
and: if you really want someone to take an educational role, they need more than 
three days a week to do that [site worker]. 
 
There was a general understanding amongst site personnel and young fathers 
alike that the YFP had the potential to inform and educate professionals about 
young fathers, their lives, needs and attitudes: 
 

… a lot of professionals, not just local professionals, often don’t take into account 
issues that young men are going through themselves.  I still come across too many 
professionals who … still stereotype men and will still say all the same crass things.  
[voluntary organisation staff member] 
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The development of co-operative and thematic working with agencies was seen 
as important: 
 

… what would be really lovely at the end of the two years … I would see it as a 
success, if we had multi-agency heightened awareness and commitment to 
working with these young guys.  Because they’re not at the minute, they’re 
terrified of them.  [site manager] 

 
While such a spin-off was deemed important, it was also thought unwise to be too 
ambitious for this pilot:  
 

I do think that attitudinally there are just some things that you can’t get away 
from.  One is that most professionals in health and care are women, and women 
have difficulties with groups of men, quite often. … I think there’s an attitude that 
their job is about supporting the girl through the pregnancy and childbirth … the 
attitude of fear and trepidation underpins that, so that the boys get a rough deal.  
They are excluded from the process.  [site manager]   
 

Interviewees had no expectation that there would be legislative changes, but they 
did hope for attitudinal changes enabling young fathers to talk confidently directly 
to local professionals about their needs: 
 

… advocating on their [own] behalf to be involved, to be involved in every step of 
the pregnancy and then afterwards as well. … [T]o get the fathers … to really 
realise that they have got a vital role to play in it, no matter what the professionals 
want to say.  It’s your child, you have a vested interest in that child so you can’t 
afford to let somebody who’s … only going to deliver that child, [or] be involved in 
that child for like the first eighteen months of its life checking it, to negate your 
responsibilities.  You need to stand up and say this is your child and you’re here 
to play a positive role in your child’s life, so - don’t sideline me and don’t 
marginalise me, 'cos I ain’t going nowhere, this is my child.  And whatever you’re 
saying to my woman about, or my child’s mother, I need to know because when 
that child is with me, I’m responsible for the child.  So anything that’s happening, I 
need to know, so you can’t marginalise me.  [project worker] 
 

4.4.4.ii: Marginalisation of young fathers 
Marginalisation did, however, occur.  One young father described how the 
midwife at the birth followed a very strict routine.  He had had asked her a few 
questions but: She blanked me [No9].  When his partner returned home, a 
midwife trainee had visited.  He was Spanish and was very good at explaining to 
both of them, talking to both of them equally, together.  He stayed for about an 
hour and had a cup of tea.  The original midwife then called, as she was 
supervising the trainee, but had embarrassed him in front of the family.  Another 
young father had been totally ignored by the health visitor:  
 

… it was all the baby mother.  I felt a bit left out really.  [The health visitor] … 
would come in and speak to my baby mother and say - How are you getting on?  
But I’m living there as well, so I thought she could have came in and said - How 
are you two getting on? and - Is your daughter keeping you up at nights? ... One 
time she left and I says - How come she’s only saying that to you?  Both of us 
was up all night.  And one of the nights I was like - You didn’t even get up that 
night.  I was up all night.  The health visitor didn’t care about me … she could 
have involved me a little bit. … I just felt a bit left out; a bit like nothing really.  [B3] 
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One site worker had witnessed a health visitor speaking to a young couple.  The 
health visitor had addressed the mother, asking her a question about her partner.  
Although the young father was present, the health visitor did not speak directly to 
him, nor did she use his name because, although he had been attending for 
about five weeks, she had not asked his name.  Through this first hand 
experience the site worker had: picked up on why dads won’t engage. 
 
It was not just with health professionals that the young fathers had had negative 
experiences.  One described how, after much effort, he had finally been booked 
into a hostel for homeless people.  However, when he arrived he found that, 
because he had sole custody of his son, they had assumed he was female and 
had placed him in a women’s hostel: There you go, it’s a bit biased, innit? [L5].  
Another had experienced problems with his son’s teacher, who had failed to 
understand (or had never  been told) that he was prevented from having access 
to his  son by  his baby mother.  When he had gone to the school, the teacher 
had said:  
 

It’s about time you came - I felt insulted ‘cos it’s not my fault why I’m not here. … I 
didn’t say anything but I felt it.  It made me feel low … it was unfair. … She 
doesn’t know, she really doesn’t know.  [L10] 

 
Others were too reticent to put themselves forward to make proper contact and 
ask their questions: 
 

I didn’t have contact as such, as in speaking to them, but I seen them coming and 
going from the house. … They spoke to the mums and they weigh the children 
and say what they weigh and stuff like that.  I was listening in. … I didn’t really 
speak or ask any questions … I’d be like listening.  I wanted to be more involved; 
I would have preferred if they spoke to [both of] us, like.  Speaking to my baby 
mother I preferred if they had spoken as a couple … to both as the parents. … I 
would just be listening and that’s it.  I never really got asked no questions or been 
told no feedback or nothing like that.  I would just be there at the right time and 
the right place and that’s it.  [B2] 

 
Some young fathers needed active encouragement to make useful contact.  One 
father explained that although he attended the clinic with his partner and baby 
every fortnight there was no real opportunity for him to speak to the nurses at the 
clinic: I don’t really know them. … I wouldn’t just go up to someone and talk to 
them, because I don’t know them [Ne4].  Others had had no contact with health 
professionals when their children were born.  This was for a variety of reasons, 
for example some were working very long hours because they needed the 
money, some had a poor relationship with their former partners, some were 
excluded by their partners’ mothers.  However, not all the young fathers elected 
to have contact with health professionals:  
 

The midwives came out to see … [my partner] not me.  The nurses came out to 
see … [her] not me. … It wasn’t me that was having the baby.  It’s not me that 
needed the help at the time.  It was her.  [Ne1] 

 
Some young fathers reported that their contact with health professionals had 
been positive.  They had been involved in conversations and discussions.  One 
described the kindness his ex-girlfriend received; another indicated the health 
visitor always talked to him, so he was really involved.  He said he was always 
present when she called:  
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… because I have got to clean the house every time. … She’s very canny.  She’s 
been the health visitor for me mam as well.  [Ne2] 
 

Where the young fathers described their contact as good, they meant that they 
were addressed and acknowledged as the baby’s parent in similar fashion to the 
baby mother.  For some this also meant being able to ask questions, but for 
others it simply meant being looked at and spoken to. 
 
One young father drew a distinction between his excellent treatment during the 
actual pregnancy when he had asked a lot of questions and the experience in the 
hospital, which was: very negative.  He had wanted to take his daughter onto a 
patio area to give his partner a few minutes rest:  
 

… obviously not off the ward just in the corridor where they had a large patio 
area.  Again you couldn’t go anywhere. … Dads aren’t allowed; basically dads 
have got no rights in the maternity ward.  Because I enquired about it and asked 
about it and got told … I’m trying to remember what the midwife actually said to 
us - a woman carries the child for nine months, goes through all the stresses and 
pain and turmoil, they’ve got to stay in [the ward] with the woman … [until] the 
woman has left the hospital. … But in the hospital the midwives dictate what they 
can and can’t do, which I think is absolutely appalling.  [S5] 

 
4.4.4.iii: Achievements 
There was a general feeling that sites had begun to fulfil this aspect of the project 
brief, that they were now on the starting line: they’ll probably have only made a 
relatively small difference … but … [the] ripples will probably have begun … but I 
wouldn’t want to overstate it [TSA national manager].  Site personnel reported 
that they were now beginning to make some headway as opportunities began to 
emerge with service providers such as Sure Start Plus:  
 

There’s been a bit of a swing towards young fathers anyway.  … So, I think that 
we are at the beginning of a change, talking to people, midwives, health visitors, 
antenatal clinics; they know that there is something missing. [site worker]   

 
A number of site personnel had begun to fulfil this aspect of the project brief by 
their presentations to local service providers.  However, the purpose of such 
presentations had been to recruit clients rather than setting out to change 
practice. 
 
There was one example of a comprehensive and planned approach to changing 
the attitudes of local services.  The Newcastle site manager, where the YFP was 
embedded in the larger Fathers Plus project, had developed an approach called 
Men Friendly Organisations [ContinYou undated].  Along with a colleague from 
ContinYou, they had written a programme accredited to the Open College 
Network, consisting of four taught days with linked fieldwork over three months: 
one of the paw prints I want … to leave behind [was] a model or a framework for 
working with fathers for agencies and organisations that they’d all bought into 
[site manager]. 
 
Needless to say, care had to be taken not to be too confrontational when 
approaching services, as this could prove counterproductive.  To: ruffle feathers 
could be useful so long as you then: offer people a way out [trainer].  One worker 
reported that while challenging how local services viewed and worked with young 
fathers: I’ve been told that I’m too assertive actually and sometimes I think it’s not 
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what they want to hear.  Those workers who had found what services were 
available locally for young fathers had: put it on people’s agenda; it can have 
quite invisible, hidden effects because it does challenge people and forces 
people to think about it [trainer].   
 
Some site personnel had particular plans to become pro-active in changing the 
attitudes of local professional workers in relation to young fathers, while others, 
although they understood the expectation of the project, were not planning any 
specific strategies.  Some site personnel sat on local committees and 
management groups or attended local meetings, and one had begun making 
suggestions to the local Task Group on Teenage Pregnancy that they include the 
young fathers by inviting them to attend the scans and entered their names on 
antenatal records.  One manager was conducting:  
 

… huge amounts of one-day training with the Sure Starts in the area on 
considering including fathers.  And, of course, young fathers are within that, as a 
hard to reach group of fathers.  In our whole project I think we have had actually 
a considerable impact on the way agencies and organisations are thinking about 
including and involving them.   
 

4.4.4.iv: A role for young fathers 
A number of site personnel saw a role for the young fathers themselves, in 
bringing about such attitudinal changes.  One pro-active site manager aimed to 
have some of the young fathers on the reference groups and management 
groups of Sure Start:  
 

I don’t know how the Sure Starts will cope with that but I’m very, very keen that 
we involve the young fathers in the decision-making process. 

 
He was keen that the project worker quickly identified the: significant young men, 
who could move on quickly to take up such committee appointments.  The site 
worker agreed with this approach, recognising the need to help these young men 
to become more assertive to enable them to fulfil such a role. 
 
There was general agreement that any involvement of young fathers needed 
sensitive handling.  Across all sites increasingly requests were being made for 
young fathers to give interviews to national and local media or to attend 
conferences.  Such requests needed careful consideration: 
 

I worry about this. … We get requests all the time … it really bothers me.  A 
question I ask … is What’s in it for them? - and I rarely get an answer. … They’re 
vulnerable to start with.  They’re being put in a position where they’re 
disadvantaged, hugely disadvantaged and in already stressful lives.  I worry 
about putting even more stress in their lives and for what? … [It’s] here today, 
gone tomorrow working.  [site manager] 

 
Weighing up the potential good such exposure could do to change attitudes and 
working practices a more effective method might be for young men occasionally 
to accompany site workers to presentations made to their local services.   
 
Attitudinal changes were not about grand gestures, but rather took place 
incrementally and needed to be subtly devised; for example, where a project was 
housed within a family centre, offering services to mothers and children, the 
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young fathers had been encouraged to express their needs and wants.  By so 
doing they then had an impact on the professionals working at that site. 
 
At another site the worker and three young fathers had visited a family centre 
with a view to developing it as a contact centre.  The meeting had gone well with 
the result that the worker had since been invited to a meeting with the manager, a 
Sure Start parent adviser:  
 

… to see how we can have a more inclusive approach to working with families … 
not just mums, not just dads, but the whole set-up. … I think that could be the first 
step of many towards influencing the way that … [the centre] works. 
 

4.4.4.v: Entrenched views of local services 
One of the problems encountered by the site workers in forging local links was 
the lack of development of working with young men in Sure Start and Sure Start 
Plus across the regions of this pilot project.  This needed a challenge focussed 
on their: entrenched views [site manager]. 
There was a commitment growing from those at the centre, as the TSA national 
manager reported after a joint conference organised by TSA and the Teenage 
Pregnancy Unit1.  While he thought it had been clear at the conference that 
involving fathers was still quite distant for some mainstream services, a: small 
shift … at national policy level had been perceptible: 
 

There is now discussion between the Family Policy Unit, the Teenage Pregnancy 
Unit and Sure Start Plus around whether they could work together to continue 
this kind of work. … I don’t think you could have had that conversation two or 
three years ago.  I don’t want to over claim but at the same time it’s beginning. 

 
At the time of writing, the TSA national manager had been commissioned by the 
TPU to audit government departments' strategies for involving young fathers, 
examining policy documents and interviewing key staff.  The report is due by the 
end of 2004, its aim being to help inform the TPU's strategy and assist in 
developing a more co-ordinated approach. 
 
However, not all policies at the strategic level have an impact at practitioner level.  
There was disappointed expressed by a number of site workers at the reactions 
of local Sure Start and Sure Start Plus workers:  
 

I think it’s clear that the policy makers who run Sure Start want the foot soldiers to 
engage with both mums and dads.  But it’s how it’s interpreted by the people on 
the ground and whether they see it as a necessity or a priority to work with both 
mums and dads.  [site worker] 

 
4.4.4.vi: Negative views of men 
A number of site workers commented on the negative views of men expressed by 
professionals they had encountered during the course of the project.  Inviting 
professionals to examine their attitudes and working practices towards young 
fathers had proved:  
 

… not popular - it’s not a popular subject.  But I would say it’s raised awareness. 
… I think I have managed to target quite chaotic lifestyles, looking at the issues of 
smoking and swearing, alcohol, substances, offending; we’ve got the whole 

                                                      
1 Conference entitled: Working with Young Fathers, Manchester 12.11.03 
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package and that’s not popular because at the end of the day they’ve got all 
these nice little neat buildings.  [site worker]   

 
One site worker had been surprised by the number of midwives who had said 
that: most men are wife beaters or they’re not interested in antenatal sessions; 
but they’ve never bothered to ask, so how do they know?  The services the site 
workers were approaching were: women-led, women-driven, so therefore they 
have difficulties crossing that barrier between them and the male [site worker].  
However, some professionals were unable to separate private life and working 
life: 
 

They’re human.  They will take their personal baggage into the workplace; very 
few people can pull them apart.  You got problems with your man, you got it in 
your work with another man, your problems will be devolved on that man.  [site 
worker] 
 

Site workers commented on the professionals they knew who had problems with 
men:  
 

I feel you keep that to yourself, you shouldn’t allow that to come into your place of 
work.  Whether consciously or subconsciously that comes out when they’re sitting 
down talking to a young father, whether it’s in a frown or whether it’s the body 
language or the tone of voice, I think you can do a lot of positive or negative work 
within the first two or three minutes of actually meeting someone.  When a young 
dad … says - I couldn’t handle this, you know. … I’m sitting down and this 
person’s judging me.  It doesn’t make me want to open up and talk about stuff 
that’s relevant to me.   

 
4.4.4.vii: Reasonable expectations 
What changes in local services were reasonable to expect?  At the start of the 
YFP the TSA national manager had highlighted a structural weakness in how 
change could be effected, since the organisations hosting the project were 
located within the voluntary sector, while many of the practice changes that the 
project was likely to identify were located within mainstream services in the 
statutory sector.  However as the project had developed, this apparent dilemma 
had more clearly defined firstly what was reasonable for mainstream services to 
do, and secondly the role of specialist services.  While there was a role for both, 
there was a danger that, in targeting mainstream services, there would be an 
oversimplification of what was reasonable for them to achieve.   
 
At the outset, the TSA national manager felt it was essential for: mainstream 
services that are offering support to parents … to improve the way they are 
engaging, to include fathers.  However, he felt it was also important to remember 
that women were primarily the main carers:  

 
… we have to recognise that.  To be interested in the role of men we mustn’t forget 
the big picture, or romanticise the situation.   

 
So when professionals in mainstream services encounter parents, it was most 
likely to be mothers, often alone:  
 

It is reasonable for them, in the way they talk, in the way they consider what they 
have on offer, to enquire about the father and provide opportunities, which were 
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father friendly, for the father to engage in their support.  I suspect that if they were 
doing that … a few more would come forward than currently do.  But there would 
be some women who … won’t want the father to. … It’s actually quite hard for 
those workers to get beyond that and possibly, unreasonable to expect them to 
get much further because, there’s the issue about confidentiality.   

 
Thus, the TSA national manager saw a: hinterland of fathers the mainstream 
services could very well involve a little more:  
 

… but there will be some others the … services aren’t easily going to reach and 
who do need a specialist service.  I think our projects are that kind of service and 
they probably are quite appropriately placed in the voluntary sector. … If what 
you are wanting is a way to negotiate contacts, or feeling that there is some more 
deep seated problem, then I think the kind of project we can offer is probably the 
right one.  The mainstream services could probably offer more straightforward 
father support and father support groups … without necessarily the capacity for 
picking up and dealing with more complex issues. 

 
However, since: the passport to services … [is often] through lone parenthood, if 
mothers provide inaccurate information because that offers the best chance of 
access to service provision, workers may appear to collude, particularly if there 
has been no reason to believe otherwise: 
 

… they … don’t want to harm someone’s opportunities for getting scarce 
resources.  But that becomes a spiral, leading to fathers being marginalised and 
at the same time workers supporting that.  What’s the message to the father in 
that process? 

 
Mainstream services cannot address all concerns for all clients; the very fact that 
they are mainstream makes them inappropriate services for some clients.  Young 
fathers are more likely to engage with a specialist service, located in their own 
neighbourhood (e.g. Birmingham site) or one with established credibility (e.g. 
MAP in Norwich).  However, such specialist services can be more costly than 
mainstream services, since measurable outcomes take time:  
 

It’s to do with that whole building of trust which takes time, and motivation which 
takes time and the confidence building for a young father to embark on 
something.  That is time investment with no outcome.  It’s expensive because it’s 
meant to be a pleasurable experience and if there is nothing different and more 
pleasurable, why should they do it? [site manager]  

 
4.4.5: Conclusion 
 
Because of the age of the young fathers who participated in this project, the 
approaches that were the most immediately successful drew on those of youth 
workers.  It is possible, therefore, for the project to be understood as just that – a 
youth work project.  In a sense, of course, it was but with one fundamental 
difference – the good of the children of these young men was at the centre of 
everything:  
 

We mustn’t forget that, this whole thing is about children and as a young fathers’ 
project it is the children that matter.  The bottom line is that young men are saying 
that over the past two years the site worker has been able to facilitate their 
relationships with their children - that’s it, that’s gold dust. [site manager] 
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This project has shown that work targeted at young fathers can impact positively 
on the young men themselves, on their baby mothers, on local professionals and 
most importantly on their children.  However, this report also shows that initially 
this work is slow, requiring adequate resources, skilled workers and supportive 
management.  With neither quick fixes nor tricks to attract young men, honesty, 
perseverance and responding to their stated needs proved to be the most reliable 
way to build a sustainable service.  Young fathers wish to be treated as adults; 
but it is important for services to be sensitive to the young person’s stage of 
development, being male-friendly while recognising the youthfulness of their 
clients. 
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5 Recommendations 
 
The headings and paragraph numbers below refer to sections in the main report.  
 
1.1: Legislative and policy context 
 
(i) Statutory agencies working with young families should place the same degree 
of emphasis on collecting data about fathers as they do in relation to mothers. 
[1.1.1; 2.1; 3.2.3]  
 
(ii) Central government departments should institute requirements of all 
government initiatives aimed at parents to work actively with fathers and as well 
as mothers. [1.1.2] 
 
(iii) The term ‘parent’ should be substituted by ‘father and mother’ in all written 
documentation. [1.1.2] 
 
(iv) Central government departments should make a co-ordinated effort to place 
fathers, as well as mothers, at the heart of all policy initiatives related to children 
and the family. [1.1.2] 
 
(v) Central government departments, especially the Children, Young People and 
Families’ Directorate of the DfES, need to redefine their concept of fatherhood to 
become more positive, recognising the child’s right to remain in contact with their 
father as well as their mother. [1.1.2; 1.1.3; 1.1.4; 4.4.3] 
 
(vi) The lack of automatic parental rights and responsibilities for unmarried 
fathers, whose children were born before December 2003, when the law was 
changed to enable partners to be registered on their children’s birth certificates, 
remains of concern and should be reviewed. [1.1.2] 
 
1.2: Concept of fatherhood: Review of literature  
 
(i) The design model of the YFP, avoiding a centralised approach to local service 
delivery, worked well and is a suitable model for other initiatives. [1.2.6] 
 
1.3: Description of project 
 
(i) Central government should establish a number of demonstration projects 
developing work with young fathers where voluntary sector organisations and 
statutory services collaborate.  Such projects should be initially funded for three 
years to improve project impacts for difficult to engage clients. [1.3.1; 4.1] 
 
2: The five sites  
 
(i) TSA has an opportunity to bring the full range of its work to a wider audience 
by engaging more directly with site workers of projects it manages.  Therefore, 
TSA project managers should ensure that all relevant TSA departments make 
direct contact with the organisations TSA is collaborating with on particular 
projects. [2.1]  
 
(ii) The keeping of accurate and regular records needs to be a priority at any 
future sites. [2.1] 
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(iii) Site workers should recognise the limits of their own professional 
competence, signposting clients to other suitable local services without losing 
contact with such clients. [2.1] 
 
(iv) Site workers should be part of a team where a level of cover is provided in 
their absence. [2.7] 
 
(v) It is the responsibility of host voluntary organisations to supervise, support and 
line manage their site workers. [2.7] 
 
(vi) Potential service providers could learn from these pilots by considering the 
characteristics of the more supportive sites. [2.7: Table 8] 
 
(vii) Potential service providers, contemplating partnership service delivery, could 
learn from the experience of the pilot site that began as such a partnership. [2.8 
Table 9]  
 
4.1: Introduction – replicability of project 
 
(i) Since replicability was a central tenet of the project, interviewees reflected on 
their experiences with that in mind.  These reflections have been compiled into 
Table 14, which potential sites might find useful. [4.1] 
 
4.2: Development of project at site 
 
(i) Potential sites should take account of Table 15: The Characteristics of 
Successful Site Workers. [4.2.9] 
 
(ii) While the training course offered some useful aspects, the training needed to 
be more focussed on the specific needs of site personnel.  These could have 
been established by the trainer visiting each site. [4.2.10.i; 4.2.10.ii] 
 
4.3: Type of service delivery  
 
(i) A mixed approach, combining basic information, support and advice alongside 
the exploration of issues and attitudes connected to fatherhood, is more likely to 
attract greater numbers of young men.  It is also more likely to lead to the site 
developing beyond one-to-one work into group work and peer support. [4.3.2] 
 
(ii) One-to-one work should be recognised as the basis of work with young 
fathers.  While it is a costly method of service delivery, it does allow tailor-made 
approaches to develop.  However, it has limits and site workers need to be 
conscious of developing their service by means of group work. [4.3.3] 
 
(iii) Peer support often develops from group work, offering an additional strength 
to the service offered.  It should be recognised, however, that peer support has 
cost implications in both time and money, as volunteers need training and 
continued support.  [4.3.4] 
 
(iv) Group work has many advantages [see Table 16].  While new site managers 
and workers should recognise there is no single way to organise and deliver 
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group work, it might assist their work to consider Table 17: Characteristics of a 
Successful Group. [4.3.5] 
 
(v) Young fathers tend not to respond readily to services that impose a content 
and style of delivery.  New sites should identify the needs of their clients at the 
outset and then regularly review them to improve and develop their service.  [4.3.6] 
 
(vi) Group work programmes need to be adaptable and negotiated with the young 
fathers in sessions using a mixture of approaches and activities. [4.3.7] 
 
(vii) Site workers should be aware of the importance of a range of factors in the 
lives of the young men that have profound effects on the contact a young father 
has with his child.  These issues, although not central fatherhood issues, should 
be incorporated into the programme.   [4.4.2.iv; 4.4.3.i: Living arrangements; 4.4.3.iii] 
 
(viii) Continuity from session to session is needed in group work; therefore, 
specific points in a programme should be identified allowing new members to 
join. [4.3.7] 
 
(ix) Manuals should be short and culturally suitable for the client group. [4.2.10; 
4.3.8] 
 
(x) Site workers should make use of several manuals, using them as toolkits to 
dip into and adapt. [4.3.8]   
 
4.4: Impact of project  
 
(i) New sites should determine from the outset their intended impacts, identifying 
the who, how and when, along with those responsible, success criteria, costs and 
the required staff training and support. [4.4 and 2.7] 
 
(ii) Developing criteria for success can prove difficult.  Sites should develop a 
range of measures that are indirect but show the knock-on effects of the project.  
To that end, sites may wish to develop and adapt those used in this evaluation in 
Table 18. [4.4.2] 
 
(iii) To impact on the very youngest fathers, i.e. those aged 16 and under, service 
delivery needs to be based on an understanding of adolescent development and 
youth work strategies. [2.1; 4.3.2] 
 
(iv) It is difficult for a project to impact on local services; however, it is both 
possible and essential that new sites retain this as a central objective.  The most 
immediate impact will be made by the worker developing local contacts through 
visits, presentations and case conferences.  Longer-term root and branch 
changes needs trained workers operating at a strategic level.  Therefore, having 
built positive relationships and raised awareness locally, site workers can then 
invite local services to buy in the expertise of such trainers and facilitators. [4.4.4] 
 
(v) It is unlikely that such a specialist service as the YFP would succeed as a 
mainstream service.  However, as a specialist service, it needs longer-term 
funding to enable sites to build local credibility and develop work with those who 
are vulnerable and disengaged from other services and possibly society. [4.4.4.vii] 
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APPENDIX 1: Project Summary Sheet 
 

 A programme for young fathers 2001-2003 
 
Executive summary 
 
1. Introduction 

 
1.1. The two-year project, funded by the Home Office Family Policy Unit will develop, test and evaluate an approach 

for working with young fathers who are either disengaged or socially excluded. The aim is to enable the young 
men to be more involved in bringing up their children.  

1.2. The evaluation of the project will provide a model for others to follow. 
 
 

2. Management and sites 
 

2.1. The Trust for The Study of Adolescence (TSA) will manage and evaluate the project working closely with three 
other national organisations, Fathers Direct, REU and the Community Education Development Centre (CEDC). 
Four other local organisations plus CEDC will run the programmes at five sites across England (Newcastle, 
Sheffield, Midlands, Norwich and London). 

2.2. The different sites have been selected to enable the project to reach young vulnerable fathers from different 
ethnic groups in urban and rural communities. 
 

3. What the project will do 
 
3.1. Each site will set up a programme for working with young vulnerable fathers. The aim is to work with over 250 

fathers aged under 25. Over 75 will be teenagers.  
3.2. The programmes will help the young fathers get to grips with their personal attitudes and behaviour as men and 

fathers. The men will improve their life skills and their practical child care skills. They will also find ways to 
manage relationships better, particularly those with their child’s mother and her family.  

 
4. How the programmes will do the work  

 
4.1. Where possible the input will be tailored to the needs of the individual fathers and will consider issues related to 

being a young man as well as a being parent. The programmes will cover values and attitudes in relation to 
relationships and parenting, taking responsibility including sexual behaviour, communication skills, decision-
making, coping with discrimination, building a child’s self-esteem, helping children learn, dealing with conflict 
without violence and using support. 

4.2. The programmes consist of semi-structured group-work, one-to-one work with a mentor/group worker and peer 
support. 

4.3. The sites will ensure that their programmes pay particular attention to meeting the needs of black young men and 
those from minority ethnic families.  

4.4. The sites will work closely with other programmes and organisations such as Sure Start, local teenage-pregnancy 
co-ordinators, Youth Offending Teams (YOTs) and Health Visitors to identify young men for the programme. 
There will be much emphasis on vigorous outreach work to win the confidence of the young men. The 
programmes will also have an educational role with local professionals to improve how services work with young 
fathers. 

4.5. The programmes will also work closely with other organisations to enable the young men to access specialist 
services. For example, if legal advice is required or mediation work with the child’s mother.  

 

THE PROJECT IN MORE DETAIL 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Although it is well known that the UK has the highest rate of teenage births in Western Europe, there are few statistics to 
describe the fathers of these babies. Nevertheless a picture emerges that shows that like the mothers, they tend to be 
young themselves. They are also likely to have grown up in poverty and have experienced disadvantage or achieved little at 
school. Relationships between these fathers and their children tend to be short lived. Studies have shown that only around 
half of teenage mothers were still in a relationship with the father a year after the baby’s birth and only 20% were in touch 
with the mothers of their babies after 15 years i 
 

1.1. Research ii  has also confirmed that when fathers are more involved, the children and the fathers themselves 
benefit. Evidence also suggests that programmes have the most impact when the target is fathers whose 
youngest child is less than two years old, so the project will focus primarily (but not exclusively) on this group.  
 

1.2. Although work with young fathers in England is developing in a patchy, piecemeal way findings have begun to 
challenge the stereotype of young fathers as by nature irresponsible. A complex picture is emerging that suggests 
a range of factors influence how young men assume the responsibilities of parenthood. These factors include 
practical considerations such as work, housing and finance, how relationships with others who are affected by the 
young man becoming a parent. The attitudes and practice of professionals such as health visitors, midwives and 
social workers also appear significant.iii iv 
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2. The benefits for the young fathers and their children 

 
2.1. The project’s aim is to help the young fathers to develop their confidence and parenting skills. Each father will 

have different expectations. However, the project should help the young men to: 
 

• identify and build upon their own skills and strengths  
• be more aware of ‘who they are’ and help them get to grips with their personal attitudes and behaviour 

about being a man and a father 
• take responsibility for their own health including issues related to sex and sexuality 

 
• acquire or develop practical child care skills and knowledge including knowledge about ‘age-appropriate’ 

behaviour 
• learn ways to promote children’s learning and self-esteem through play and other activities 
• identify the difference between positive discipline and punishment and improve skills in managing 

children’s behaviour  
• solve practical problems related to issues such as employment, training, housing, finance and the law 
• improve their general life skills such as ways of communication, decision-making, stress management 

and coping  
• find ways of strengthening their personal relationships 
• manage conflict without violence 
• find ways to better manage relationships with their child’s mother and her family 

 
• help others learn from their experience as young fathers 
• contribute to, and get the most from local health, social care and community services. 

 
3. Organisations involved 

 
3.1. The Trust for the Study of Adolescence (TSA) will manage the project, working closely with Fathers Direct, REU, 

Community Education Development Centre (CEDC) and four other local organisations involved in running the 
pilot sites. The young fathers will also be encouraged to become involved in how the pilot sites operate. 

 
3.2.  Although TSA will manage the overall project including the evaluation, the day-to-day management of each 

project will rest with each of the five local organisations.  
 

3.3.  The five sites are: 
 
• North East – Fathers Plus, Newcastle upon Tyne 
• North – Children’s Centre in conjunction with Father Figures, Sheffield   
• Midlands – CEDC, venue to be finalised 
• East Anglia - Mancroft Centre, Norwich 
• South - National Newpin, London 

 
3.4. Fathers Direct will take lead responsibility for the training, working closely with other organisations including the 

REU (formerly the Race Equality Unit). 
 

4. How the project will work 
 
4.1. All the sites will use a similar model of working with the young men. This will be useful when evaluating the 

approach. The model for working with young fathers will draw from experience of this work in the UK and USA 
and will include: 
 

• energetic outreach work to engage the young men 
• semi-structured group-work 
• one-to-one work between the mentor/group worker and the young father  
• developing the young men’s skills so they can provide support to their peers 
• links with key local organisations both as a source for referrals and services for the young men 
• an educational role with fellow professionals aimed at improving how local services work with young fathers. 

 
4.2. Experience of this work has shown that a model that mixes different approaches and techniques is more likely to 

be useful to the young fathers.  
 
4.3. Where possible the input will be tailored to the needs of the individual fathers and will consider issues related to 

being a young man as well as a being parent. The programmes will cover values and attitudes in relation to 
relationships and parenting, cultural and ethnic roots, taking responsibility including sexual behaviour, 
communication skills, decision-making, and coping with discrimination. 
 

4.4. The programmes will also include practical child care skills, building a child’s self-esteem and helping children 
learn, dealing with conflict without violence and using support. 

 
4.5. The young fathers will be encouraged and trained to play an active part in supporting other young men if they 

wish to do this (peer support) as well as take a major role in training for local professionals on working more 
effectively with young fathers. 
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5. Reaching the young men 
 

5.1. The programmes will target young fathers under twenty-five years of age. As the Home Office Family Policy Unit 
is particularly keen to reach fathers under the age of twenty, particular emphasis will be given to the youngest 
fathers. 
 

5.2. Locating and engaging the young men is a crucial part of the work. Project workers will need to establish excellent 
local links to gain access to young fathers. This will include working with a range of organisations or programmes 
such as Sure Start, local teenage-pregnancy co-ordinators, Youth Offending teams (YOTs), health visitors, 
midwives and postnatal wards. Education and sporting settings also offer opportunities. 

 
5.3. The approach recognises that there are no ‘tricks’ that will particularly entice young men to become involved in 

something they do not want. Instead the approach will try to be ‘up-front’ about the emphasis on issues relating to 
being a young father and to build on the men’s interest in the role and their commitment to their children. 
 

6. Timetable 
 
6.1. The timetable will vary between sites. All will have begun preparatory work by the end of 2001. Most intend to 

recruit staff so that the work with the young men will begin early in 2002. The chart below sets out a rough outline 
of key activities.  
 

Months  Activities 
 

1-3 Negotiating contracts with sites, recruiting staff, detailed project planning, steering group 
meeting, meeting with Home Office staff 
 

4-6 New staff in post, orientation, induction training, devise detail of evaluation framework 
 

7-9 Networking with local organisations, making contact with young fathers, starting individual work 
and groupwork programmes, first phase of evaluation, steering group meeting 
 

10-21 Groupwork, individual work, peer support and evaluation ongoing, steering group meeting 
22-24 Work at sites coming to an end unless continuing with other funding. Evaluation field work 

completed, steering group meeting 
 
 

7. Evaluation  
 
7.1. TSA will manage the evaluation of the projects. Project staff will undertake some aspects of the evaluation and 

others by a TSA researcher. The aim will be to involve the young fathers in both the design and delivery of the 
evaluation as much as is possible. The intention is to evaluate: 
 

• the extent to which the fathers change as a result of the programme. 
• practical issues involved in settling up the projects such as the recruitment of a project worker and strategies 

to engage the young men 
• groupwork – content and processes. 
 

7.2. The hardest aspect to measure will be how the programme affects the fathers. This is also the most important. 
The framework for evaluation will include identifying the issues the young men want support with to assess the 
degree to which these targets are achieved.  
 

7.3. The criteria used to assess change will draw from the benefits of the programme set out in 2.0 above.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I Allen I and Bourke Dowling S (1998) Teenage Mothers: Decisions and Outcomes, Policy Studies institute and Birch D (1998) Young Fathers, paper 
presented at International Conference on Adolescent Health. Youth Support, Royal College of Physicians, London.   
 
ii References quoted in Family Policy Unit’s invitation to bid for funding to support a programme for young fathers, 29 November 2000 
 
iii Rolph, J Young, Unemployed, Unmarried … Fathers Talking, working with Men (1999) 
 
 iv Pollock S, Anderson P, Quinton D (1999) Young First Time Fathers – Influences on Commitment Working with Men 3 
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APPENDIX 2:  Research Schedules 
 
2.1: INTERVIEW 1 WITH SITE MANAGER 

 
Trust for the Study of Adolescence: Young Fathers Project 

 

 

PERSONAL BACKGROUND 

Job title? 

Main duties? 

 

BACKGROUND TO THE PROJECT 

Brief outline of the development of this site. 

How easy has staff recruitment been? 

Location(s) to be used? 

Any problematic aspects of (a) identifying and (b) engaging with young fathers? 

 

THE WORK OF YOUR CENTRE 

How does YFP fit with other projects run at this centre? 

 

EXPECTATIONS OF THE PROJECT 

What would make this project a success for you? 

If you were repeating setting up this project from scratch, what would you repeat? 

What would you not do again? 

What would you introduce? 

 

THIS PROJECT IN A WIDER SETTING 

Looking at this project in the wider setting how would you describe your relationship with the TSA? 

How would you describe their role? 

With the Home Office? 

How do you see your site in relation to the other four sites across the country? 

What would you be hoping to get from the TSA and the other four sites? 

 

EVALUATION 

Is there anything in particular that you would like the evaluation to look at? 

 

Anything not covered that you wanted to mention? 
 

FEB 2002 
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APPENDIX 2.2: INTERVIEW 2 WITH SITE MANAGER 

 
Trust for the Study of Adolescence: Young Fathers Project 

 

Recap on job title and any changes in role and responsibilities. 

 

IMPACT OF THE YFP ON YOUNG FATHERS 

Aspects of the recruitment of the young fathers that went well?  Any difficulties?  

Will your site meet the target numbers stated in the Project Summary Sheet?  

Has your site made use of semi-structured group-work, one-to-one work with a mentor, and peer support? 

Has this site used any structured programmes with the young men?  (get name) 

 

IMPACT OF YFP ON LOCAL PROFESSIONALS 

Would you say your site has made an impact in this way?  (Details?)   

Did the young fathers play any part in this work with local professionals? 

 

PROJECT IMPACT 

What would you say is your bottom line when judging the impact the project has had?  

In terms of its impact, has this project been a success at this site? Why? 

 

FUNDING 

There was a view expressed during round one interviews that the project was funded very tightly - what are your views? 

Would there be any implications for other sites across the country wanting to set up such projects?  

 

DEVELOPMENT OF SITE 

Reflecting on the lifetime of the project, in general terms, what is/ are the greatest achievement(s) of this site? 

Did your site suffer any major setbacks? 

If you were repeating setting up this project from scratch, what would you repeat? 

What would you not do again? 

What would you introduce? 

Looking at your project in a wider setting, how would you now describe your relationship with the TSA?   

What has been their role? 

Relationship with the Home Office/ DfES? 

Have there been any advantages/ disadvantages in being part of a national project? 

 

HOST VOLUNTARY ORGANISATIONS 

What level of autonomy has your project worker had in his/ her work?  

In this organisation how does supervision of workers operate? 

In this organisation how does support of workers operate? 

 

EXIT STRATEGIES 

What exit strategies do you have as the YFP approaches the end of its funding? 

OR:  

What plans do you have to continue the YFP, build on it or take it forward? 

 
SEPTEMBER 2003 
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APPENDIX 2.3: INTERVIEW 1 WITH SITE WORKERS 

 
Trust for the Study of Adolescence: Young Fathers Project 

 

PERSONAL BACKGROUND 

Job title, main duties?  How recruited to the YFP? 

Qualifications and experience leading to this post, career to date? Where will this post take career? 

Length of contract? (Full or part-time?)  How do you feel about that? (length of contract and full/ part-time) 

What in-house training are you receiving?  How do you feel about that? 

Do/ will you act as a key worker with any of the young men? 

 

PROJECT BACKGROUND 

Explore outline of the project, (eg main aims).  

Project design: sites selected to reach young, vulnerable fathers from different ethnic groups in urban and rural 

communities.  How would you describe your site? 

Criteria for recruitment of the young men?   

Working with other organisations to recruit (eg Sure Start, teenage-pregnancy co-ordinators, YOTs or HVs)? 

Project design: ‘programmes [would] pay particular attention to meeting the needs of black young men and 

those from minority ethnic families’.  How are you aiming to reach this range of young men?   

How many young men are you planning to work with at this site?  Into what age categories will they fall? 

How long will the programme last?  All progress together or rolling programme? 

Recruitment of the young men - aspects going well?  Difficulties? Examples. 

How are you aiming to win the confidence of the young men? 

Any spin-off for local professionals from the project to improve the way services work with young fathers?   

Envisage the young men having any part to play in this work with local professionals? 

Planning access specialist services?  (ie legal advice or mediation work with the child’s mother.) 

 

PROJECT AIMS 

What would make this project a success (both for you personally and for the young fathers)? 

Structured programme with the young men?  (specially designed or off the peg?) 

Organisation of programmes, ie semi-structured group-work, one-to-one? Covering peer support? 

Will there be one or more sites (locations)? 

If you were repeating setting up this project from scratch, what would you repeat/ not repeat/ introduce? 

Looking at your project in a wider setting, how would you describe your relationship with the TSA? (Their role?) 

With the Home Office? 

How do you see your site in relation to the other four sites in other parts of the country?  

What would you be hoping to get from the TSA and the other sites? 

 

EVALUATION 

Anything you would like the evaluation to focus on?   

Anything not covered that you wanted to mention? 
FEB 2002 
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APPENDIX 2.4: INTERVIEW 1 WITH SITE WORKER 

 
Trust for the Study of Adolescence: Young Fathers Project 

 

NB: Sections of this schedule were adapted for each interviewee to accommodate comments written in the self-completion reviews.  

 

PERSONAL CAREER DEVELOPMENT 

What effect, if any, do you now envisage the experience of working on this project will have on your own career? 

  

RECRUITMENT & ENGAGEMENT OF YOUNG FATHERS 

Did you exercise any element of choice when recruiting young fathers? (Decide not to take some? Why? Target some?)  

What aspects of the recruitment of young fathers went well? (Any difficulties?)  

How did you win the confidence of the young men? 

 

PROGRAMMES  

How did you work within the ethos of your voluntary organisation? 

How would you define a programme?  

Did you use a structured programme with the young men?  (Name? Run to a specific time span?) 

Did all the young fathers progress through the programme at the same rate? 

Did you operate in one or more locations? 

Which organisations have you worked with to provide specialist services, such as legal advice or mediation? 

 

LOCAL PROFESSIONALS 

Has the YFP at this site changed the way any local service now views, approaches, includes or works with young fathers? 

Have you set out in any way to alter how local services work with young fathers? (Details of any spin-offs?)   

Did the young fathers play any part in this work with local professionals? 

 

PROJECT IMPACT 

What would you say is your bottom line when judging the impact the project has had?  

In terms of its impact, has this project been a success at this site? Why? 

 

FUNDING 

There was a view expressed during round one interviews that the project was funded very tightly - what are your views? 

Would there be any implications for other sites across the country wanting to set up such projects? 

 

WIDER CONTACTS 

Name some of the local organisations used to identify and recruit clients. 

Did you take these wider contacts further and actually work in partnership with them in any form? (Successful?  Explain.) 

Are there benefits for others wishing to replicate this project in trying to develop partnerships? 

 

DEVELOPMENT OF SITE 

Reflecting on the lifetime of the project, in general terms, what is/ are the greatest achievement(s) of this site? 

Did your site suffer any major setbacks? 

If you were repeating setting up this project from scratch, what would you repeat? 

What would you not do again? 

What would you introduce? 

Looking at your project in a wider setting, how would you now describe your relationship with the TSA?   
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What has been their role? 

Relationship with the Home Office/ DfES? 

Have there been any advantages/ disadvantages in being part of a national project? 

Did you get anything from the other sites? 

 

COMMUNICATIONS 

How did you publicise the project when you were recruiting young fathers? (What worked well?) 

If a young father needed to contact you, how would be do that?   

If you are not available can the young fathers leave messages for you? 

Do you give out a mobile number? (Personal mobile number or one provided by the project?)  

What would you recommend for other workers at new sites was best way for clients to contact the worker? 

 

HOST VOLUNTARY ORGANISATIONS 

What level of autonomy have you had in your work? (Has this level suited you?) 

In this organisation how has supervision of workers operated?  And the support? 

Would you say your job description proved adequate? 

Did you have adequate time to prepare the ground locally to identify, recruit young fathers and enough time to prepare 

interventions and reflect on your work later? 

Is there any level of continuity at your site to cover staff absence and leave? 

Have you attended any training courses? (Training up-dated regularly?) 

How have you felt about the training and support received from Fathers Direct. 

 

EXIT STRATEGIES 

What exit strategies do you have as the YFP approaches the end of its funding? 

OR 

What plans do you have to continue the YFP, build on it or take it forward? 

 
SEPTEMBER 2003  
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APPENDIX 2.5: INTERVIEW 1 WITH NATIONAL MANAGER 
 

Trust for the Study of Adolescence: Young Fathers Project 

 

PROJECT BACKGROUND 

Outline of the part played by TSA in the genesis of the Young Fathers Project? 

YFP as part of any larger initiative of responsible fatherhood?  

 

MANAGEMENT AND FUNDING OF THE PROJECT 

How do lines of accountability operate to ensure effective delivery of the project? 

How does the management role of TSA operate?  Place of Home Office? 

How involved are you at ground level of this pilot project in the five sites?  

Does TSA have any other roles apart from the management one mentioned? 

What were your feelings about the level of funding for the project?  (satisfactory level/ adequate notice to sites) 

Is each site funded at the same level?  (how was funding level decided?) 

Do you envisage the project running beyond the pilot?  With further funding being available?  From where? 

Did you have a definite start date fixed for the service to begin to be delivered in the five sites?  Is this flexible? 

When did funds begin to be paid to the five sites, ie what constitutes being up-and-running? 

What happens to the funding if there is slippage? 

 

AIMS AND IMPACT OF THE PROJECT 

How does this project fit within the wider work of the TSA? 

Expectations of the project? 

Expected impacts of the projects in their localities?  

How important is it that the five sites comply with the requirement of the project summary for the ‘programmes [to] pay 

particular attention to meeting the needs of black young men and those from minority ethnic families’?  

Would you expect them to recruit a random group or by a quota to achieve an age and ethnic mix?   

Expectations for the ways in which the five sites will work with their 50 young fathers? 

What does working with/ engaging with mean? 

What sort of engagement have you had with the five sites over the development of their programmes? 

What would constitute a participant in a programme?  

 

What would constitute success of this project? 

What would constitute failure? 

What are the criteria for success against which the project will be measured?  (Explore.) 

How well do you think the sites are providing the contracted services?  

 

If you were repeating setting up this project from scratch, what would you repeat? 

What would you not do again? 

What would you introduce? 

 

EVALUATION 

Expectations of the evaluation. 

 

Anything not covered that you wanted to mention? 
MARCH 2002 
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APPENDIX 2.6: INTERVIEW 2 WITH NATIONAL MANAGER 
 

Trust for the Study of Adolescence: Young Fathers Project 

 
MANAGEMENT OF THE PROJECT 

Accountability lines operated effectively?  Most effective management style?  Level of Home Office/ DfES involvement? 
With replicability in mind - most difficult management issues during the course of this project? 

Approach taken if work of any personnel working on the project fell below an acceptable standard? 

 

RECRUITMENT & ENGAGEMENT OF YOUNG FATHERS 

Recruitment of young fathers - what aspects went well?  Any difficulties?  

How important for sites to meet targets of numbers/ ages of young fathers?  Define ‘client’?  Who to be counted in? 

Ideal balance at each site between group work, one-to-one work and peer support?  Any innovative site work? 

 

SERVICES OFFERED BY SITES  

Definition of a programme?  Expectation of use of structured programmes?  American manual? How would it be used? 

Which aspects of the programmes have been most/ least helpful for the young fathers? 

Highlights of service delivery from any of the five sites?  Major gaps in services at any of the five sites?  

Development of approaches, strategies or services if secured extension funding? 

 

LOCAL PROFESSIONALS 

Impact on local professionals?   

Structural weakness - host organisations in voluntary sector, needed practice changes in mainstream services.  Explore. 

 

PROJECT IMPACT AND DEVELOPMENT 

Bottom line when judging the impact the project has had?  In terms of its impact has this project been a success? Why? 

What are your feelings now about the level of funding for the project? 

Greatest achievements of this project? 

Any major setbacks? 

Advantages/ disadvantages in this being a national project? 

If you were repeating setting up this project from scratch, what would you repeat/ not repeat/ introduce? 

Aspects of project would envisage being replicated in other sites?  Anything would suggest not replicating? 

Any sense that ‘fatherhood’ is increasing in importance in the political agenda? 

What place do you see the YFP occupying in the larger picture of responsible fatherhood? 

 

HOST VOLUNTARY ORGANISATIONS 

Project workers have had different levels of autonomy.  What level works best?  

What type of supervision should site workers receive?  What type of support? 

 

TRAINING 

Level of satisfaction with type, quality and quantity of training offered to site workers?  (Both centrally and locally.) 

Level of satisfaction with central support offered to site workers? 

 

EXIT STRATEGIES 

Specific exit strategies planned as the YFP approaches the end of its funding? 

Next phase of project?  (Further funding from where?)  Plans to continue YFP, build on it, take it forward? 
OCTOBER 2003 
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APPENDIX 2.7: INTERVIEW 1 WITH CIVIL SERVANTS 

 
Trust for the Study of Adolescence: Young Fathers Project 

 

PROJECT BACKGROUND 

Brief idea of genesis of the Young Fathers Project. 

How is it connected to the Family Support Grant scheme? 

If it is, under which strand does it come? 

Did the original idea come from the Home office? 

How YFP fits within the wider work of the Family Policy Unit? 

Where did the funding come from? 

Envisage the project running beyond the pilot? 

Envisage further central funding being available? 

How long did it take from the first idea for this project to seeing things happen?  Usual Length? 

Definite start date fixed for the service to begin to be delivered in the five sites?  Is this flexible? 

What happens to the funding if there is slippage in the local delivery of the project? 

 

MANAGEMENT OF THE PROJECT 

How do lines of accountability operate to ensure effective delivery of the project? 

How is the Home Office tied into the management of the project? 

How involved are you at the ground level of this pilot project in the five sites?  (Do you ever visit sites?) 

 

AIMS AND IMPACT OF THE PROJECT 

Overall aim of the project? 

Expectations of the project? 

Expected impact of the five sites in their localities?  

What would constitute success of this project? 

What would constitute failure? 

Criteria for success against which the project will be measured? 

 

If you were repeating setting up this project from scratch, what would you repeat? 

What would you not do again? 

What would you introduce? 

 

EVALUATION 

Expectations of the evaluation? 

 

Anything not covered that you wanted to mention? 
FEB 2002 
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APPENDIX 2.8: INTERVIEW 1 WITH TRAINER 
 

Trust for the Study of Adolescence: Young Fathers Project 

 

INTERVIEW 1 WITH TRAINER 

 

PROJECT BACKGROUND 

Thumbnail sketch of Fathers Direct as an organisation? 

Part played by Fathers Direct in the genesis of the Young Fathers Project? 

YFP fits into the larger initiative of responsible fatherhood?  

How does YFP fit within the wider work of Fathers Direct? 

 

PERSONAL BACKGROUND  

Job title?  (Duties?) 

Career?  How joined organisation? How became a trainer? 

 

TRAINING 

Type of training planned for the YFP? 

How training devised?  (Negotiate with project workers then devise training?) 

Sections of training essential for all to complete? Other sections specific to some people? 

When are the training sessions planned?  (Why these dates?) 

Is training planned as series of one-off sessions or do sessions form stages in larger programme? 

Any part of training be accredited? 

Where will the training take place? 

Reaction to level of funding and the time-scale for the training of project workers?   

If during a training session a project worker caused some concern what would you do?  

 

AIMS AND IMPACT OF THE PROJECT 

Expectations of the project? 

What would constitute success of this project?  Failure? 

If you were repeating setting up this project from scratch, what would you repeat? 

What would you not do again? 

What would you introduce? 

Advice to future potential sites? 

 

Anything not covered that you wanted to mention? 

 
AUGUST 2002 
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APPENDIX 2.9: INTERVIEW 2 WITH TRAINER 
 

Trust for the Study of Adolescence: Young Fathers Project 

 

TRAINING 

Who actually completed the organised training? 

How did the training go?  Were you pleased with it?  Could it have been improved? 

To what extent have you been able to develop training to meet the specific needs of the project workers? 

Some project workers felt training too general, preferred more focussed on YFP and on young fathers.  Explore.   

 

SUPPORT  

Part of the brief was for FD to offer support to individual project workers.  How has this worked?  Examples. 

 

PROGRAMMES 

The three-day training focussed on the American manual.  Expectations of sites using (a) the training and (b) the manual?   

Some sites have not as yet developed group work.  What is your reaction to this? 

 

FUNDING 

There was a view expressed during round one interviews that the project was funded very tightly - what are your views? 

 

IMPACT OF THE PROJECT 

Impacts on young fathers?  

Impact on local services, changing way they view or work with young fathers? 

 

What would you say is your bottom line when judging the impact of the project?  

In terms of its impact, has this project been a success?  Why? 

What constitutes being successful? 

 

HOST VOLUNTARY ORGANISATIONS 

As each host voluntary organisation is different, anything that makes one more successful than another as hosts of YFP? 

 

As the trainer, if you were repeating setting up this project from scratch, what would you repeat? 

What would you not do again? 

What would you introduce? 

 

If there were one piece of advice that you would offer future potential sites in other parts of the country, what would it be? 

 

Anything not covered that you wanted to mention? 

 

 

 
October 2003 
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APPENDIX 2.10: INTERVIEW 1 WITH YOUNG FATHERS 
 

Trust for the Study of Adolescence: Young Fathers Project 

 

PROJECT BACKGROUND 

Explore what project is about. 

How did you get to know about the project?  How were you asked to be part of the project? 

Where do you meet worker?  How often do you come here?  What do you do here? 

How many staff?  Any staff member you relate to?  Work very closely with?  Staff sympathetic, understanding? 

Is this centre easy to reach?  How do you get here?  Any help with fares? 

Has worker visited you?  Where?  Purpose of the meeting? 

 

PROJECT AIMS 

Why did you agree to work on this project? 

What do you want to get out of this project?  Achieve what?  How will you achieve this? 

 

PERSONAL BACKGROUND 

Age?  

Numbers of children?  Ages? 

Are these children with one partner or more?  Age(s) of baby mother(s)?  In touch? 

Were you present when the child was born?  Explore. 

EITHER: How much time would you say you spent with the mother of your child, each day? 

OR:  Do you see her each week?  When was the last time you saw her? 

EITHER: How much time would you say you spend with your child each day? 

OR:  When was the last time you saw your child? 

What do you do when you are with your child?  Explore, eg comfort, feed, change nappies, play games. 

Hopes for your child as s/he grows up? 

Anyone prevented you from having access to your child? (grandparents, agencies, professionals, baby mother) 

Anyone helped you? 

Legal status in relation to your child? 

What services have you come into contact, eg health visitors, nursery staff?  Explore this contact. 

 

FATHERHOOD  

What are you hoping to learn about being a father? 

What sort of a father did you have?  Would copy own father or not? 

What do you bring to upbringing of your child that only you provide?  Baby mother?  Provide different things? 

When you became a father did it change you in any way? 

What does being ‘a good father’ mean? 

 

EVALUATION 

Anything evaluation should include? 
NOVEMBER 2002 
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APPENDIX 2.11: INTERVIEW 2 WITH YOUNG FATHERS 
 

Trust for the Study of Adolescence: Young Fathers Project 

 

PROJECT BACKGROUND 

How long have you been involved with the project? 

Where have your worker? 

Has the venue changed?  (How do you feel about that?) 

Has one venue been easier than another for you to reach?  (Mode of travel?  Help with fares?) 

 

What made you: turn up to the project in the first place/ keep on coming/ decide to leave? 

How often have you come to the project (every week/ one a month/ occasionally)? 

Would you recommend the project to a friend?  (Why?) 

What would you say to that friend happens at the project?  (Anything you wanted to do that you haven’t?) 

Have you followed any kind of programme from week to week? 

How many staff are there working on this project? 

Who have you worked with most closely? 

Is this centre easy for you reach? 

 

TYPES OF ENGAGEMENT 

Have you personally had one-to-one sessions with the worker/ group sessions? 

Have you helped any of your group members, offering advice, listening to their worried?  (Establish formality) 

What have you got from this project? 

 

CHANGES 

In the first interview you told me a bit about yourself and your relationships. 

Has anything changed: 

 in your relationship or living arrangements with your child/ children? 

 in your relationship living arrangements with your baby’s mother? 

 in your relationship with the baby’s grandparents/ agencies/ professionals? 

 in your contact and access to your child/ren? 

 with your legal status in relation to your child? 

Are any of these changes due to your involvement with the project? 

 

FATHERHOOD  

This project is for young fathers, so what have you learned about being a father that you didn’t know before? 

What would now say you contribute to the upbringing of your child that only you provide? 

What does being ‘a good father’ mean? 

 

Anything you want to add? 
Jan 2004 
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APPENDIX 2.12: INTERVIEW 1 CASE STUDY PROFESSIONALS 
 

Trust for the Study of Adolescence: Young Fathers Project 

PROJECT BACKGROUND 

How did you get to know about the project? 

Do you know other staff connected to the site other than the worker? 

 

PROJECT AIMS 

How and when did you get to know that your client was taking part in the YFP? 

What did you hope he might get from project? (ie personal developmental skills, employment, qualifications) 

By the end of the project what would you like him to have achieved? 

How has the YFP fitted with your work? 

 

CLIENT’S CONTACT WITH CHILD/REN 

Has your client ever spoken of his hopes for his child as s/he grows up? 

Has your client ever talked about being present when his child was born? 

What type of involvement does he have with his child – does he speak of, for example, feeding his child, putting 

to bed, playing, taking for health checks? 

Are you aware of anyone preventing him from having access to his child? [ie grandparents, agencies, 

professionals, baby mother] 

Has there been anyone who has really helped him deal with these problems? 

What is his legal status in relation to his child? 

Do you think he understands this? 

What is your understanding of his living arrangements? 

How often does he see his child and his baby mother? 

 

DIFFERENCES NOTED IN CLIENT 

What changes have you noticed in your client as a result of being involved with the YFP? 

How do you know these changes are as a result of the YFP? 

Have there been any changes in the way he relates to his baby mother? 

Have there been any changes in the way he gets on with his partner’s relatives? (eg her mother) 

Has it helped him: 

• get a job? 

• become more involved in looking after the baby? 

• get better accommodation? 

• stay out of trouble? 

 

BEING A GOOD PARENT  

When he became a father did it change him in any way?  

Has he expressed his ideas on the type of father he would like to be?  

What have you been hoping he would learn about being a father? 
MAY 2003 
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APPENDIX 2.12: INTERVIEW 1 CASE STUDY PROFESSIONALS 
 

Trust for the Study of Adolescence: Young Fathers Project 

PROJECT BACKGROUND 

How did you get to know about the project? 

Do you know other staff connected to the site other than the worker? 

 

PROJECT AIMS 

How and when did you get to know that your client was taking part in the YFP? 

What did you hope he might get from project? (ie personal developmental skills, employment, qualifications) 

By the end of the project what would you like him to have achieved? 

How has the YFP fitted with your work? 

 

CLIENT’S CONTACT WITH CHILD/REN 

Has your client ever spoken of his hopes for his child as s/he grows up? 

Has your client ever talked about being present when his child was born? 

What type of involvement does he have with his child – does he speak of, for example, feeding his child, putting 

to bed, playing, taking for health checks? 

Are you aware of anyone preventing him from having access to his child? [ie grandparents, agencies, 

professionals, baby mother] 

Has there been anyone who has really helped him deal with these problems? 

What is his legal status in relation to his child? 

Do you think he understands this? 

What is your understanding of his living arrangements? 

How often does he see his child and his baby mother? 

 

DIFFERENCES NOTED IN CLIENT 

What changes have you noticed in your client as a result of being involved with the YFP? 

How do you know these changes are as a result of the YFP? 

Have there been any changes in the way he relates to his baby mother? 

Have there been any changes in the way he gets on with his partner’s relatives? (eg her mother) 

Has it helped him: 

• get a job? 

• become more involved in looking after the baby? 

• get better accommodation? 

• stay out of trouble? 

 

BEING A GOOD PARENT  

When he became a father did it change him in any way?  

Has he expressed his ideas on the type of father he would like to be?  

What have you been hoping he would learn about being a father? 
MAY 2003 
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APPENDIX 3: Self- completion Review 

Trust for the Study of Adolescence: Young Fathers Project 

 

SELF-COMPLETION REVIEW 
 

 

PURPOSE: 

 to supply data that is more easily presented in writing than in an interview and  

 to offer an opportunity for self-review in preparation for the final interview of the evaluation 

 

 

STRUCTURE: 

This review is in two parts: 

 Part 1 relates to the Young Fathers Project as a whole 

 Part 2 relates to the programmes you may have delivered at your site 

 

 

CONTENT: 

This review is based on points taken from the Project Summary, a copy of which is enclosed for reference.   

In the review these points are called ‘aims’ for ease of presentation.  

 

 

TO COMPLETE: 

 Tick the box that best fits your view 

 Write a comment if you wish 
 

 

NAME: …………………………………… 

 

DATE: .…………………………………… 

 
 

 

PLEASE RETURN to emordaunt@tsa.uk.com  
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PART 1 ~ THE PROJECT: How has your site fulfilled the following aspects of the original concept of the project?  

 

AIM: worked with young fathers who are either disengaged or socially excluded 

FULFILLED  FULFILLED IN PART  NOT FULFILLED  NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS SITE  

 

COMMENT…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

        

AIM: developed, tested and evaluated an approach for working with young fathers 

FULFILLED  FULFILLED IN PART  NOT FULFILLED  NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS SITE  

 

COMMENT…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

                                                                                         

AIM: set up a programme in each site for working with young vulnerable fathers 

FULFILLED  FULFILLED IN PART  NOT FULFILLED  NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS SITE  

 

COMMENT………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

AIM: worked with over 50 fathers aged under 25, more than 15 of whom were teenagers 

FULFILLED  FULFILLED IN PART  NOT FULFILLED  NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS SITE  

 

COMMENT………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 

AIM: used semi-structured group-work, one-to-one work with a mentor/group worker and peer support 

FULFILLED  FULFILLED IN PART  NOT FULFILLED  NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS SITE  

 

COMMENT………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 

AIM: ensured programmes paid particular attention to meeting needs of black young men & those of minority ethnic families 

FULFILLED  FULFILLED IN PART  NOT FULFILLED  NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS SITE  

 

COMMENT………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
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AIM: worked closely with local organisations (eg Sure Start, TP Co-ordinators, YOTs and H Visitors) to identify young men 

FULFILLED  FULFILLED IN PART  NOT FULFILLED  NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS SITE  

 

COMMENT…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

 

 

AIM: emphasised vigorous outreach work to win the confidence of the young men 

FULFILLED  FULFILLED IN PART  NOT FULFILLED  NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS SITE  

 

COMMENT………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 

 

 

AIM: have had an educational role with local professionals to improve how services work with young fathers 

FULFILLED  FULFILLED IN PART  NOT FULFILLED  NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS SITE  

 

COMMENT…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 

 

 

AIM: worked closely with other organisations to enable young men access specialist services (eg legal advice, mediation) 

FULFILLED  FULFILLED IN PART  NOT FULFILLED  NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS SITE  

 

COMMENT………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 

 

AIM: been supported by Fathers Direct as the training providers 

FULFILLED  FULFILLED IN PART  NOT FULFILLED  NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS SITE  

 

COMMENT………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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PART 2: PROGRAMMES: To what extent have your programmes covered the following? 
 
 
AIM: enabled the young men to be more involved in bringing up their children 

FULFILLED  FULFILLED IN PART  NOT FULFILLED  NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS SITE  

 

COMMENT………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 

AIM: addressed personal attitudes and behaviour both as men and fathers 

FULFILLED  FULFILLED IN PART  NOT FULFILLED  NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS SITE  

 

COMMENT………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 

AIM: considered issues related to being a young man as well as being a parent 

FULFILLED  FULFILLED IN PART  NOT FULFILLED  NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS SITE  

 

COMMENT………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 

AIM: improved life skills 

FULFILLED  FULFILLED IN PART  NOT FULFILLED  NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS SITE  

 

COMMENT…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 

AIM: improved practical child care skills 

FULFILLED  FULFILLED IN PART  NOT FULFILLED  NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS SITE  

 

COMMENT…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 

AIM: found ways to manage relationships better, particularly those with child’s mother and her family 

FULFILLED  FULFILLED IN PART  NOT FULFILLED  NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS SITE  

 

COMMENT………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 
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AIM: explored values and attitudes in relation to relationships and parenting 

FULFILLED  FULFILLED IN PART  NOT FULFILLED  NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS SITE  

 

COMMENT………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

 

 

 

 

 

AIM: developed ability of young fathers to take responsibility for their sexual behaviour 

FULFILLED  FULFILLED IN PART  NOT FULFILLED  NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS SITE  

 

COMMENT………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

 

 

 

 

AIM: developed skills (eg communication, decision-making, coping with discrimination, building a child’s self-esteem, 

helping children learn, dealing with conflict without violence and using support) 

FULFILLED  FULFILLED IN PART  NOT FULFILLED  NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS SITE  

 

COMMENT………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

 

 

 

 

AIM: where possible tailored the input to the needs of individual fathers 

FULFILLED  FULFILLED IN PART  NOT FULFILLED  NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS SITE  

 

COMMENT………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………... 

 

 

 

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS REVIEW 

 

PLEASE E-MAIL THE RETURN TO emordaunt@tsa.uk.com OR POST TO: 

 

Dr Enid Mordaunt 

(address supplied) 
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APPENDIX 4: A Study of Group Work in Norwich  
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THE SUMMARY 
 

1 BACKGROUND 
 

The group work, which is the subject of this report, took place as part of the approach adopted by the Norwich 

Young Fathers Project pilot site.  The Young Fathers Project [YFP] was a two-year pilot project funded by the 

Family Support Grant, the overarching aim of which was to enable young fathers to become more involved in 

bringing up their children.  Each site was expected to work with over 50 young fathers, developing programmes 

to combine group work, one-to-one work and peer support. 

 

The YFP at Norwich was embedded in the Mancroft Advice Project [MAP], a voluntary organisation operating 

as a one-stop shop, offering information, advice, advocacy counselling and personal support for young people 

aged between 11 and 25.   

 

Of all the five pilot sites, Norwich had established the most developed group work, which had initially prospered 

but had then foundered.  The group work at this site was considered to be a style of work that other potential 

sites would be likely to want to develop.  It was, therefore, decided to extend the evaluation research to 

establish more clearly why the group work initially prospered but then later failed.  Not only was this useful 

information for the Norwich site, but also more widely it was expected to be useful for the purposes of 

replicability in potential sites.  It was expected that greater understanding of why group work appears to have a 

limited life would enable future sites to plan more exactly as they would understand when group work was likely 

to succeed and when it would be a waste of resources trying to make it happen.   

 

2 METHOD  
 

The methods employed were qualitative in nature, in order to explore interviewees’ experiences, feelings and 

perceptions of the group work that had taken place to date and might be developed in the future.  From an 

initial list of current clients, telephone interviews were conducted with 8 young fathers, supplemented by 

sections of face-to-face interviews with a further two clients.  Contemporaneous handwritten notes were made 

during the telephone interviews and recordings were made of the face-to-face interviews.  All were analysed 

with the use of NVIVO.   
 

3 RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The structure of the report follows the main topics to emerge from the 10 interviews.  These, along with fuller 

recommendations, are examined in detail in the report itself.  In brief they were as follows (paragraph numbers 

refer to the main report): 
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VIABLE CORE GROUP MEMBERSHIP 

(i) Ensure a basic core membership.  (3.3.7) 
(ii) The worker to keep a running analysis of client requirements to ensure there are sufficient numbers to make a viable 

core group.  (2; 3.3.7) 

 

(iii) LIFE CYCLE OF A GROUP 

The life cycle of a group should be planned for, thus reducing wasted time and effort in trying to run a group 

when the core membership will not support it.  (2) 
 

FOCUS OF GROUPS 

(iv) Develop the mix of the informal drop-in sessions and the formal group with a more distinctly defined 

content, focus, target membership and purpose.  (3.2.4; 3.2.5; 3.3.5) 
(v) A clearer identification of target group membership for the formal group was needed.  (3.3.5) 

 

GROUP DYNAMICS 

(vi) Close monitoring of group dynamics would prevent members becoming alienated.  (3.3.2) 

 

VOLUNTEER WORKERS 

(vii) It would be of long-term benefit to the project to develop a number of trained volunteer workers.  (3.3.1) 

 

TRANSPORT AND BABY-SITTING 

(viii) The transport and babysitting services should be continued.  (3.4.4) 

 

OTHER ACTIVITIES 

(ix) Trips and outings serve a double purpose.  For some a sea-side trip could serve as the launch of a new 

group, while for others it is an important end in itself.  (3.5) 
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THE REPORT 
 
1 BACKGROUND 
 

The group work, which is the subject of this report, took place as part of the approach adopted by the Norwich 

Young Fathers Project pilot site.  The Young Fathers Project [YFP] was a two-year pilot project running from 

January/ March 2002 to March 2004 and was funded by the Family Support Grant, formerly of the Family Policy 

Unit, Home Office, now of the Children and Families Directorate, Department for Education and Skills.  The 

overarching aim of the pilot was to enable young fathers to become more involved in bringing up their children, 

by developing, testing and evaluating an approach for working with disengaged or socially excluded young 

fathers. 

 

Each site was expected to work with over 50 young fathers aged under 25, more than 15 of whom would be 

teenagers.  The programmes developed by the sites were to combine group work, one-to-one work and peer 

support with the aim of helping young fathers consider their personal attitudes and behaviour as men and 

fathers, while improving both their life skills and practical child care skills. 

 

The YFP at Norwich was embedded in the Mancroft Advice Project [MAP], a voluntary organisation operating 

as a one-stop shop, offering information, advice, advocacy counselling and personal support for young people 

aged between 11 and 25.  It has an attractive building in the centre of Norwich and operates an open-door 

policy.  It offers well-established, high profile services for young people and was considered by a range of 

interviewees to be held in high regard by referral agencies and its clientele alike.  

 

Of all the five pilot sites, Norwich had established the most developed group work.  However, having led the 

group through two phases, the worker had been unable to develop a third.  Since the group work at this site 

was organised to themes and topics, it was considered to be a style of work that potential sites were likely to 

want to develop.  It was, therefore, decided to extend the evaluation research to establish more clearly why the 

group work initially prospered but then later failed.  Not only was this useful information for the Norwich site, but 

also more widely it was expected to be useful for the purposes of replicability in potential sites.  It was expected 

that greater understanding of why group work appears to have a limited life would enable future sites to plan 

more exactly as they would understand when group work was likely to succeed and when it would be a waste 

of resources trying to make it happen.  Thus, the purpose of this report is to develop a deeper understanding of 

successful group work with young fathers, by exploring: 

 

 why some young fathers chose to attend group work while others did not 

 why some attended for a while and then stop attending 

 the reasons for their not attending and what might draw them back into a future group. 
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2 METHOD  
 

The methods employed were qualitative in nature, in order to explore interviewees’ experiences, feelings and 

perceptions of the group work that had taken place to date and might be developed in the future.  The site 

worker drew up a list of current clients, writing to each to explain the nature of the research.  After a given date, 

the researcher began to contact clients by telephone.   

 

Wherever possible the interviews were conducted during that first call, as it was calculate this strategy would 

achieve a greater success rate than making specific appointments to ring interviewees at a pre-arranged time.  

Even so, it proved impossible to speak directly to the majority of the listed young men.  Repeated calls were 

made over two weeks.   

 

Of the 30 listed young fathers: 

 

 11 had their phones permanently switched off or to call-minder mode 

 3 relatives repeatedly answered but client did not respond to repeated messages 

 2 lines were dead 

 1 wrong number 

 3 deemed inappropriate to contact 

 2 already completed two face-to-face interviews covering same ground 

 8 telephone interviews 

 

 

These difficulties reflected the experience of the site worker in trying to keep in touch with the client list and 

underlined the unpredictable nature of some of this client group.  One interviewee, for no apparent reason, rang 

off in the middle of the interview, others did not respond to messages left on their machines or with members of 

their families, while one agreed to do the interview because he had ‘nothing better to do right now’! 

 

Telephone interviews were conducted with 8 young fathers drawn from the initial list of 30.  These were 

supplemented by sections of face-to-face interviews with a further two clients who took part in the standard 

repeat interviews from the main body of the research1.   

 

Contemporaneous handwritten notes were made during the telephone interviews and recordings were made of 

the face-to-face interviews.  All were analysed with the use of NVIVO.  To maintain anonymity interviewees are 

identified in this report by the code ‘No’ for Norwich and a number.    

 

Those interviewed were aged between 20 and 26 years.  The list of 30 was initially analysed into the following 

categories of potential interviewees: 

 

 

 

                                                      
1 The main body of the research refers to the full evaluation of the Young Fathers project, due to be completed August 2004.  
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TABLE 1: CATEGORIES OF YOUNG FATHERS AT NORWICH 

 

 

CATEGORY 

 

NUMBER 

INTERVIEWED 

 those who would attend any group, almost regardless of the content 1 

 those who attended for a lengthy period but then stopped 1 

 those who had attended a few sessions but then stopped 2 

 those who had not attended but might 2 

 those who would never attend 4 

 

 

 

3 FINDINGS 

3.1 MARKETING THE PROJECT 
 

The Norwich site worker had spent time at the outset sending out leaflets and posters and making personal 

contact with a wide range of potential referral agencies.  This had paid dividends since those interviewed had 

first heard of the YFP through all those means.  For example, posters and leaflets had been picked up at a 

GP’s surgery and another centre in the city, from a midwife and a probation officer:   

 

It was well advertised and my probation officer was speaking about it, just some of the things that she 

said could benefit me.  It was sold to me quite well and I thought I’m going to give it a look because I 

was going to be the best father and I just wanted to get advice and information.   

[No4] 

 

Others had heard of the project from a friend or relative.  However, a number were internal MAP referrals, who 

had been introduced to the young fathers worker as they had been seeking advice from other staff on a range 

of issues.  For example No3 explained: 

 

When I first came to MAP it wasn’t for the initial idea of coming to the fathers’ group.  I think it was 

some issues with housing and … I queried about the fathers’ group.  I was just asking and the lady that 

I was talking to brought me to … [the YFP worker] and said - this young man would like a quick word 

with you. I had a word with … [the worker] and that’s it.  I’ve been coming ever since. 

 

A number of interviewees explained that the marketing publicity had drawn them because it offered help in 

establishing access and contact with children. 
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3.2 ENGAGEMENT WITH THE PROJECT 
 

The site worker had engaged with his clients in the following ways: 

 

 one-to-one sessions by appointment 

 informal one-to-one sessions 

 contact by ’phone, letter and/ or text 

 lunch-time drop-in 

 evening group. 

 

Most interviewees had never attended a group, preferring one-to-one sessions.  These sessions had been a 

positive and deliberate choice and were not understood as second best to group attendance. 

 

3.2.1 ONE-TO-ONE SESSIONS ARRANGED BY APPOINTMENT  

The interviewees indicated that their one-to-one sessions had focussed on gaining and maintaining contact.  

Therefore, for these young fathers once they had been helped either by the worker or by a solicitor they 

considered they no longer required assistance from the YFP.  All had found their contact with the worker of help 

and had been pleased with the outcomes, while those with more intractable problems had valued his help in 

drawing out the exact nature of their problems.  

 

3.2.2 INFORMAL ONE-TO-ONE 

Some interviewees described their one-to-one contact with the worker as informal, by which they meant that 

they did not have to keep appointments.  For these young men their contact came as an adjunct to the drop-in 

sessions.  No17 explained that he had sought advice from the worker because he wanted to establish contact 

with his daughter, but did not know her whereabouts.  He described himself as having problems keeping 

appointments, so had found the informality of the drop-in session exactly suited his needs.  Similarly, No14 had 

found such sessions very helpful.  Both these young fathers now had regular contact with their children. 

 

3.2.3 CONTACT BY ’PHONE, TEXT AND/ OR LETTER 

These were the standard methods used by the worker of initiating and maintaining contact with his clients.  For 

some, these were main contacts they had with the project.   

 

3.2.4 LUNCH-TIME DROP-IN 
The more informal group session took place over a lunch-time as a drop-in with food provided and, on occasion, an invited 

speaker. 

 

3.2.5 EVENING GROUP  

In the first round of interviews conducted in February 2003 for the main research report, interviewees 

enthusiastically described the group they were attending, as being located in a church hall and forming a 9-

week course on fatherhood.  No4 described the evening group as: ‘a laugh, a bit of fun’.  But then went on to 

outline the serious intent of the evening.  He explained that the site worker made a good environment.  For him 

it was not a teacher/ student relationship.   
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No3 outlined the group activities as follows: 

- 6.00 - 7.30 recreation section, ie table tennis, pool, ate, drank coffee, chatted and played music   

- 7.30 – 9.00 formal section in two parts, firstly ‘sharing time’ when everyone gave an up-date on 

what had been happening in their lives, including the two group leaders.  Secondly, discussion 

of the designated topics or related activity.  This last formed the programme negotiated 

between the leader and group members. 

- The evening finished with an exercise where: ‘we all get up and interact’.  After a short break, 

they had one minute to talk about their views of the evening’s discussion.   
 

Interviewees saw advantages in attending the evening group, namely the level of support, information and 

encouragement they gained from each other.  Several explained that they gained a different type of support 

from other participants than from the worker.  One interviewee explained that there were one-to-one sessions 

available but that he preferred the group work, because: ‘Everyone interacts, you get better answers’ [No4].  

They commented on the ease with which they spoke openly during group discussions, despite the fact that men 

were not supposed to talk freely, they felt they did.   

 
Of those interviewed who had attended a group, the length of membership varied from one interviewee who had attended 

every week through to one who had attended only once.  While one indicated that he had been unaware of the existence of 

the young fathers group, others said that the group had been fully explained to them. 

 

3.3 EVENING GROUP ATTENDANCE 
 

3.3.1 WHY DID MEMBERS TURN UP?  

Some interviewees indicated that they had attended initially, because others had advised them that they might 

find it interesting.  Two of the longer-term members had continued attending the group partly for the social 

contact it provided:  

 

More faces turning up, it was getting better and better. … [It was] a break from the world being involved 

in the group; they had table tennis, pool tables, free evening meal.  It was just a good general chat; it 

was like a lads’ night out as such.  

[No4] 

 

and:  

It’s an escape as well; it gives me a chance to go out on me own; to be on me own, do something for 

me. 

[No3] 

 

However, for this group member, interviewed a year later, his continued membership had also led him to begin 

the process of moving from being a client to being a volunteer helper: 
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I really got into it.  The events that have happened and I’ve got into the like organising. 

  [No3] 

 

He explained he had prepared food and had organised aspects of some trips.  However, he also saw himself 

as offering peer support:  

 

I like to try and think that as people come in and they’re in awkward situations … I’ve been through 

quite a lot of various different things and from social work, to mediation centres, to court with my little 

ones.  So I like to think, if somebody else comes in and they’ve got all the worries, that I might be able 

to give somebody else a bit of advice. 

[No3] 

 

It appeared that this young father was beginning to define himself as a volunteer helper: although he had not 

reached the stage of a formal commitment to such a step, since he had failed to attend any of the in-house 

training meetings at the voluntary organisation and had missed the deadline for a job application in a local Sure 

Start. 

 

3.3.2 REASONS FOR LEAVING THE GROUP 

The overarching reason given by interviewees to explain why they had stopped attending the group was that 

they felt uncomfortable and out of place.  This can be broken down as meaning: 

 

 wrong focus 

 too small 

 group dynamics. 

 

Wrong focus: Both No10 and No12 considered the group had the wrong focus for them, which led to their 

discomfort.  Each felt that the content was more geared to fathers with far larger problems than either of them 

was experiencing, since each lived with their children.  Since they did not feel the group addressed their 

situation these young men did not feel at home in a group which was dealing with the major issues of having no 

contact with children, or having to pursue court action to gain access.  No10 described the atmosphere of the 

group as being more akin to a drugs/ drink rehabilitation group than an opportunity to learn skills relating to 

fatherhood.   

 

Too small: While No12 had also found it off-putting having only one other young father present.  He now 

attended a different group that had a core membership of about 5 or 6 [see also 3.3.6]. 

 

Group dynamics: No4 had attended the full first run of the group but had opted out of the second run as his life 

had undergone a number of major changes: ‘it wasn’t by choice’.  He became employed, which made the 

timing of the group more difficult, added to which his daughter had then been born: ‘it wasn’t because I didn’t 

like it.  It was just I got a busy, busy life now and haven’t got the time for it all’.  However, when pressed further 

he did explain that he had felt: ‘a little bit uncomfortable, a bit out of place, couldn’t contribute enough’.  He had 

not continued with the second group because he had felt:  
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…a little bit like a stranger. … Some of the things that were then said, there were … certain group 

members, sort of being funny, I just heard them all before.  That kind of got on my nerves a little bit as 

well.  Never got a word in edgeways, anyway. 

 

There had been one individual group member who irritated him very much:  

 

A lot of us are there to discuss people’s problems but then just the way he was putting it about, … he 

… was always interrupting; his [attitude] annoyed me, like as a person, I started to dislike him. … It 

seemed like every time, because this person would dominate the whole session about his problem, you 

couldn’t ever talk.  It kind of annoyed me.  I didn’t want to say nothing.  It was just like everyone was 

into his problems, one or two others sitting there, like me bored. 

 

So for this interviewee, the group dynamics changed and no longer worked for him. 

 

3.3.3 REASONS FOR NEVER ATTENDING A GROUP 

The reasons offered by interviewees to explain why they had never attended the group were: 

 

 wrong focus 

 difficult to fit into a working day 

 did not suit their personalities 

 no children allowed.   

 

Wrong focus: Some considered that they had needed advice and help in gaining and maintaining contact, 

which had been better addressed by one-to-one sessions with the worker then with a solicitor.  While some felt 

that their problems were not so serious as other group members.  One person explained that the very thought 

of attending a group with young men who had established access to their children while he had been trying to 

gain contact with his daughter would have been too depressing.   

 

Difficult to fit into a working day: A weekend group would have been easier for those who were employed. 

 

Did not suit their personalities: Some felt the self-revelatory nature of some sections of the group did not appeal 

to them.  No7, for example, explained that he would never attend because he was too shy and nervous to 

express himself in front of other people.  

 

No children allowed: Others would have preferred to have been able to attend with their children, explaining it 

would have been good for their children to mix with others, while one interviewee thought it would have given 

his wife a rest. 

 

3.3.4 ATTENDANCE AT A NEW GROUP 

Of those who thought they might attend a new group if one started, one interviewee had given this some 

consideration, so for him the group would need to: 
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 meet when he was not working, eg a Saturday 

 offer a ‘learning programme’, covering fatherhood skills, needs of child, how to offer love and support 

 offer an opportunity to learn first-hand new skills with the children present 

 act also as a recognised contact centre so that fathers could bring their children.   

 

For this young father, being able to bring his child was very important, because he needed a contact centre 

where there would be others present.  Ideally, this would be in the city centre offering a welcoming and 

pleasant environment.  He thought MAP fulfilled these criteria.    

 

Those who indicated they would not attend a group offered a variety of reasons: 

 

 lack of motivation 

 too formal 

 did not suit their personalities 

 found another group. 

 

Lack of motivation: One interviewee felt he was so dispirited because he could not find work that he lacked any 

motivation to make the effort.   

 

Too formal: Others indicated that they preferred the less formal drop-in occasions, which did not tie members 

down to set times each week and offered the opportunity of one-to-one sessions with the worker when they 

needed this.   

 

Did not suit their personalities: For others the very thought of a group was anathema, since they did not think it 

suited their own personalities.   

 

Found another group: One young father, a sole carer, had now found a Young Parents Group, which fulfilled 

his needs.  Although he was the only father attending, he felt the focus of the group suited him better than the 

YFP had, which he considered had dealt with very serious problems of fathers denied contact with their 

children whereas the focus of his new group was young parents.  He preferred the content of the new group, 

which he described as varied.  The group ran according to school terms and the children attended.  Each term 

the members negotiated what they wanted to do each week.  This had covered activities such as canoeing and 

talks from shops and service providers such as Family Planning.  The group ran 12.30 to 2.30 with transport 

and light refreshments provided.  Once a month they organised a-bring-and-share lunch.   

 

3.3.5 WHO WERE THE GROUP SESSIONS FOR? 

There was a lack of clarity in relation to the target membership of the evening group.  There are various 

possible ways of dividing a group such as by age.  However, in this case the age of potential group members 

was not a relevant issue, since those interviewed fell at the older end of the project age range [see section 2].  

The interviewees were more concerned to be divided by the type and level of their need.  The more desperate 

fighting for contact and access did not wish to be mixed with the more settled, who in turn did not want 
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repeatedly to discuss the access problems of some group members when they wanted to focus on 

developmental skills.  This was a recurring theme throughout the interviews, reflected in this report at 3.3.2; 

3.3.3; 3.3.4; 3.4.1.  The group members and the potential members did not form a homogeneous whole: their 

needs being too disparate.   

 

One interviewee had identified this problem.  He could not see how the project could attract all young fathers 

as, because:  

 

… you can’t do it like because there are so many different people in so many different situations. … 

Dads that are in comfortable positions with their children, like, for example, a father, wife, mortgage, 

two cars, three kids … are still eligible for the group. … [But] that sort of person won’t be attracted to a 

group that’s designed … [to be] a support group, designed for helping people.   

[No3] 

 

He considered that the target membership needed to be divided: ‘in half, those that need and those that don’t’.  

His difficulties in describing the project to potential group members encapsulate the lack of clarity in identifying 

the target membership.  He had been wary in his description, calling it:  

 

… a fathers’ social group.  I must admit I usually use the sort of analogy … it’s the mother and toddler 

group for dads. … [I] avoid saying it’s for fathers in difficult situations with the children, because I find 

… there are certain people that might actually be put off by that. 

 

3.3.6 GROUP LEADERS 

It is self-evident that the personalities and working styles of the group leaders are key to a successful group.  

All interviewees, whether group members or not, had found the YFP site worker approachable, helpful and 

professional.     

 

The group followed the usual practice of having two leaders present.  The co-leader changed during the course 

of the group sessions leading some interviewees to say that they related more to one than another.  Both were 

valued; however, one interviewee had found it more difficult to relate to a worker who had a settled life with a 

wife, two cars, a home and children, because he was not having to attend court sessions to gain access to his 

children.   

Since the group was embedded within MAP, it had the further advantage of a wide range of other staff whom 

group members could approach for support.  No10, for example, explained he always made contact with a 

particular worker, unconnected with the YFP, because he had a long-standing relationship with this person who 

had supported him over a number of years. 

 

3.3.7 OPTIMUM GROUP SIZE  

It is usual when group work is being planned for the maximum and minimum size to be discussed, leading a 

worker to have in mind an optimum size.  Here, the problem was the core membership could not be guaranteed 

to reach an acceptable size of, say, 5.  One interviewee, who clearly wanted to attend a group as he had since 
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found another, had felt too exposed in the group when only one other member had been present [see also 

3.3.2].   

 

3.4 STRUCTURE OF EVENING GROUP 
 
The evening group was split into different sections [see also 3.2.5].   

 

3.4.1 RELAXATION TIME 

The first section was a relaxation time where there was food, which for some interviewees proved a real attraction: ‘it’s 

always helpful to be fed’ [No14].  There were games, such as:  

 

… pool, table tennis, all sorts of things going on, music, TV, full of lads, not literally choc a bloc, strictly males 

anyway, get away from the ladies for a little while, we have a laugh, and shout, and joke. 

[No4] 

 

Some appeared to discover how to enjoy themselves during these social activities: 

 

I certainly enjoyed it, even if I brought nothing out of the session about being a father: but from a personal point of 

view, … - I actually enjoyed myself.  It was something to look forward to, a social event really. 

[No4] 

 

However, some interviewees, who had not attended the group, indicated that this section of the evening would not have 

proved attractive, as they would not have enjoyed those particular activities.  While others would not have wanted to 

become involved with people they did not know, preferring to stick to their close circles of friends. 

 
3.4.2 SHARING TIME 

The section of the evening called ‘sharing time’ allowed members, including the group leaders, to comment on the sort of 

week they had experienced bringing everyone up-to-date with any developments in their particular problems.   

 

Opinion on this section was very much divided.  Some interviewees had no problem, finding it helpful that the leaders, for 

example, also experienced similar problems to their own.   

 

However for others, even when they understood the need for such a time, felt this was enough to put them off attending a 

group.  For these interviewees it was too heavy, too much focussed on people with problems and much too self-revelatory.  

No17, for example, considered he should sort out his own problems, while No10 felt that he was unable to relate to the 

issues raised, which he thought were more suited to a group dedicated to fathers who could not cope.  He had wanted a 

different focus, since he felt that the problems raised by the group members were so big they should have remained 

confidential between the individual young fathers and the worker, being better addressed during one-to-one sessions.  He 

felt it was very likely that at some point a group member would reveal confidential issues outside the group, whereas talking 

to the worker was safe since he would not betray confidences. 

 

3.4.3 FATHERHOOD TOPICS 

The central section of the group meeting took the form of a discussion or related activity on some aspect of fatherhood.  

Those who had attended regularly understood that they had followed a programme.  However, they also understood that 

such a programme needed to be flexible:  
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It got really complicated because … it would come up in the folder … - at this point in the group you should be 

covering this factor.  But … [perhaps] no one had turned up that night that was interested in knowing about that. … 

If four people turned up and three of them all turned round and said there was one main issue they wanted to 

cover, and that wasn’t in the criteria for that particular week, it just didn’t work.  So we relaxed up on that a bit for 

the following group of sessions. 

[No3] 

 

In the second phase of group sessions, the worker put up a list for members to choose, making the topics more relevant to 

members’ situations and interests.   

 

For those who either had not attended the group regularly or had not attended at all, this section of the evening did not 

appeal.  For some the topics were the wrong ones, for example, No10 would have preferred the sessions to have offered 

basic advice on finance, housing and benefits rather than, what he saw as, big emotional issues.  While No12 had found the 

topic where they had chosen a hero too close to the Personal, Social and Health Education lessons he remembered from 

school. 

 

Some had no wish to cover any issues related to being a father.  No14, for example, felt that he had moved beyond needing 

such help, which he would have appreciated when his daughter had been younger.  While No17 considered no one could 

teach you how to be a father you had to learn that yourself.  For some, their concern had been very specific, for example, 

establishing contact; so that when that had been resolved they no longer felt they had any further reason to have contact 

with the project and certainly had no need to attend a discussion group. 

For one interviewee the topics were covered in the wrong way.  He explained that, because of his learning disability, 

discussions would not help him to learn.  He needed someone to show him with a quick demonstration, otherwise he lost 

concentration. 

 

3.4.4 TRANSPORT AND BABY-SITTING 

Extra assistance was provided for members to help their attendance at the group.  There was free transport to the venue 

and payment for babysitting, if needed.  The free transport had been the more widely used and for those who had used it, it 

had been essential to their attendance since the venue was not in the city centre.  For some interviewees, once they had 

been shown the exact location, they were quite happy making their own way there.  One interviewee, a lone parent, had 

made use of the payment for baby-sitting.   

 

3.5 OTHER ACTIVITIES 
 

Interviewees mentioned a number of other activities; for example, a seaside trip was appealing to a number.  

Most envisaged it as an opportunity for a fathers’ and children’s day out.  One interviewee expressed 

disappointment that the video had not been made, since he had imagined this would have been an activity he 

could have joined.  The possibility of paintballing was also raised.   
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4 RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
VIABLE CORE GROUP MEMBERSHIP 

(i) It is essential that enough group members are recruited to ensure the core membership does not fall below a 

minimum number of say 5.  Any less makes new members feel too exposed and uncomfortable.  (3.3.7)  

 

(ii) To ensure a viable number of core group members, a regular analysis of client in-house records should be 

undertaken.  This would establish not only the type of engagement with the project each young father has 

experienced, but also the type of engagement that each requires.  By placing clients into simple categories it 

would be easier to see at a glance the number who indicate that they require group contact.  This should be 

kept under review, since it is easy for a worker to think there are a larger number of clients on the books who 

require group work than there are.  There may indeed be a lengthy list of clients, but if their needs are being 

met to their satisfaction by one-to-one contact there will not be enough to make a viable core group.  (2; 3.3.7) 

 

LIFE CYCLE OF A GROUP 

(iii) There would appear to be a life cycle to a group.   

 

LIFE CYCLE OF A GROUP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This should be planned for and set within a timescale.  This would reduce wasted time and effort in trying to run 

a group when the core membership will not support it.  (2) 

 

FOCUS OF GROUPS 

(iv) The current mix of the informal drop-in sessions and the formal group was needed and should be 

developed further.  However, the content, focus, target membership and purpose of these groups could be 

made sharper and more distinct from each other.  The informal drop-in sessions could operate throughout the 

year, while the more formal group could run in phases.  (3.2.4; 3.2.5; 3.3.5) 
 

(v) A clearer identification of target group membership for the formal group was needed.  Clients placed themselves into two 

sub-groups, those with access and contact problems and those who either saw their children regularly or who lived with 

them.  Because the needs of these sub-groups differed radically, one group could not meet the needs of both.  It is a waste 

of time and effort to make the group too generally appealing.  The evening group, therefore, needs a more clearly defined 

focus to prevent the alienation of each sub-group.  (3.3.5) 

SITE WORKER DEVELOPS 
CORE GROUP MEMBERSHIP

CORE MEMBERSHIP 
GRADUALLY REDUCES, 

MAKING GROUP UNVIABLE 

GROUP RUNS FOR, SAY, 
2 BLOCKS OF SESSIONS 
EACH OF 9 WEEKS 
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GROUP DYNAMICS 

(vi) Close monitoring of the group dynamics is required so that members do not become alienated, but feel that 

their needs are being met over a period of time.  (3.3.2) 

 

VOLUNTEER WORKERS 

(vii) It would be helpful for the worker to begin the identification process of potential volunteer workers from his 

clients.  Not only would this assist him in the long-term by freeing up some of his own time, but would also act 

as a boost to the self-esteem and personal achievements of the volunteers.  In the short-term, however, this 

strategy would make demands on his time, as volunteers require support and formal training.  (3.3.1) 
 

TRANSPORT AND BABY-SITTING 
(viii) The provision of the transport and babysitting services had been essential for some and much appreciated by all who 

used them.  They should be continued.  (3.4.4) 

 

OTHER ACTIVITIES 

(ix) Trips and outings serve a double purpose.  A sea-side trip, for example, could be used as a means of 

launching a new group, if it were immediately followed up while interest was high.  However, for some such a 

trip would be an end in itself and should be valued as such.  For some young fathers it would be an opportunity 

to enjoy time with their own children in the company of other fathers and children.  This is a rare opportunity for 

some young fathers.  (3.5)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 





Young Fathers Project
Basic information form

3. How local are you
to the project?

❍ local district

❍ within county/borough 

❍ Outside county/borough 

2. Who made first
contact with the
fathers’ project?

❍ Self

❍ Other  (please specify)

1. How old are you
and what is your
date of birth?

❍ Age

❍ D.O.B  (please specify)

Please help us by filling in this form. It is useful for us to know some basic information

about you and the kind of support you are looking for.

This project is working with the Trust for the Study of Adolescence (TSA), a national

charity involved in developing services for young fathers. With your permission we will

pass the information you give us in boxes 1-10 to TSA (without names, addresses or

contact details). 

Your details plus information from fathers using similar projects in different parts of

England will help TSA in its work to extend services for young fathers nationally.

Thank you

I give permission for this form (without names and contact details) to be passed to the Trust

for the Study of Adolescence (TSA) to help them in their work in developing services to

young fathers.

❍ Yes 

❍ No  
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Age of Child Male or Whether has PR?
(Insert Number) Female (please tick)

1. ❍ Yes
❍ No

2. ❍ Yes
❍ No

3. ❍ Yes
❍ No

4. ❍ Yes
❍ No

5. Please let us know the age and
sex of your children and
whether you have legal parental
responsibility (PR) for each child 
(insert age for each child, tick male or female and
indicate Yes or No in relation to parental responsibility
for each child).

❍ Single

❍ Married

❍ Married and separated

❍ Divorced 

4. Are you single, married,
separated or divorced?

❍ Birth father living with child/children

❍ Birth father living apart from child/children

❍ Step-father living with child/children 

❍ Step-father living apart from child/children  

❍ Expectant father 

❍ Lone parent 

❍ Living with mother of child(ren) 

❍ Not living with mother of child(ren) 

❍ Other (please specify)

6. Which of the following describes
your situation?
(more than one box may apply)

❍ Council 

❍ Hostel

❍ Homeless

❍ Housing Association

❍ LA ‘care’ 

❍ Owner occupier

❍ Living with parent(s)/carer

❍ Living with friend

❍ Private rented 

❍ Squat 

❍ Rough sleeper 

❍ Other (please specify)

7. Housing – which of
the following apply
to you?
(more than one box may apply)

❍ Education 

❍ Full-time job 

❍ Homemaker 

❍ No paid employ – 
Claiming benefit

❍ Disability Living Allowance

❍ Income Support

❍ Job Seekers Allowance

❍ Part-time job 

❍ Registered disabled 

❍ Self-employed 

❍ Training scheme

8. Employment – which
fits your situation?
(more than one box may apply)

9. Agencies involved –
please let us know the
other main agencies you
are in contact with
(please specify)
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a. What do you want to get from the fathers’ project? 
(More than one may apply)

❍ Get to see child(ren) more often

❍ Learn more about being a dad 

❍ Develop my parenting skills

❍ Meet dads in a similar situation 

❍ Get support with being a parent

❍ Get help with dealing with services  

❍ Get legal information and/or advice about rights

❍ Get help and advice for dealing with CSA

❍ Get information about childcare facilities

❍ Get information and advice about related benefits

❍ Get help dealing with a child’s: 

❍ behaviour 

❍ health 

❍ education

❍ Improve relationship with other parent 

❍ Mediation

❍ Counselling support to help with feelings 

and emotions around fatherhood

❍ Other information/advice with 

❍ getting a job 

❍ housing 

❍ sexual matters 

❍ health matters 

❍ advice and support with relationships 

❍ training/education 

❍ Other (specify) 

10. Situation at first contact

b.  How did you find out about the project?

c. Please summarise briefly, the situation in relation to your children?
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Trust for the

Study of

Adolescence

23 New Road

Brighton

East Sussex

BN1 1WZ

Tel: 01273 693311

Fax: 01273 679907

Email: info@tsa.uk.com

www.tsa.uk.com

a. White

❍ English

❍ Irish

❍ Scottish

❍ Welsh 

❍ Traveller

❍ Any other White background 
(please add)

11. We want to ensure that the project caters for all members of the local
community. To do this it helps to know a bit about your cultural
background. 

Which ethnic group describes you best? Choose a group from ONE of the
main sections (A to E) and specify if you wish. Use F if you would rather
not to give this information. 

b. Mixed/dual background

❍ White and Black Caribbean

❍ White and Black African 

❍ White and Asian

❍ Any other mixed background
(please add)

c. Asian or Asian British

❍ Indian

❍ Pakistani

❍ Bangladeshi

❍ Any other Asian background 
(please add)

d. Black or Black British

❍ Caribbean

❍ African 

❍ Any other Black background
(please add)

e. Chinese or other ethnic group

❍ Chinese

❍ Any other  
(please add)

f. Not known

❍ Did not give this information 

Date(s) completed:
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Trust for the

Study of 

Adolescence

The Trust for the Study of Adolescence (TSA) is an independent research organisation
and registered charity based in Brighton. It was founded in 1989 to help improve the
lives of young people and families. Its work is derived from the belief that there is a lack
of knowledge and understanding about adolescence and young adulthood. The Trust is
trying to close this gap through: research; training for professionals, and projects that
develop professional practice; publications for parents, professionals and young people;
and influencing policy-makers, service providers and public opinion. 

Currently TSA’s main areas of work are health & emotional well being, learning &
education, parenting & family life, participation & social action and youth justice. In
addition to research, TSA has an active conference and training programme, and a
thriving publications department.

Published by the Trust for the Study of Adolescence – TSA Ltd
©The Trust for the Study of Adolescence Ltd 2005
Registered Charity No. 800223
Registered Company No. 2300516

All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reprinted or reproduced or utilised in any form or
by any electronic, mechanical, or other means, now known or hereafter invented, including
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